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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this project is co develop economic models of how 

individuals use the Albe~arle-Pamlico Sounds for recreational fishing. In the 

process, v:e sought to describe demands for marine fishing. These models would 

be used to evaluate one aspect of the benefics people would ~ealize from 

improvements in the quality o: these resources. Management policies directed 

to reducing the effluent loading entering the sounds could then be evaluated . 

Rese~:-ch support:ed by this project has proc~eded in four stages. First, 

the principal investigators prepared a review of the economic models currently 

avzilable t o desc~ibe the dema~d for comparable t)~es of marine recreational 

f~shing anC the values of ireprovernents in its quali ty (see Smith and Palmquist, 

1988). BaseC on this review, it was concluded that the available research was 

quite limited, spec~fic to the areas studied, and not easily transfe:-~ed to the 

s ~tua~ion in Korth Carolina. 

The seco~d ste? in the research involved developing a data base t:hat: 

included a complete description of a sa~ple of users' recrea~ional fishing 

decisions in the area, their potential opportunities for fishing, a~C measures 

of the quality of the resources involved. This work involved enhancing an 

intercept survey collected for the area by the North Carolina Sea Grant Program 

during 1981 and 1982 to include measures of site quality and the distances to 

all other marine recreation sites in the area. 

The third aspect of the research required development of a model of 

recreational decisions relevant to the specific circumstances in the region. 

Bas~d on the earlier review, a model was structured and described at a public 

meeting involving inpu:: of Sea Grant personnel, representatives of recreational 

fishing groups, staff from the state, and other economists and social 

scientists k~owled£eable about the area. This ~as completed in January i988. 



The las: corr.poncnt o: :.he y.•ork has involved cs:.~mn:::ing llnci evalua.cing 

demand rr.odels based on the enhanced data base. Tlcis \cork has found tha~ the 

recrea.ciona:.. fisr.ing for the area in\•olves prima~ily resi.den::s of coastal or 

nearby coun-;ies. Demand mode ls have been success:ully estioaced for ~wo broad 

usage areas··che Pa~lico a~C Ou=e~ Banks regions. :hese ~odels inc:ude the 

average catc!-t rates fo r a ll boat fishermen us ing specific entry points a s a 

measur e of the quality of area of the estuary fo~ :cshing . Based on these 

estir.:ates, o .. .,.. p!:e:limina::y fi:1di!1&S suggest that: a 25 percer.t i:-tcrease in tJ~c: 

catch ra~e ~ould :ncrease c~e value co a fisher~ar. of a cyp~cal :ishir.g trip co 

each area by bec,..een $10 and $71 in 1981 dollars. 

Horeover, related "ork ,-:.ch these same data sponsored by the ~ort:h 

Carolina Sea Grant has been infl uenced by our ea r ly findings. This subsequent 

resear ch has used severa l alternative frameworks and indicates that the benefi: 

estimates c!er:\·od fo:- irr.tJrove:!!ents in f1shi!1g qt;.ali~y may be qc.i:.e se~si t: ive ::o 

che mocie::.ng :rar::e·.-.·orks and asSu.::!?::ions used co develop cheo. :'he p!"iJI:a~y 

distinc tio~ between these new rrodels and the wo~k under taken in this p~oject is 

an alteration in tho assumed perspective from which people make t hei r 

decisions . The ne·.• models assume recreationis t s consider each trip 

individua:ly and have a local orientation in their : ishing decisions. The work 

~emains pre:i~:.nary but o:fer s che prospect o: gauging how specific 

i"-prove~encs ac individua: l o ca:.ions along the coast migh~ influence the 

patterns o: use of these areas and the bene fi ts der ived by the recrea tionists 

involved . 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This research was developed to estimate the benefits to recreat ional 

fishermen from i mproved fishing quality that might arise from managing t he 

Albemarle-Parr.lico Estuary to meet the goals of the National Es~uary Program. 

The Albemarle-Parnlico Estuarine Study is part of the National Es tuary Program 

a•.lthorizec under the \<ate:: Q•.1ality Act of 1987. This legislation identifies 

the goals of the ~~~ional Estuary Program co be: 

" . . . t he accai~~ent or maintenance of water quality in an 
estuary which assures protection of public water supplies 
and the protection and propagation of a balanced, 
ir.digenous population of shellfish, fish, wildlife, and 
allo-;..· recreation activities , in anC. on the water " 

Among the seven categories ident ified as objectives of the National Estuary 

Programs, c~o are especially relevant to research described in chis report: 

to develo? the relationship between t he in~place loads and point and 
nonpoint loadings of po l lutants in the estuarine zone and the 
poten~ial uses of che zone, wacer quali t y, and natural resources; 

and 

to develop a comprehensive conservation and management p l an that 
reco~~ends prioritv corrective actions and compliance schedules 
addressing point and nonpoint sources of pollution to restore and 
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the 
escuary, including restoration and maintenance of water quality, a 
balanced indigenous population of shellfish, fish and wildlife, and 
recreational activities in the estuary, and assure that the 
designated uses of the estuary are protected . (emphasis added) 

A management plan t o preserve and enhance the quality of the sounds should 

consider the value of the potential enhancements that can result from policies 

to restrict the introduction of effluents into the sounds. Recreational 

fi shing is one of the most important uses of the Albemarl e and Pamlico Sounds, 

yet fishing ac~ivity c an be severely affected by effluents entering the so'->nds 

from upstrearr. and adjoining activities. The values generated by recreational 
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fishing are nore Cifficult co determine than the values provided by activities, 

such as co~~ercial fishing, where markets provide price inforrr.ation. 

Xonetheless, the value of recreational fishing and related activities should 

have a significant ro le to play in the decision-making process governing 

estuarine ma~agement. 

Connecting specific policies in a management plan to measures of the 

benefits they ultinately yield is a complex process . It cannot be treated in 

~solation from economic models of how people respond to changes in the physical 

and aesthetic features of an estuary and the resources it supports . 

The attach~d figure provides an overview of the process. Economic 

responses to q~~lity changes are the l ast compo~ent in the seque~ce of changes 

anc are identified at t he bottom of the figure under the heading behavioral 

effects . The full sequence begins with t he management plan and its 

:m?lications for firms, households, farmers. etc . that contribute to effluent 

loadings ( identified at the top of the figure) . Their responses to the 

limitations on their activities chat would be part of a plan determine how 

effluent loadings will change . These changes have implications for resources 

(i .e ., fish populat ions) supported by the estuary because these loadings affec t 

water quality. water quality affects the extractive (e.g., commercial and 

recreational fishing, etc . ) and non-extractive uses (e . g . , boating, fishing, 

etc.) of the area . I t is these uses that contribute to the economic value of 

the estuary as well as determine the incremental values generated by management 

plans. 

This research contributes one component to this overall scheme. 

The research had four goals: 

review and evaluate past ~odels of the demand for marine recreational 
fishing; 
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evaluate the feasibility of using existing work in a conservation and 
~anagement plan for the Albemarle -Pa~lico Sounds; 

develop conceptual and corresponding preliminary empirical models of 
the de~and for marine recreational fishing; 

estimate the benefits of improving fishing quality in the estuary and 
compare them with other estimates for similar resources . 

Because our review of the existing recreation demand licerature indicated 

tha~ the availabce s~udies would not meet the need for analy=ir.g S?Ort-fishing 

in the Albemarle-Pamlico Sounds, we developed our o•~ demand estimates. Using 

an augmented version of a survey of recreational fishermen conducted in 1981 

and 1982 by the North Carolina Sea Grant Program, we estimated a ne~ version of 

the travel cost demand model for compos i te recreation sites identifying the 

~ajor des~inacions ~ithin the estuary . Two of the three corr.posite sites 

defined using coastal launch points - the Pa~lico and the Outer Banks areas 

~ere found to have stable, economically plausible demand estimates that 

included a measure of fishing quality as a positive influence to an 

individual's demand for fishing in these areas . 

The results for the Outer Banks proved to be quite robust with respect to 

the specification of the estimating equat ion. ~~ile most visitors to the other 

~·o areas came from within 200 miles of the site, the Outer Banks sites drew 

visitors from much greater distances, as well as :rom the local area. Because 

of the prospects for differences in the demand functions or implicit 

ass~~ptions underlying the travel cost model, two separate demand functions 

were considered for the Outer Banks demand models - one for visitors within 

200 miles and a second using the full sample. In both cases, the coefficients 

of ~te variables had the expec~eC signs and most were statistically 

significant. The coefficients of travel cost, our implicit price measure , were 
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negac~ve a:;.d significant as expected. The catch rat:e-traYel cost interaction 

terms were positive and significant as expected. For the Pa~lico area the 

results were similar, generally having the expected sign and significance. 

The coefficient estimates were used to estimate the price elasticity of 

demand for recreation in the Outer Banks and Pamlico areas. The price 

elasticity of demand measure the responsiveness of the quantity demanded to 

changes in the price or cost of using the site . It is measured as the 

?ercentage change in the nw~ber of visits to the site if price increases by one 

percent. In both areas, the elasticity was between zero and minus one, 

inplying that the demand is inelastic or somewhat less responsive to price. 

Hore specifically, the estimates indicate that a one percent rise in price 

would result in a .53 to .66 percent reduction in the number of visits an 

individual would take, depending on whether the full sample or the less - than-

200-rniles sample estimate was used. For the Pamlico area, a sim~lar 

one percent: rise in costs would result in a .90 percent reduct ion in visits. 

Both sets of est:i~ates fall within the range o: estimates for this type of 

recreation. 

We also estimated the consumer surplus per trip for the typical 

recreationist and the change in this surplus with improvements in quality as 

measur ed by the average catch race. The consumer surplus describes the 

difference between what the individual would be willing to pay for the trip and 

what he actually had to pay ( in travel and opportunity costs). Yne estimates 

:or the per - crip value were large, but do fall within the range from past 

studies, especially when the restricted version of the Outer Banks model was 

used . For Pamlico, the per-trip surplus was about $!00. For the restricted 

Outer Sanks it was approximately $140. A catch rate improva~en~ of 25 percent 

t 

l 
I 

' 
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would be · ... ·o~:;,:!1 about: $71 to a fisherman on the Ou:er Sanks using the estimate 

for the full sample. For chose from within 200 miles who used the Outer Banks, 

the consumer surplus was abouc $24, and for the Pamlico it was just under $10. 

On the o:her hand, if there was a 25 percent decrease in phosphorus loading on 

the sounds, the increase in consumer surplus would be about $60 and $20 for the 

Outer Banks full sample and ~ithin - 200 miles sample respectively. On the 

Pamlico , a si~ilar reduccion would be worth only $2.46. 

The research co dace has clearly escablished the feasibilicy of 

quancifying che benefits from managemenc programs for one of the important 

recreational activities for the estuary. ~~at recains to be done involves 

extending this type of analysis to include all of the activities enhanced 

through imp:coYemencs in che estuary. 
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Chapter 1 

In~roduction and Overview 

1.1 Goals 

The Alberr.a:-le - P.s.mlico Estuarine Study is part of t:he ~acional Estuary 

Program au,horized under the ~acer Quali t y Acto: 1987. This legislation 

identifies the goals of the National Estuary Program to be: 

" .. . :~e attainment or rr.aintenance of water qua~ity in an 
es::ua!"y t..~hich assures procect:ion of p1..lblic ln·ater supplies 
and the protection and propagation of a ba!anced, 
indigenous population of shellfish, fish, wildlife, and 
allow recreation activities. in and on the water . " 

To meet this broad objective, Section 317 of the Act emphasizes the need for 

planning. Indeed, the cooperative agreements initiated between EPA and states 

are intended to lead to the development of a corr.prehensive conservation and 

ma~agement pla~ :or each estuary because 11 lons- cerm planning and managemenc 

will contribute to the continued productivity of these areas, and will maximize 

their ut:ility to the Nation." 

Specific purposes of the National Estuary Programs are identified in 

Section 320 of the Act . ~~ong the seven categories identified, two are 

especially relevant to research described in this report: 

to develop the relationship between the in-place loads and point and 
nonpoint loadings of pollutants in the estuarine zone and the 
potential uses of the zone, water quality. and natural resources; 

and 

to develop a comprehensive conservation and management plan that 
recommends prioritv corrective actions and compliance schedules 
addressing point and nonpoinc sources of pollution to restore and 
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of :he 
estuary/ including restoration and maintenance of water quality, a 
balanced indigenous population of shellfish , fish and •·ildlife, and 
recrea~ional activicies in the estuary. and assure that the 
designated uses of the estuary are protected. (emphasis added) 



In o::Cer ~o achievP. :hese objectives, subs\:ancial daca collection and 

research on ~he ~acural science features of the estuary axe neeCed. It is 

essential to understand the complex physical and biological relationships 

lir:king inflows of e~fluent loadings to the ef~ects on the estuary as a 

resource anC the services it provides . 

To establist. priorities and a plan to meet them, we must first acknowledge 

~::a:. any ac~!o:1 co reduce ef~lue:-tt loadings \..lill have costs anC yield ce::-~ain 

changes ir. actisi~ies tha~ a= feet the services and. quality of the estuary. 

Because these costs and outputs ~ill be di:ferent across the alterna~ives that 

~ill comp~ise a conservatic~ an1 management plan, it is important to assess the 

magnitude of the benefits that "'ill be achieved by the different policy 

alternatives . Indeed, the Albemarle -Pamlico Estuarine Study •ork Plan st:ates 

ac che outset chat: "Findin& real!.st5c. workable means co mediate conflicts 

bet~een human uses clearly depends upon understanding interactions between 

human uses a.nd natural systems." (Emphasis adCed . ) The Policy Com::tittee for 

che Scudy has similarly resolved chac : 

The goal of che Albernarle-Pamlico Project will be to provide the 
scientific knowledge and publ i c awareness needed to make 
rational management decisions so that the Albemarle -Pamlico 
estuarine system can continue to supply citizens with natural 
resources , recreational opportunities, and aeschetic enjoyment. 
(emphasis added) 

1.2 Highlights of Findi ngs 

The purpose of t his research was t o estimate the benefits provided to 

recreational fishermen by managing the Albema=le-Pamlico estuary (APES) in 

ordar to e~hance fishing ~uality. More specifically, we proposed four goals, 

~o: 

, 
I 
I 
l 



re\ ·ie· .. ; and evaluate past models of the demand for ma:-ine 
recreational fishing; 

e,·aluate the feasibility of using existing work in a 
conservation and management plan for the Albemarle·Pamlico 
Sounds; 

develop conceptual and corresponc1ng preliminary e~pirical 
models of the demand for marine recreational fishing; 

estimate the benefits of improving fishing quality in the 
estuary and compare them with other estimates for similar 
resources. 

Because our review of the exis~ing recreation demand licera~ure i~dicated 

3 

that the available studies •ould not meet the need for analyzing sport- fishing 

in the Alberr:a:-le·?amlico Sounds, v.'e developed our O\..'n demand. es~in.a-:es. t:sing 

a!"!. augmer.ted version of a survey of recreational fishermen conducced in 1981 

and 1982 by the Korth Carolina Sea Grant Program, •e estimated a new version of 

cr:e travel cost: demand n:odel for coir.posit:e recreation sites identifying the 

rr.aj o~ destinat ~ons within the estuary. Two of ~he three sites · t he Pamlico 

and the Ou::er Banks areas · were found to have stable, economically plausihle 

demand estir.:at:es that include a measure of fish ing quality as a positive 

influence ~o an individual's demand for fishing in these areas. 

To illustrate the use of these models, we es~imated the increase in value 

thac an individual would place on a typical fishing trip if the availability of 

:ish improved by 25 percent. Because this quality measure for fishing varies 

within each area~ the benefits an individual would realize depends on where the 

im?rovements occur . Figure 1.1 displays a subset of our estimates of the per · 

trip benefit a typical fisherman would realize on a map of the area. Based on 

our :inal demand models, these estimates range from $2. 00 to $38.00 for most of 

::h~ launch areas in the Outer Banks destination a-.d $2.00 to $14.00 for the 

Parr.lico entry points . These are measured in 1981 dollars. These differences 



revie·.· and evaluate past models of the demand for marine 
recreational fishing; 

evaluate the feasibility of using existing work in a 
conservation and management plan for the Albemarle·Pamlico 
Sounds; 

develop conceptual and corresponding preliminary empirical 
~odels of the demand for marine recreational fishing; 

estimate the benefits of improv ing fishing quality in the 
estuary and compare ~hem ~i~h other es=imaces for similar 
resou:::-ces. 

Because our review of the existing recreation dema~d litera=ure indicated 

chat t:he available scuCies \o;lould not meet the need for ana2.yzing sport·fishing 

in the Albe~arle·?amlico Sounds, we developed our OA~ demand estima=es. Using 

an augmen,ed version of a survey of recreational fishermen conducted in 1981 

anC l982 by the ~orth Carolina Sea Grant Program, we estimated a new version of 

t:he travel cost demand model for composite recreation sites identifying the 

major destinations wi~hin the estuary. T~o of the three sites · the Panlico 

and t~e Outer Banks areas - were found to have stable, econo~ically plaus~ble 

demand estimates that include a measure of fishing quality as a positi ve 

influence to an individual's demand for fishing in these areas. 

To illustrate t he use of these models, we estimated the increase in value 
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that an individual would place on a typical fishing trip if "he availability of 

fish improved by 25 percent. Because this quality measure for fishing varies 

within each area, the benefits an individual would realize depends on where the 

improve~ents occur . Figure 1 .1 displays a subset of our estimates of the per· 

trip benefit a typical fisherman would realize on a map of the area. Based on 

our :inal derr.and models, these estimates range from $2.00 to $3S.OO for most of 

the launch areas in the Outer Banks destination and $2.00 to $14.00 for the 

Pamlico ent~y points . These are measured in 1981 dollars . :hese differences 
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a!:e primarily the result: of differences in t:he base level of f~shing quality 

from ~<hich t:hese improvements take place. Nonecheless, by separating 

recreationiscs by the three destination areas, ~e do reflect some of the 

diversity in the other physical characteristics, including the types of fish a~ 

the various locations wichin the estuary. 

Overall, our research findings exceeded the original goals. They have 

Cer:1onstrate<i the: feasibility o: develo?ing n:oC.els tr.at are reS?O:-!.S:_Ye to che 

needs of a corr.prehensive conservation and management plan, and have developed a 

sec of preliminary models for valuing changes in an important seg~ent of the 

activities supported by the Albernarle-Pamlico estu£ry - recreati~nal fishing. 

Final l y, ou= results have been developed within the cont ext of a larger program 

of research thac s!"tould perm!.t us to evaluate hO"-" sensitive these estimates are 

to the ~odel:ng assumptions :mplicit in their development, and thereby to 

u!.timat.ely propose a 11 best" estimating framework for measuring the aggregate 

benefits :rorr. a!~e~r.acive management policies. 

1.3 Overview of the Report 

As with most other types of recreation, marine recreational fishing is an 

activity that takes place outside conventional economic markets. One of the 

~est i~po=~ant implications of this feature of most recreational activities is 

that the information a market provides on peoples' values of the goods or 

services exchanged is not available. This implies that analyses must deterKine 

the willingness to pay of the recreat ionis ts for the ac t ivity indirectly . 

Recreationists do face various costs such as travel and time costs to reach the 

recreation site, as well as launch fees or rental fees for boats . There are a 

nurr:ber of economic techniques that utilize information on such cos::s to 



ae:errr.ine che value recreacioniscs implicitly place on che site chey select for 

s pecific recrea~ional activi~ies. 

The various me thods that have been used are reviewed in Chapter 2. While 

5 

there are many d:f:e~ences in the details of the applications, the cechniques 

can be roughly separated into three groups : travel cost models, hedonic travel 

cost models, and random utility travel cost models. Travel cost models 

es~:~ate ~~e de~a~C for a si~e using travel coscs as s measure of the implicit 

price of the sice. Hedonic t ravel cost studies assume that recreationists have 

demands for the various features of recreation sites that contribuce to their 

qua lity and at~e~?C to determine the underlying demands for each of these 

characteristics . Finally, random utility models use a probabilistic framework 

to explain a recreacionist's choice of a particular site from among a number o: 

possible sites. ~~~e~ the interest is in measuri~g the value of site quality 

rather chan the site itself, each of t hese mechods i s generally more complex . 

~nile che~e have been numerous studies of the value of other types of 

recreational activities, only a limited number previously have attempted to 

measure the economic value of marine recreational fishing . Chapter 3 revie~s 

the studies that have been done for t he t ypes of marine recreational fishing 

found on the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds . Most of this work is quite recent 

and has ut:lized one of three modeling frameworks: the travel cost method, the 

random utility model, or the contingent valuation or survey framework. Chapter 

3 describes ~hy it would be difficult or i mpossible co transfer che results 

from ocher locations to the North Carolina sounds . Mo reover , it also discusses 

ocher limitations with these other studies. One of the mos t important of these 

shortcomings ar~£es because few have successfull y isolated the effects of site 

quality on recreationists' demands for fishing. 
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Our study used data fron a number of sources. The most irr.portan~ of these 

is an intercept survey of boat and bank fishermen on che Albemarle and Pamlico 

Sounds that was conducted by North Carolina Sea Grant during the 1981 and 1982 

seasons. :his survey collected information on the respondent, the ?ar:y, che 

ec;t:.:.pmenc, and che catch, as ,,:ell as the number of other trips made in the 

previous year. The survey provided an unusual opportunity because the amour.t 

anC: variety o: informatio:'l collected :ar exceeds that of other sun·eys 

available for this area. Even so, the survey had co be supplemented ~i~h a 

nu!nber o: other types of data. The distances traveled fron each cou:1ty of 

origin to al l of the identified entry points into the sounds we~e measureC from 

highway maps. Estimates of each respondent's wage rate in 1981 were developed 

based on a ~edonic ~age model relating hourly wage rates to job and individual 

characteris:ics. Usint :his in:ormacion from the survey respor.ses. a ?redicted 

wage was ass igned and then used in valuing the tra·;el·time costs for each 

individual . Information on ~otor vehicle operating costs were also used in 

deriving 'travel costs. The average catch rates t..:ere calculated for each 

launching point identified in the survey. Finally, pollution discharge levels 

for biochemical oxygen demand , suspended solids , nitrogen, phosphorous, and 

waste-water ~ere obcained f=o~ ~0&~. Point source. nonpoint sources, and 

upstream loadings •.·ere aYailable. A det:ailed concordance linking the launch 

points and adjoining areas to t he locat:ions r elevant for each set of effluent 

loadings was prepared so the two data files could be merged . 

Our analysis develops a new version of the travel cost recreation demand 

model. Because of the significant differences i n the physical and biological 

nature of the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds J each is treated as a distinct set 

of destinations. Further, diffe~ences in the character of the Outer Banks 
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sices also warranced separace creacmenc. Thus, our demand modeling idencifies 

three major des tinacions: Outer Banks, Pamlico, and Albemarle '-·ichin chese 

areas. As a result of differences in these entry points and their 

characce~is~:cs, fishing qualicy differs across individuals using the same 

overall destination or composite site. Our concepcual analysis of the 

implications of the treatment of quality in recreation dema~d models 

demc~strstes ~hat ~here are ac lease three theoretical models cha~ can be used 

co generace our escimating model . In each case, sice qualicy (as measured by 

the average catch rate for the site) interacts with travel costs to affect t~e 

number of fishing trips made. In addition, the travel costs to the substitute 

areas as well as various socioeconomic characteristics of the individuals 

involved play a significant: role in the choices made . Both ordinary lease 

squares and maxi~~m likel ihood escimators were used. The lacter a llows for che 

truncation in the measure of use arising from the use of a site intercept 

survey. 

The results for the Outer Banks proved to be quite robust with respect to 

the specification of che estimating equation . \Jhile most visitors to the other 

cwo areas came from within 200 miles of the site, the Outer Banks sites drew 

visitors from much greater distances, as well as from che local area. Because 

of the prospects for differences in the demand funccions or implicit: 

assumpcions underlying the travel cost model, cwo separace demand funccions 

were considered for the Queer Banks demand models - one for visitors within 200 

miles and a second using the full sample . In both cases, the coefficients of 

the variables had the expected signs and most were scatistically significant. 

The coefficients of travel cost. , our implicit price measure, were negative and 

significant as expected. The catch rate-travel cost interaccion terms were 



positive and significant as expected. For the ?amlico area t.he results y,1ere 

similar, generally having the expected sign and significance. The only area 

where the results were not successful was the Albemarle destination where the 

models were unstable and largely noninformative. 

The coefficient estimates were used to estimate the price elasticity of 

demand for recreation in the Outer Banks and Pamlico areas. The price 

el.sscici::y of Cema:1d meas•.1res the responsiveness o= the quantity der.:anded co 

changes in the implicit price or cost of using the site. It is measured as the 

percentage change in the number of visits to the site if price (travel cost) 

increases by one percent . In both areas, the elasticity was between zero and 

minus one, implying that the demand is inelastic or somewhat less respons ive to 

price. ~fore specifically. the estimates indicate that a o~e percen~ rise in 

p~ice ~ould resul~ in a . 53 to .66 percent reductio~ in the n~~ber of visits an 

individual ···ould take, depending on whether the full sample or the less - than

~00-miles sa=ple estimate was used . For the Parr.lico area, a similar one 

percent rise in t~avel costs ~ould result in a .90 percent reduction in visits. 

3oth sets of estimates fall within the range of est imates for this t ype of 

recreation. 

~e also estimated the cons~~er surplus per trip for the typical 

recreacionist and the change in this surplus with improvements in quality. The 

consume:: s · .. uoplus describes the difference between what: the individual would be 

willing to pay for che trip and what: he actually had co pay (in travel and 

opportunity costs) . The estimates for the per-t:rip value were large, but do 

fall within the range from past studies, especially when the restricted version 

o: the Outer Banks model was used. For Parnlico, the per-trip surplus was about 

$100. For the restricted Outer Banks model, it was approximate~y $140. 
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As ~e surr~arized at the oucsec, we also used the models co estimate the 

values of improveme~ts in the qualities of the Sounds. If catch rate could be 

increased by 25 percene by reducing environmental degradation, this would be 

~o=~h about $71 to a fisher~an on the O~ter Banks using the estimate for che 

full sample which ~ncluded people who traveled longer distances to use the 

resource . For those from within 200 miles who used the Queer Banks, the 

consumer surplus ~as abou~ $2~, ar.d for the Paml:co it was just under $10. On 

the other ha~d, if there was a 25 percent decrease in phosphorus loading on the 

sounds, the increase in consumer surplus would be about $60 and $20 for the 

Queer Banks full sa~ple and within-200 miles sample respectively_ On the 

?amlico, a similar reduction ~ould be worth only $2.46. 

Overall the findings are encouraging. They demonstrate the feasibility of 

developing the information necessary to consider the tradeoffs inherent in a 

comprehensive management plan . By offering the prospect of a flexible, site

specific method for estima:ing an irr.portant component of the benefits the 

public realizes from irnprove~ents in estuarine quality, we have one central 

element in ~he support materials needed to prioritize the actions considered in 

the policy-making process. 



2.1 Introduct ion 

Chapter 2 

The Theory and Implementation of 
Travel Cost Recreation Demand Methods 
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This chapter describes the travel cost model .1 It begins ~ith the 

assumption that the reader is largely unaware of this literature and seeks to 

acco~plis~ ch~ec tasks: ( 1 ) to describe t he theoretical under?i~nings for 

travel cost demand models; {2) to outline how that theory is adapted to meet 

the special requirements imposed by the differe~t t ypes o: data describing 

how rec=eational resources are used; a~d (3) to highlight the i~p~ications of 

this past research for the models we have developed to describe marine 

recreational fishing in the Albemarle-Pamlico Estuary. 

Because our view of economic modeling wil l affect how ~e describe the 

microeconomic rationale for Hotelling's suggestion and its implementation, a 

brief descripti on of this perspective seems warranted. Applications of 

microeconomi c models of behavior should acknowledge that the analysts 

involved ~ill never know the true funct ion motivating behavioral decisions or 

the constraints defining the feasible choices. The people involved in maki ng 

chese choices will alwavs know more about their goals, circumstances, 

perceptions, and constraints than analysts can hope to learn through 

observation or interviews. Equally important, analysts will always 

incompletely observe the variables to be used in estimating models derived 

from our characterization of decision processes. 

A model is then a strategy f c : organizing what we hypothesize reotivstes 

and cor.s=rains a particular class of decisions. Together with whac has been 



obse!'Yed (or in the case of contingent valuation or behavior s~uC.ies, what 

has been asked ) , models can be used to describe or test econo: .. :.c 

relationships. This has at least two impl icat i ons for the process of 

evaluating ap?lied microeconomic models. Firs~. the stochastic assumptions 

used to characterize an 11 ideal 11 error structure in es t imating demand models 

should be regarded as a set of standards for the adequacy of the model a~d 

not as separa~e influences co the observable measures of de~and. 
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Second, anC perhaps most relevant to current develop~ents in recreation 

demand ~odeling, deriving the demand function as a direct analytical 

realizacio~ of a~ opti~izing model for an inCividual's recreational choices 

is not necessarily a superior description of those choices. Ic is one 

s~racegy. As ~ith any alternative strat egy, its relative merits remain to be 

escablished. 

Section 2.2 describes t:he theoretical rationale for the travel cost 

method using Becker's [1965) household produccion framework to organize the 

discussion . In Section 2 . 3, the methods used to implement: the model are 

described, including the type of data and form of the model - conventional 

demand, random ucility, and hedonic travel cost . The last section summarizes 

the chapcer. 

2.2 Model ing Recreation Decisions 

The most important reason for using a household production framework to 

describe an individual's recreacion decisions arises from the need to 

consistently represent the connection between the demands for recreational 

activicies ( such as skiing, boating, or fishing) and the demands for the 

recreation sites that support the~. For the most part, the framework has 
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largely served co help analysts in explaining the model and the implications 

of limitatio~s arising fro~ its e~pirical implecencation for ~hat could be 

said about behavior. 

The basic model maintains that an individual's utility is derived from 

consuming services that are produced by that person (or his household) 

combining time, oarket·purchased commodities, and environmental resources. 

Because :t has been la~gely used as a pedagogic frame~~ork in recrea~ion 

models, the issue of measuring service flows has not been considereC in any 

detail. We will argue below that t his may change. 

~e can illustrate most of the key issues with the model ~ith a sim?lified 

analytical structure . First. the utility fu:1ction is specified. in .:erms of 

the household-produced service :lows, designated here with S's in equation 

(1) . S designates a vecto:: of non-recreation service flo-ws and Sr 

designates the recreation service flow. 

U- U(S, S ) 
r 

(1) 

Any one of these service flows. say SK' is produced by combining market -

purchased inputs, environmental resources, and household cime . To keep our 

discussion simple, we assume there is only one recrea~ion service~ S . For 
r 

recreacional activities, the environmental resources are the services 

provided by recreation sites. The household production function for Sr 

distinguishes a market -purchased good , X (again a simplification); time at a 
r 

recreation site per visit, t; (where i designates the s ite and £ the specific 

trip co site i); ?.nd visits to a site, Vj' as contributing inputs in equation 

(2) 
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( 2 ) 

These models gener ally specify the production processes for nonrecreation 

services in simple terms, as they ar e us ual l y a small part of the analysis. 

The balance o: the model can be given by the budget and time co~s craints 

given in (3a ) and (3b). 

• •• ;~ ..1. I - ? X ,,.; r r 

t 

c 
+ :1: P .X. 
j=l J J 

D 
+ :1: 

k=l 

K 
+ :1: t. 
j=l j 

(3a) 

(3b) 

Equation (4) co~bines them into one form for the budget constraint . A simpl e 

substitution of (3b) into (3a) for tw would imply that a ll time was 

impl i citly "priced 11 a t the wage r a t e . So our development of (4) recognizes a 

link be~~een ful l income, y, and the allocation of resources be~~een market 

com~odities, trip, and time, but also for varying opport unity costs of time 

dete rmined outside the model. Monetary income is wage (wt ) plus nonwage (I) 
w 

income. It is spent on the one good (or composi t e of goods) used in 

recreation (Xr) a nd those not used in producing recreation services (Xj' j •1 

to C), with Pr and Pj (j- 1 to C) the respective prices. A trip to a 

recreation site involves the vehicle-related costs of travel ( c dol lars per 

mile traveled, ck) and the opportunity cost of travel time , ~ich this type of 

time designated as tk. We assume here that this cos t i s fixed at r dol lars 

per unit of time. A fixed entry fee could be included but is not at this 

stage. l\otice that this formulation assumes that on-site time per trip a nd 

the t i~e spe~~ in producing nonrecreation services have the sarr.e opportunity 
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cost, •nich is the wage rate. We will return to this assumptio~ and relax it 

later. 

Equation (4) indicates that monetary income, we + 1, and time are 
w 

allocated to market goods and travel expenditures, and tine involvement in 

other activities, but that these decis ions implicitly allocate full income, y 

- wt + I, where t is the total time that would be available for work. The 

right s~de cf the equation is different from what Becker's [1965 ) early 

descrip~ion would be, because we have allowed the opportunity costs of 
c 

some types of time to differ from the wage rate . P X + L P.X. rep:esent 
r r j=l J J 

D 
oonetary expenCitt:res for goods and services . 2: c~ Vk is also a monetary 

k~l 

expenditure. •,.;hile ~ [ rt:. vk + 
k-1 " 

+ -;.,.~ L t. are irr.plicit monetary 
j=l J 

al l ocations becaus e an individual forgoes \.'( C · t:: ) to use his time in t his 
w 

tvay. 

y - wt 

D 

+ I - P X x r 

~ [(c'\ + 
k =l . 

c 
+ ~ P.X. + 

j -lJ J 

K 
+ w ~ t:. 

j-1 J 

(4) 

Equations (2) and (4) provide t he cent ral elements in the household 

production framework's explanation of alternative cravel cosc demand models. 

Activities in this model are the services chat are produced by households, 

while the services of a rec r eacion site serve as an i nput to those production 

activities . Thus, the travel cost demand model as originally envisioned by 

Hotelling ~19L.7 j is a demand for the services of a recreation sit:e . It is a 

derived demand arising because individuals engage in recreation at the site . 

But this is not the end of the theory underlying the models. Huch :'!\ore of 



~he travel cost mode l 1 s scory can be developed by examining the elements i n a 

typical productio~ function, as well as the specification for the other 

constraints . 

B. The Role of Time Horizon 

Consider first the arguments of the recreational services production 

:unctio~ g ive~·- (2). The ~irs~ i~plication of th~s spec~fica~ion is t~a ~ 

~he tine ~ori=o~ assumed for this individual's decision making must be long 

enough thac a specification of multiple visits to various sites would be 

?Ossible. Thus the model ~ould apply to descriptions of the seasonal demand 

for a recreation site . It treats the individual's decisi~ns as if they were 

planned ac the outse~ of the season and coordinated among ~he va~ious 

recreation sites that are selected. ln most applications of the rr.odel. 

analysts atte~pt to hold the time on site per visit constant. By focusing on 

~eekenc trips or analyzing demand for each trip length separately, this 

reduces the number of time arguments that are specified to enter the 

household production function. Only one on-site time input is then required 

for each site's visits . 

By distinguishing t he count of visits from the time on- site. the 

production process ackno~ledges the possibility that a five -day visit is not 

the same as five one - day visits in their respective contributions to the 

recreational activities involved. A judgment about whether t his 

specification is reasonable depends on t he nature of the activities and the 

time ho~izon for Cecision making. For example. if one were to consider the 

:mplications of each type of assumption for the case of ~ilderness hikes, 

then a one -week trek into the Spanish Peaks area or the Adirondacks is not 
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che same as five one·day crips. The areas one can gain access to, the mix of 

activities unde:::taken on site, and a variety o= ocher factors are clearly 

influenced by the ability to take longer trips. 

This distinction has direct relevance to current recreation demand 

models . For example, Wilman's [1987 ] simple repackaging model assumes that 

this distinction is not important and specifies the measure of sice usage as 

Cays -on- sice . In terms of our produc:ion f-..;.nc~io:-t, her model il:oulci replac.a 

the argUMen:s describing site usage in the production funccion given in (2) 

i by the sum of all days on site over trips (Et£' with i = site, i = trip, and 

the time on site per trip). 

The characterization of t he time horizon for decision making also plays 

an important role in describing the relationship between conventional travel 

cost demand noCels and ranC.om u~ility models (RL~l) estimated from t.ravel cost 

data. also o:fers a way to notivate models tha~ assume only one of the 

available consumption items is selected, versus those that allow for a subset 

(but not all available goods) eo have nonzero consumption levels . This 

conclusion follows because we can generally ass~~e that as the time horizon 

is longer more decisions to use recreation sites can be treated as taking 

place "instantaneously." (when in fact they actually arise at time points 

within that horizon) . It is possible to observe more than one visit to a 

site as well as mult i ple visits to several different site·s. A static utility 

rr.aximizing model will treat them as if they took place 11 instantaneously." 

with t i me hor izons shorter than a week - a weekend or even a single day 

then we expect that the decisions would be treated as implying corner 

solutions . A person selects~ of the possible recreation sites for his 

visit and is then precluded from using the available alternatives at that 



sa~e ci~e. Correspondingly, che decisions car.not be assumed ~o arise as a 

set of small increments motivated by the first order co~ditions of a 

continuous model that assumes interior solutions. 
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This formulation also provides some insight into what substitution 

be~ween recreation sites means in the context of a travel cosc de~and model . 

~Tien the time horizon is specified so that the individual is assumed to make 

recreational decisions for a s eason. then the seleccion of one s:~e for 

recrea~ion Coes not preclude consumption of vis~ts t o another s i te. Ic is 

important to recognize tha~ at this general level the model doesn't offer 

specific testable hypotheses on t he role of substitutes. Only a fe~ fairly 

general observations can be made. First, indexes of attractiveness of a site 

or broad summary indicators that arbitrarily characterize how other 

recreation sites influence an individual's (or group of individuals') use of 

a site are inconsistent wich t he household product ion framework. 

1 ... -ic:hin an economic framework, we would expect that some measure of the 

prices for gaining access to substitute s i tes woul d enter any particular 

site's derived demand equation. To characterize available substitutes with 

an aggregate quantity index would not remove the requirement to use the 

implicit prices for gaining access to these sites. Rather, aggregation of 

sites' prices to a composite~ index i mplies that the production f unction 

can be characterized as having a weakl y separable subfunction in those site 

services. Therefore, a price index derived from that subfunction (or treate6 

as an approximation to it) would be the relevant measure of ·these 

substituces' effects. 

The nex: issue that emerges from this simple description is the 

characterization of the re levanc price for use of recreation site. In this 
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most general form. increases in use can invo:.ve ~::> o::.:h additional trips to a 

site and more ~ime on site. ~e can identify a variety of prices that would 

correspond co the unit costs of these two aspects of (or measures for) site 

use . For example, che cost of a crip would include the travel and time costs 

es represented by c~ + rck in equation (4). Round·trip mileage (~) times 

the unit cost per mile (c) together with the travel time required to reach a 

site (priced at the opportunity cost of time, ~. in th~s formulation) would 

be the relevan~ price of the trip . A separate argument in the dema~d 

function involving the costs of using the site would be associated with the 

price o: o~·site t ime (designated as the wage rate, w, in this case). Of 

co~rse, the relevant pr:ce changes as the specification of the i~dividual's 

objective function and constraincs change how the site is used . To see chis 

point, a few si~ple modi:icacions to ~he basic model are cor.sidered next . 

C. Modifications in t he Simple Model 

This is ~ot the most general characterization of either the production 

function or the budget constraint. Depending upon ho•..r each is represented, 

we introduce the issues that are present across the wide arrey of existing 

applications of the travel cost methodology (see Smith and Kaoru [1989a]). 

Table 2.1 displays the key elements of some of these alternatives and 

highlights their implications for the first -order conditions for the two 

choice var~ables of interest. >.'hile t:he necessary conditions do change, the 

specific testable hypotheses are more l imited. To illust:rate this point, 

consider the first row of the table with the simplest: type of model that must 

be used to motivate a travel cost framework (see rlcConnell [1985 j for an 

example) . It sin:ply adapts the conventional model of choice to fit 
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recrea~ion Cec:.sions by altering the definitions used to describe che 

measures for che amounts of a sice's services and individual demands, as well 

as in how these services are priced. As the quote in note 1 suggests, 

Ho~elli~g·s suggestion called for using the aggregate of trips taken to a 

site from each origin zone with each zone's '·ehicle -relaced travel cost:s. In 

the next: section, the issues associated with implementing che model are 

deYe:o?ed. ar:C. the relationship between aggrega=e a:1d micro·daca .,.;rill be 

discussed. : or now wha= is important is that use is measured by homogenous 

c~ips and che price is the travel cost (round · t~ip) to get there. 

In this case, visits are specified t:o ence~ the utility function 

directly. The price is treated as an exoge~ous parameter. As we compare 

this for~ulation to those in the other rows , the form of the estimated trave l 

cost demand model has different arguments (i.e. the variables specified as 

exogenous co choice are different). The dependenc variable used to measure 

use o~ ~he ~ecreation site also changes in some cases. None~heless, few of 

chese alceratior.s would admit testable hypotheses with the data sets 

currently available for modeling recreacion decand. Ins t:ead, they provide a 

menu of the issues chat are generally addressed in attempting co adapt a 

general description of the choice process to conform to the actual 

informa~ion available abou~ recreation decisions for implementing that mode l . 

For example, to implement the model irr.plied by (1), (2), and (4) would 

require separace information on the length of time spent during each trip to 

each site during the individual's planning horizon . Of course, escimation of 

the de~and for any one site would not use all of this information under this 

specifica::io:t because it .sssu:.led the opportunity cost of all ~ime (rega:-dless 

of "·hen or ·.,here the trip would be taken) was equal to the ,.age rate. A 
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:urther in:e=esting i~plication o~ this specification for ~he constraint is 

that there is no distinction be~ween the time spent on site in various trips. 

It is equally scarce, as far as the model is concerned. This conclusion 

follo\·;s from the characterization of the time available for rec::-eat:ion 

offeree in rha budget constraint. Of course we could change this. If we 

were to allow different prices for time spent on-site in different trips, 

then each o! these prices woulC reflect the relative scarcities o:: each type 

o: time. This formulation ""·ould offer the motivation for subst:it.ut:ion among 

the different types of trips. Because trips would all cost the same in terms 

of vehicle -related costs, the mix of types of trip would depend on their 

relative cont:~ibutions to recreational activity reflecting the different 

opportunity cost:s of time. 

In contrast:, the third ro~ assumes all trips to a given site are of 

consta~c length. This reduces the number of arguments in the household 

produc tion function. It also restricts the types of adjustments an individual 

can make in planning his recreation trips and makes the conventional 

definition o: the unit costs of a trip, as well as che time on site, 

endogenous ,-ariables. This result: follows because each is related to the 

optimal decisions of t he other component of site usage. 2 

Wilman's [1988 ] simple repackaging model in the fourth row treats all 

uses of a site (visits versus t ime per visit) as equivalent . This model 

would depart from conventional practice, which routinely assumes that trips 

of constant length are a relevant measure of site usage. The same cannot be 

assumed with a composite unit of site usage because the trip imposes a fixed 

cos~ that can be spread across che Cays span: on sice for chat visit. Thus 

~he price per ur.it of use will no' be a cons:ant. 
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The re~ai~in& three rows of Table 2.1 identify issues that have been 

raised as important to t he im?lementation of ~he model . Consider the model 

desc~ibed in che last row first. This formulation o:fers one approach for 

relaxing the assun:ption that: t~e market wage is the relevant: opportunity cost 

of travel time . It also provides a theoretical r a tionale for the Cesario-

Knetsch arg~~ent that the opportunity cos t of time can be treated as a fixed 

::1ultiple of the • .. :age . This analytical description illus:.rates •.-.·hy their 

approach should be considered an approximation. Yet it also indicates why we 

might expect problems in implementing this approach. The rr.ul tiple will vary 

depending on the diversity of conditions facing individuals. Thus, this 

formulation provides some insight into why the McConnell-Strand [1981] 

adaptation of Cesario and Knetsch's approach for treating travel time has 

- '1 d . . . 3 ra1 e 1~ so~e aoap:at1ons. 

By adapting the literature on labor supply, Bockstael, Strand and 

Hanemann (1988] propose a more constructive approach. They argue that 

because different individuals will face different constraints on their 

ability to adjust their working time, we should first determinP. the nature of 

an individual's time constraints and reflect the effects of flexibility in 

working time on the opportunity cost of time. 

The =i:th row raises a new question for travel cost demand models.
4 

Because individuals may produce multiple activities in a ·single trip to a 

recreation site (e .g. boating, fishing, and swi~~ing), it is not sufficient 

to focus on their implicit prices and ability to pay to adequately describe 

differences i~ the demands for a site across people . This specification 

.:ould imply, at least in principle. that .-e should include infor:llation abo\lt 

what they do on s:. ce. 



Some descri?t~ons of the travel cost frame~ork have distinguished the 

trip as one comrr.odity anC the visit as anocher . 5 In these cases, it is t hen 

argued that the Hotelling (1947 ) suggestion amounts to assuming weak 

complemen=a~ity between trips (viewed as the process of transporting oneself 

to the site) and visits. This distinction becomes more important for 

situations where the visit is not the exclusive purpose of the trip (for 

exaitp!e. the case of a vacation in Y."hich a recreationist visi~s se\.·eral 
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national parks in the same vicinity). It may also be important when the trip 

involves other nonrecreation-related objectives. Both cases incroduce the 

equivalent of a cost allocation issue . That is, the cost o: the ~rip must be 

allocated attong the objectives. Of course, even in these cases, it i s 

possible to identify the cost allocation questions raised by this 

characte~ization ~ithout using the weak complementarity argument to describe 

the travel cost model. ~e need only reformulate the household production 

model . Row~ of Table 2.1 illustrates how this would be done for the case of 

multiple destination models. Mul tiple-destination trips may pose especially 

i mportant problems for unique recreation sites thac attract visitors from a 

national market, each with quite distinctive vacation itineraries. 6 

In contrast to t he joint production row, which treats a trip to a 

specific site as a type of public input contributing to several recreational 

activities simultaneously, the multiple destination model (Haspel and Johnson 

[1982]) raises questions with the price measure because it assumes that 

recreationists may well visit multiple sites or accomplish other objectives 

for some types of trips. Joint production on site (given in row~ of the 

cable) does not imply ~e would incorrectly meas~re the site's unit cost, only 



that we might r.'liss explanations for the demand variations we observe across 

people. 

D. Introdccing Site Characteristics 

An impo~tant source of refinement in the travel cost models, and perhaps 

che primary focus of most of the current work extending the methodology, 

involves ~=tc:r.?-::s to r.oC.el the reasons \o:hy ch.e demands for recreac:.on sites 
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are differe:lt. This is described analycically in the household production 

model by the fact that visits and time on-site per visit enter as distinctive 

inputs for each site. ln principle this allows che marginal produces of each 

type of site's services to concribuce differently to the production of 

constant quality recreation services. Of course, the only empirical 

realization of t he differences would be the discinctions in the derived 

demands for each site. In th i s form, we do not know what gives rise to the 

differences. 

To the extent we can identify and measure features of recreation sites 

t:hat are inport:ant: to the recreational activities "produced" at a site, then 

there are opportunities for enhancing the model and "explaining" some of the 

reasons the same individual may have a different demand function for two 

different recreation sites. 

An equally important motivation for such an extension arises because some 

of the features may be subject to change through management policies. In 

developing che role of site characteristics in t~avel cost models, it is 

useful to distinguish two types of attributes: the physical characteristics 

of the recreation sit:e, and t:he physical and aesthetic chal·ac~e:-:.s t:ics of the 

services a site ?rovides. ~nile the modeling issues associated ~it~ the role 
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of each type of attribute :n desc~ibing indiv:duals' demands ~ill be 

comparable, che issues associated with implemencing models :or measuring each 

type will be different. Equally i mportant, any uses of the demand models to 

address managerr.en-c issues Yo.·ill be differenc for these t.¥;0 types of features . 

Examples of physical measures of the characteristics of a recreation site 

would incluCe : water quality; stock of game or fish; number of campsites and 

boat ra~ps, size, scenery, etc. These are specific physica: attributes that 

contribu:e ~o what ~ight be described as the quality o: the site. Because 

quality will depend on how a site is used, most of the discussion in the 

applied licera:~re has focused on these types of specific measures rather 

than some generalized index of quality. Examples of the second type of 

attrib~tes woulC include congestion and liccer. They are rr.ore related to the 

nurr.ber of users in a site during a specific time. 

Four i~portant issues do arise in defining the role o f a sice ' s 

characteristics in travel cost models. First, the household production 

function can offer specific guidance as to ho• attributes should be 

introduced. It can also provide a means for judging the consequences of 

alternative specifications. The most direct of these relates eo the so 

called varying parameter model (see Russell-Vaughan (1982] and Smith

Desvousges (1986 ]) . Desvousges and Smith have argued that when the analyst 

assumes the site demand parameters are functions of only that specif~c site's 

characteristics, this is equivalent (for the case of single recreation 

service models) to assuming the household production technology is 

represenced ~ith an augmentation function adjuscing the contribution of a 

si:e's services based or. ics characteristics, as in equation (5) . 7 
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where: a. 
v~ 

J 

(5) 

veccor of site characteristics at site j 
visits co site j 

The irr.pl:ca~:o~ of this formulation is tha~ individuals consider the 

effective cost (i .e. travel cost relative to hj (aj)) in making recreation 

site dec~sions; select one site based on it being the least costly mea~s of 

o·::)t&ining the la~gest amount of these constant quality units; ar:.C never use 

ocher sites. In such a formulation, ~e would not expect to find substitute 

sices' prices or attributes in a sice demand fc~ction. 
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The second issue arises with characteristics of a site's services . As ~e 

noted, the features associated with a site's services are largely the results 

of the aggregs:e patterns of use for a site during the period and involve 

meas\lras of congestion rele,·anc co the activities s upported by the site . To 

adeq\lately include them we must know how congestion affects the services 

releva~~ co eac~ recreatio~al activity. For sno~ skiing the relevan~ measure 

may be .... -aiting time for lifts, while for wilderness hiking congestion may 

have no relationship to conventional time -related measures . Instead t 

congestion measures are usually based on the number end times of disruptions 

to solitude (e~counters with other parties). 8 

:n boch examples. the question relevant to the deoanC model is how does 

a perso~ know these at~ributes. In some cases, the characteristics of the 

site in any po~ential visit ~ill not be know~ ac the time the recreation 

dec isions associated wi~h selecting a site must be made. Thus, decisions 

•.·:.11 be based on expectations formed from prior experience. Hodel in& 

decisions unCer uncertainty rr.ay be especially important he!"e. (For early 

racogni~ion of this issue. see McConnell and Du~f [1976:). Of course, th~s is 
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a quest~o~ of degree. All s~~e characteristics should be measured by what is 

perceived Oy prospective rec~eationists. These perceptions are ~nfluential 

to decisions. (See David [1971] and Bockst ae1 et a1 . [1987] for further 

ciscussion. ) Konetheless, so long as the physical attributes of a site are 

not markedly affected by others' use, we would expect they could be treated 

as more certain in relative terms when model:.ng individuals ' choices. 

Thirc. ~o t he extent models seek to isola~e r-onuse (e .g . existence) 

values :5or a site's characteristics, then the specific attributes involved 

will enter both household production functions and the preference function . 

At best , c~avel cost demand models indicate a portion of the value generated 

by such characteristics . They do not provide information on nonuse values. 

Thus, if one ass~es that the complete use value of a site characteristic is 

rneasu-:-ed :rom that site's demand function, this implies the analyst is 

assuming ~eak complementarity between the site's set'·ices anC the 

characceristics . In a household production f=amework chis assumpcion implies 

chat the site characteristics make no contribution to the recreat ion service 

flow without positive levels of use of the site. 9 

Finally, a variation on the augmentation model has been implicitly 

p"oposed in the hedonic travel cost model by Bro~~ and Mendelsohn [1984] . 

~ore specifically, in selecting recreation sites, the augmentation form of 

the model implies that the recreationist will select the site with the lowest 

effective unit cost for a homogeneous unit of a site's services. Define TC 

as the cost of the homogeneous site that serves as a bench-mark, then the 

travel cost to site j, TC . , with attributes a. nust satisfy equation (6). 
J J 

TC . 
:c (6) 
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Or rearranging cerms, we woul d expect : 

ln TC.- l n (h (a.))+ ln TC 
J J 

(7) 

A market mechanism might be expected to assur e equality of TC.fh (a.) across 
J J 

all sites. Under thes e condi t ions. we could assume a hedonic price function 

~ould cap=ure observed C~f~erences i~ site characteristics. 

The hedonic travel cost model appeals to this basic ratio!"lale without 

having the equivalent of a market t o a ssure the equal i ty of all t erms such as 

( 6). Th·~s the frame,.•ork should be treat:ed diffe.:ently f rom conventional 

hedonic models. It offer s a new concep t ion of. the choice process involving 

heterogeneous si t e s - one that focuses on sites' characteristi cs, but it is 

not -theoretically consistent with e i ther the conventional Rosen [1974) 

argument ior ~he e x i s tence of hedonic price funct ions or with De s vous ges and 

Smith's adapt:ation of Lau's [1982] wor k for input: aggr egation problems. 

Instead, in the Brown-Mendelsohn model an individual is assumed to 

conceptuali z e the array of recreat i on site opport unit i e s as if a cost locus 

relating travel cost to s ite characteri s tics exis ted. Decis i ons to v i sit 

recreation s ites are t he i nterme d i a te ac tions r e quired to assure that t he 

marginal race of substitution between s ite character is t ics in consumption 

equals the ra~io of their impl i cit marg i nal costs . These marginal costs are 

derived from the perceived total cos t function for site attribut es. This 

should be recognized as an appr oximation and not a model that follows 

consisten~ly from any of the frameworks explained t hus far . ~e return to it 

:urther belo· ... · in describing the conceptual anC economet:ric !.ssues in 

implemen:ing empirical rnodels based on the travel cost framework. 
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2 . 3 . Implementing the Travel Cost Metbodologv 

To appr eciate the evolution of econometric models based on the t ravel 

cost methodology, it is especially important to recognize chat the early data 

for recreation demand analyses consisted of vehicle counts (or frequencies 

based on encry permit information) by the county of origin of the individuals 

cn t: ering sor:te sites and that v:as all! All the remaining i!"l.fo:·nation ~..:as 

constructed by the .s.nalysts involved and 11 attacheci" to these visitation 

records. 10 Hotelling ' s [1947] suggestion was about all that could be done 

wit'h this type of inforrnatio:-t. Distance was typically measured from the site 

to the centroid of each county. The available su~~ary statistics describing 

t~e socioeconor.ic characteristics of county residents were ass~~ed t o be 

adequate descriptions of the recreationists. Visi ts were scaled by each 

origin county's population and interpreted as a rate of use of the site for 

the 11 representative" individual ( see Cicchetti, Fisher, and Smith (197 3]) . 

~·rnile several of these studies recognized the need to consider t he time costs 

of travel, the role of substitutes, the tradeoff between trips, and increased 

on-site time as well as ot her issues, they were largely cons trained to simple 

models by the available information. 

Some specific issues i n the use of these data should be highlighted. For 

the mosc part, travel t i me was computed by ass~ing a vehicle speed with the 

round·trip mileage esti mates. In the absence of income or wage information 

for recreationists , adjustments for the time costs of ~ravel simply increased 

the unit cost multiple used to scale distance. 11 Substitute price terms were 

added. based o~ knowledge of comparable recrea~ion sites releva~t to the 

. d (b h ' ) k • h . b · d ' d 12 r· percelve y t e ana.yst mar ·et ror t e s1 t e e1ng stu 1e . nere was no 
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specific inforrr.ation on "''hich sites were actually considered. substitutes by 

the indivic~al s involved . 

A. Sys~ems of Recreation Demand Models 

Confusion over what was needed to consistently measure the benefits from 

the introduction of a new site or changes in the access (e.g. travel costs) 

::o an ex i sti ng s!.t:e initially motivated the CevelO?!'!'!ent: o f systems of trave l 

cost de~and models ( see Burt and Brewer [ 1971 J and Cicchetti, Fisher and 

Smith (1976 ] as examples). As Hof and King (1982] argued (see also Ward 

(1983] and Hof and King !1983!) , this complexity in the models and welfare 

measurement \·:as not necessary for estimating ~he cons .uner surplus provided by 

a change in travel costs, or wit~ added assumptions, the introduction of a 

. . . . 13 
ne~ Slte 1n an ex1st1ng system. 

However, the systems approach is potentially interesting fro~ another 

perspective - that of defining the regional nature of recreation markets, as 

well as for evaluating what actually constitutes a recreation site. For 

large sites or in the context of marine recreation with distant entry points, 

this can be an important question. Comparing the demand system approach with 

separate demand functions that specify which sites' prices will serve to 

reflect: the prospects for substitution is a very different characterization 

of the regional recreation market than the strategy of pooling observations 

across origin zones (or individuals for microdata) and across s ites within a 

prespecified region. The latter strategy i mposes specific restrictions on 

the relationship between the effects of price , income, and other demographic 

fact.ors :or each site in t:he region . The form of these res :ri cciOl-.s affec cs 

how the variables describing the site characte~istics are specifi~d to e nt e r 
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lL. the moael. As a rule, these regional models rrust (because of their 

structure) abandon prices to ~easure the effects of substitute sites and 

ins:ead co~str~ct generalized ceasures for the e!fects of substitutes, e.g. 

attract~veness in~exes. I~ Cha?ter 5 we develo? a~ alternacive ~ay ~o deal 

with chis issue. 

In general , these regional models are the product of analyst judgment 

t··ith a so:r.e~·hat limited co:1ce?<cion of wh.ac cons'Ci~utes a regio:tal recreation 

market. (See Zie~er ane ~:usser (1979) and Loo=:s, Sorg, and Donr:e:ly [:986] 

for ciscuss:on of some of the issues involved.) 

B. Micro Data 

Travel cost methodologies changed substantially with the increased 

availabolo:y of micro level data. While far :~om ideal, these d;ta sets 

o::~r ~ore spec::ic in:orwation on the characteristics of recreationists and 

the recreation choices they made than was previously available with zonal 

data . Because they are usually based on surveys conducted on site, there are 

several problems with their use. Of course, it should be acknowledged that 

some of these issues were also present with zonal data but were not 

recognized as such un~il af:e~ they were described in ehe concexc of 

1 . . d 15 ana yz1ng m1cro ata. 

These problems usually i nclude at least one, if not all, of the 

following: 

(a) Interviews conducted on site describe behavior of all those ~ho 

visi: the s~te. This raises a trunca:ion issue (the ~~be~ of 

,.is its is neve r less than one) . Depending on the sampling 



procedures used, ic can also irr.ply endo£enous s~rac~:ica~ion 

(Sha~ (1988]). 16 

(b) The records of trips are less likely to appear as con"inuous 

variables and may well need to be treated as count data in the 

econometric analysis. Further, the actual questions used to 
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acquire the information may have introduced censoring (see Szith 

(c) Demand ~odels may also be subjec" co selection effec~s (Heckoan 

(l979j) because the probability of visiting the site may be 

rela~ed to factors other than those explaining the level o= 

Cemands for a site. 

(d) Substitute sites are usually not identified in ways consistent 

~~~h conventional de~~nd models; a next best alte~na:ive site is 

~sua:ly requested. This will generally differ across 

individ~als and the specific site corresponding to the next best 

alternative may not be identified. 

(e) The information on trip-taking decisions is usually incomplete 

relating either to decisions for the previous season or plans 

for the current season. In both cases the usage estimates are 

confined to the site and generally lack detail on the length of 

each trip , its objectives, and costs. 

The =~rst three issues imply that simple regression methods (i.e. 

ordinary least squares · O:S) applied to ~icro data are likely co give biased 

esti~a~es. Indeed, Smith and Desvousges [1985] =ound substantial d~fferences 

comparing OLS es•imates with chose from a maximum-likelihood (~L) estimator 

that incorporated the truncation ~t one visit and a censoring at the top end 
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of the scale of Yisits implied by the question design. For the 22 Corps of 

Engineers sites they examined, OLS generally overest:imaced the magnitude of 

the consumer surplus per visit implied by the estimated coefficients. The 

differences were generally large, with OLS 3- to 8 - times larger than the ML 

· • " s1· •es. 17 
esc1.maces I:or c .. e same .... 

MaxirnQ" l~kelihood estimators can be defined for situations involving one 

or ~ore of the :i~st: three problems with inC:v idual da:a . Of course, what :s 

needed :s the prior specification of the exact mode l scructure , including the 

stochastic error. That is. ~e must specify a model to describe the 

probability ~:.a: individuals "'ill be present at the site 18 For example, 

suppose the derr.and function is given in equation (8): 

\' .. 
J1 - f. 

J 
(Xi' a ) + uj i ":hen f. 

J 
(Xi' a ) + u .. 

J 1 
> 0 (8) 

v .. 
J : - 0 when f. 

J 
(Xi' a) + u . . Jl < 0 

where j represents the site. Then the probability an individual wil l be "in 

che sarr:ple" is given by 

Prob ( sample) - Prob (ui > - f(Xi' a )) (9) 

A truncated MLS estimator recognizes that 1 -Prob(sa~ple) are not represented, 

so the density is rescaled to reflect this omission and assure the normalized 

density function has an area of unity. 

In this form, the model i mplies that there has been a type of selection 

effect. The form of the effec~ wi l l differ depending on what we assume . For 

example, in ~his case, if we assume u. fol l ows a normal distribu~ion and that 
1 

the sa~e fac~ors d~termi~e participation and the level of demand, then 

'•'e can ~o:ri -:e t ne conditional expectation E(V.IV .>O; X.) as: 
1 1 1 



E(ViiVi>O; Xi) - i (Xi' a ) + o ¢ ( - fi/o) 

~ ( f . /o) 
~ 

(10) 

where ¢( . ) and~(.) correspond co the standard normal density 
and distribution f unctions and o is the standard deviation for 
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1.'e simply do not observe nonvisitors . If we could (and this is the problem of 

the zero visit rates with zonal data), we mighc choose to represent chis as a 

censored depe::dent: variable ( i.e. a Tobit: model). This formulation alloY:s 

for the a.ccu..l'!Ju:.ation of 11 mass 11 at: the censoring value . The expected demand 

19 is now based on both zero and positive visit levels so: 

E (Vil~i) - Prob (Vi>O) • E (Vi lvi>O; Xi ) + 

Prob (Vi-0) • E (Vjijvi-0; Xi) 

Substituting from ( 10) we have : 

E(Vi jXi) - ~(fi/o) • f (Xi' a) + o¢( -fi/o) 

+ (1-¢ ) (fi /o) • 0 

(11) 

( 12) 

To the extent the participation decision is based on other factors in 

addition to those reflected in f ( .), then we have t he Heckman (1979] 

selection rr.odel where the probability in (9) is determined separately from 

h 1 1 - d d 20 t e eve o~ eman . Thus, if Prob ( sample) is given by equation (13), 

then the conditional expectation can be written as (14) : 

Frob (sample) - Prob (Vi > - g (Zi ' fo)) 

E(V . jV.>O; X
1
. ) 

l l 
f (Xi ' a ) + po ¢( -gi / 9 ) 

~ ( g/9) 

(13) 

( 14) 
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•~e~e p - correlacion of errors in the model descrcbin& 
participation with tha~ for demand 

e - standard deviation of error for participation model 

Heck~an's oe~hod uses a c~o-step approach but both parcic:pants and 

nonparticipants ~usc be observeC. Without this information , as in the case 

of on~sice surveys, an ML estimator assuming the same factors influence both 

decisio:-ts is ~he o:-tly alternat:.ve. 

There has been rather lirni~ed experience co date with these alternatives 

because mosc analyses have been confined to on-site data . In other 

applicacions che RecY~an approach has been found to be sensitive to 

specification o~ the g(.) and distributional assumptions. 21 Smith [1988! 

cor:-.pared conventional estimates of the Marshallian consu.:"T!er surplus derived 

fro<n a variety o: escimacors and demand specifications including several 

different Hcckrr.an~type selection models 1 Tobit, truncated ML and a Poisson 

regression model for count data. Based on chis criteria only, the selection 

of functional for~ was more important to the per trip consumer surplus than 

the estimator, provided the estimator recognized either the missing nonusers 

or created them in a censored model. OLS estimates for the full sample 

including both users and nonusers · implied a cons~er surplus that was twice 

the size of most of the other estimates. 

These finc:ngs cannot be generalized. They relate to one site that 

provides ~i water-based recreation. The emphasis on local is important 

because the issues giving rise to important selection effects seem more 

likely to be important for national sites, what Clawson and Knetsch [1966] 

described as che resou~ce -based sites . 
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Ho:·e fund:a:nentally, these models all suffe:- from a col'!l""""':l0:1 lit:~ication. 

They 11 account for" problems raised by some inc!ividuals choosing not to demanC. 

the services of a site (ac existing implicit prices). They do not offer a 

mode l derived from a consist:ent theoretical expl anation for this outcome. Of 

course, as •·e acknowledged at t he oucset, this alone should not: lead us to 

dismiss chem. The issue becomes one of how ~ell t:he available alternative 

. - . . b h . .11 - 22 s::!:"eteg.tes :or a.p?rox1tr.at1ng e: av1.or t.:'l pe!:": c~:n . 

C. Selecting a Spec i fication for Demand Function 

A demand function is a reduced form expression (at the ~ndividual level) 

describing how a pe:-son "'ill respond to changes i:'l. t:he paramete~s to his 

optimization decisions. Kealy and Bishop [1986 ] have argued that where 

possib le, ;ravel cosc demand models should be derived from spec~fied ucilicy 

funccions. !hey illustrate the process using a~ analytically trac table and 

quite simple specification. As we observed at the outset, given all the 

ocher approximations imposed on most applied microeconomic models, t:here is 

no reason to require thac demand models follow from a specific u=ility 

function . 

Of course , chere is value in the consistency in parameter relationships 

im?osed by the analytical deviation of the demand function from a utility 

function. Nonetheless , for models involving the a l location decisions 

associa~ed with small compo~ents of a consumer's budget, as outdoor 

recreation is likel y =o be, our underscanding of ~he important issues to 

chese decisions may not be greatly enhanced by starting with a utility 

f unction defineC over a very restricted set of choice varia':>les. More 

important issues may be associated with the constraints t o an ~ndividual's 
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choices a:1ci the t.irne horizon for them to be made. Ho·,..r then are the decisions 

on dema~d model S?ecification to be made? 

Past literature has tended to use linear, semi-log (with the log of the 

dependent variable) and double-log specifications. Most studies adopt one of 

the last two cases . The Ziemer et al. [1980} comparison using Box-Cox 

methods to isolate a functional form for a travel cost demand function 

:.nvolv:.r.g ;,.;arrr. ;...·ater fishi:-tg found that a serni·log model woul d be selected 

using a Box-Cox search criteria. Moreover, the consumer surplus estimates 

per person pe= trip for the semi-log fell in the middle of those of linear 

and quadratic models. ln contrast, in an earlier study (Smith {1975 } ) using 

testing fer non-nested hypotheses, Smith found that neither the semi - log or 

double-log models would have been judged acceptable. 

There are important differences between these :wo evaluations. Ziemer et 

al . [19B0j used micro data for i~dividuals engaged in warm water fishing in 

Georgia to estimate a regional travel cost model. The Smith [1975] analysis 

used zonal data f or a single site, the Desolation ~ilderness Area in northern 

California . . Thus, both studies report fairly specialized findings. The 

problems of selecting a functional form are especially difficult because of 

the interaction effects of the decisions selecting a form and the estimators 

chat are used co account for special features of the data. Each type of daca 

problem can preclude some forms. 

There are no unambiguous answers for travel cost demand models. Using 

flexible specifications, examining whether the results of interest are 

sensitive to the functional form selected, and treacing specification tests 

as crude diagnostics of inapp~opriace forms remain the only guidance ~hat can 

be offered based on the curren: status of available research. 
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D. Random Utilit:v Model (RUn 

The RU~ approach to describing recreation decisions offers another way of 

modeling tha~ explicitly addresses the problems posed by zero visits to some 

sites . To do so it introduces four important assumptions . First, the time 

horizon is alcered from the season, or a perspective that would allow 

~ultiple tri?S to be selected at differen~ sites, to a single·~r:p occasion. 

An individ~al can ~hen only select one recrea~ion site for each trip 

occasion. Second, the model assumes these decisions are independenc across 

trip occasions. Third, the model describes the extensive margin of choice 

(in McFadden's (1974) terms). I t assumes individuals are comparing the 

util:ty tha~ could be realized from all other related decisions, conditional 

on the selection of a recreation site. Thus, if we define v(.) as the 

overall inCirect utility function corresponding to one of the 

characterizations of individual behavior given earlier, it is the maximum of 

a set of functions vk(.), defined conditionally on the selection of each 

site. Thus, these vk's include only the implicit price (represented in 

equation (15) as 'k's) of the selected site. 

(15) 

Of course , ocher prices would be included. Depending on how we ass~~ed 

recreation decisions were made, y could be income or the total expenditures 

on a component of the indivicual's budget. 

The model seeks to desc~ibe the probability that an i~dividual will 

select any one o: the a....-ailable sites. This leads to the four:::-t assump::ion. 

An individual's conCit:ional utility funcr.ion is assumed to be scochastic from 
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~he pers?ective of the analyst . That is , we can continue to maincain that 

the household p~oduction f~amework describes behavior and use ~t co specify 

the conditional indirect utility f unc t ion that would arise from maximizing 

one o: the forms of the cons~~er choice problem described earloer (provided 

• .. .-e assume the time horizon is restricted to one choice). This conditional 

i ndirect u~ilicy function is the deterministic component of preferences . To 

it. ue add c;;n error tha~ can vary by individual, recreation site, or both. 

!he error :s usually described as ref l ecting the analvst' s failure to know 

all the factors (either individuals ' characteris tics or sites' 

23 characterist i cs) that could influence the decision process. 

Site selection involves comparing these stochastic utility functions for 

each possibility and picking the one that yields the highest utility as in 

24 (16a) and (16b). 

i'rob(site- k)- (Pr ob (vk( . ) > vj ( . )) j -1, . . . ,0 (16a) 

(16b) 

The RUM model maintains that the <k ' s follow independent, identically 

distributed, extreme value distributions . This assumption yields a simple 

form for the p~obability that any individual, i, wil l select site, k, as in 

(17). This is simply the multinomial logic model . 

euki 
Prob ( sitei = k ) -

D .... u . 
<- e s1 

(17) 



This simplified form is not without costs. I t imposes signi:icant 

restrict i ons in terms of its characterization of the choice process. 

Re:erred to as the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) assumption, 

this formulation implies the probabilities of choosing site k in comparison 

t:o site n '··:ill depend exclusively on the attributes and prices of these 

alternatives and not on the other available possibilities. This is easily 

de~onst~ateC from ( 17) by taking the ratio of t~e probabilit~es of going to 

any two s~tes . These will depend 20lY on the arg~~ents of the conditional 

utility functions for these t~o sites . 

Because it is likely to be implausibl e for most choice situations, we 

again face the issue of the quality of the model as an a?proximation . 25 To 

overcome this restriction, HcFadden proposed the generalized extreme value 
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form for the errors. This a~ouncs to an ass~~ption that decis:ons take place 

i n a sequence . To our kno•ledge, the most extensive model of this type 

developed to d.;te is by Hanemann and Carson i l987 ] , who have used this type 

of structure in analyzing sport fi shing demands. The sequence of nested 

choices in their model involves, at the top level, a decision of how many 

crips occur in a week . Then, given a specified number of trips, a target 

fish species for the current trip is selected. Following that decisions, the 

fishing site is chosen. 26 This structure allows some correlation between 

alternatives and thereby avoids the IIA assumption. This specification leads 

to probabilities of the form given by (18). 

Prob (site. - k) -
l 

( uli u2i l:oi) 
e ,e , . . , e 

( uli u2i uni) 
G e . e, . .. , e 

( 18) 



;,.·he!.-e fo~ a t:...-o -stage nesting, t he function G( ) is : 

(1 - CJ ) 
s 

Gk - partial derivative o f G with respect to kth argument 
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~esting adds structure co t he derivation of the probabilities. In a two-

level nested ~odel the probability of a site sel ection would involve 

select ion of a set of sites organized on some criteria ( e.g. salt~ater versus 

freshwater, bank versus boat, etc.) and then given selection of a type, a 

site ~ithin that group. Thus the -.·s become products of probabilities with 

the number of conditioning steps depending on the number of levels . 

These models are estimated with maximum lokel ihood methods using the 

assumption of independence in i ndividuals' decisions and, to the extent there 

are multiple trips per person, independence across trips as well . If ~ki is 

used to designate the probability an individual, i, will select site, k, then 

the likelihood function i s given as equation (19) . 

L - (19) 

N Sample Size 
D - Number of Sites 

Indicator var i able (0 or 1) depending on whether 
individual i used site k . 

Because the principal connection between levels is the incl usive value, 

consistent (but not efficient) estimates can be derived using a sequential 

scheme, maximi zing the conditional likelihood function associated with each 

leg of the tree , st&rt~ng at the lowest level and ~orking up to the tree . 

The inclusive value conveys t he relevant information abou: the avai l able 
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choices for the nexc higher level. Defined fo= equation (18) in equation 

(20), the inclusive value is a measure of the value that is potentially 

derived by selecting from among the alternatives given in each leg of the 

nested structure. 

(20) 

The abilicy to s~ru:ture the decision sequence elimina:es an important 

l imitation of the RU~ model . It does not, however. completely avoid the 

issue . The nesting structure itself should be treated es e maintained 

hypothesis. We impose a decision sequence to avoid the one implied by the 

simple RU~ framework. To our knowledge no studies have evaluated the 

iffiplications of alternative structures for the description of recreation 

decisions. 

E. Including Site Attributes 

An important aspect of the empirical issues addressed by these discrete 

choice models has been the role of site characteristics for recreation 

decisions. Differences in the characteristics of sites have been argued as 

the explanation for the substitute price terms in travel cost models. 

Because these attributes affect an individual's ability to "produce" certain 

recreational activities, they substitute at different rates in production. 

This is r eflected by the cross price t erms in conventional demand models. 

Moreover, this argument would imply that where site subs~itution effects are 

importan~ influences to observed behavior , we might expec t a version of the 

random utility models would be superior to the travel cost model because 



t hese frameworks all ow the analyst's description of the decision p~ocess to 

cake account of che =ull range of available alternatives. 

The other possible models described in our earlier discussion of the 

theory underlying the conventional travel cost demand model include: 

the varying parameter model 

the regional recreation demand model 

~he hedonic travel cost ~odel 

4 4 

As that ea~lier description indicated, the first two are variatio~s on the 

basic travel cost method. The first estimates separate demand models for 

individual :::ecrea:ion sites and uses the estimated parameter s as data for 

second stage models. It hypothesizes that the parameter estimat es vary 

because of differences in the recreation site's characteristics. The second 

pools Ca~a across sites and imposes a structure for the influence of site 

characteristics by specifying interaction terms between the conventional 

arguments (e . g. price, income, etc.) and the relevant characteristics. 27 

Table 2.2 compares the basic structure of each. 

A co~parison of the first and second colum~s indicates that the two 

models can be algebraically equivalent (by substituting the expressions for 

demand parameters into the site demand model). However, their applications 

have been different in one important respect. Varying parameter ~odels group 

recreation sites that have facili t ies co support comparable recreation 

anywhere in the United States, implici t ly assuming that preferences are 

stable (if the derr.and functions are correctly specified) . Therefore they 

assume that dif:erences in demand parameters across sites supporting the same 

rec'!'eation mt:.st be the result of t:he respective sites' attributes. 
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In contrast, the regional demand models restrict the pooling of site 

visicacion informacion to those within a specified region . Often they impose 

the further restriction that the sites must support comparable recreational 

activities. The definition of that region is a central issue in the 

application o: these methods . 

The third alternative to the discrete choice model (given the fourth 

column o: :ab2.e 2.2) is the hedonic travel cos~ n:odel. As observed ea!:'lie:- , 

the theory underly::.ng this model uses a forma<: comparable to the varying 

parameter framework . However, the focus is directed to estimating the demand 

for site att=ibutes . Visits to recreation sites are the interne~iate steps 

in the acquisition of these characteristics. 

Beca~se there are no markets to define the price (travel cost) functions 

hypothesized to describe how individuals perceive the recrea~io~ alterna~~ves 

available ~o them, this should be regarded as a maintained hypothesis. I t 

implies each individual would face a unique price function . The analyst 

derives an estimate of how each individual perceives the marginal cost of 

acquiring an additional unit of each characteristic from that price function. 

For linear price functions this will be constant for an individual, but will 

vary across individuals as a result of differences in their recreational 

. . 28 
opportuntnes. 

The second stage in this model is the estimation of dema~d (or inverse 

demand) models for each characteristic using these estimated marginal prices. 

~endelsohn {1984 j has argued for inverse demand functions because the 

marginal prices are random variables . 

A •·ide variety of iss:.Jes arise with the implementation of the hedonic 

travel cost model. Three are especially important. 29 First , the model 
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aFor s:~plicity demand moce:s use linear fori. Selection o: :unctional 
forrn ca~ be varied . Variz~les used in table are V. = visits to recreation si;e 

' i; TC . - :ravel cosc co site i, can include opporfunity cost of ti:r.e (see price 
assum$t:ion); Y - income~ t.: - v.·age ::-ate; ~· - amount. of ac::ribute k at sice i; 
P. probability of visicing site j on any1 particular trip occasioft. 

J 

bHodels could be expanded to include othe::- determinants; varying parameter 
cannot easily include substitute prices without proposals :or consideration. 

cThis assu~?tion requi::-ed :or use of wage data . 



i:qlies that each individual should have a unique pric<: (travel cost) 

function . Bro= a:1d Hendelsohn [1984] suggest that in applications 

individuals can be grouped into origin zones with comparable travel costs to 

each site that is identified as part of the available supply. Consequently, 

this is the ~ay the model has been applied. However, there is no reason to 

believe the travel costs will be comparable across individuals when the costs 

of cravel tirr.e are includeC in the irnplic~t price. We can expect che 

oppor~~nity cosc of cime will vary across inCividuals. In mos~ applications, 

this v.'ill be an important component of trip costs . ~1oreover, even if time 

costs are ignored, the definition of origin zones is not clear. Smith and 

Kaoru [1987] found for local water-based recreation that while the definition 

of origin zone did not ap?ear to greatly affect the estimated demand models 

fo~ site characteristics, it was an important infl~ence on benefit measures 

estirna~eC frorr. these functions. 

Second, the model does not specify the decision horizon for its 

description of the demands for characteristics. This has i~plications for the 

quantity measure for each site attribute used in demand ( or inverse demand) 

models. The Smith and Kaoru (1987) results indicate this factor was quite 

important to the model's benefit estimates. Either a single trip or seasonal 

orientation would seem possible. Of course, this decision requires that we 

address an important aggregation issue - how do we aggregate the crude 

proxies ve have for quality features of each site - crowding measures, catch 

rate, technical or perception-based measures of site quality, etc? 

Finally, the model does not provide a consistent linkage between the 

cr:p-tak:ng, t:me-on-site, and cr.aracteristic choice decisions. Table 2.2 

provides a comparable s~~~ary of issues with each of the other three methods 



for meascring the role of sice charac~eristics . Because none is ideal. 

comparative evaluations of the i r respective performance patt:erns will be 

important to understanding the practical significance of each method's 

assurnpt:ons with specific types of applications. Unfortunate l y , these types 

of evaluations are in the early stages of development. 
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Three recent studies are note·.·orthy. Bockstael, Hanemann and Kling [1987 ] 

have COQ?ared two of t~e approaches (discrete choice versus hedonic trave l 

cost ) for valuing water quality improvements. :heir resul~s favored a random 

utility :nodel using a nested formulation. This conclusion was based on the 

plausibility of t:heir benefit estimates and the sensitivity of the estimates 

to modeling decis ions. 

There are limits to what can be learned from comparisons with actual data 

because .... ~e never know the true values for the benefits being estimated . 

Learning is lirn~ted to eva l uations of the sensicivity of che conclusions co 

modeling decisions . For this reason, the second set of papers .is especially 

interesting as an example of an a l ternative strategy. Kling [1988] and Kling 

and Weinberg [forthcoming] have proposed a new approach • the use of Monte 

Carlo rrethods to simul ate data comparable to the type available for 

recreation demand models in evaluating the var ious modeling approaches. 

Their evaluation is based on the quality of each method's benefic estimates 

judged in comparison with the known true value of quality improvements. 

Kling's applications are the first in a promising line of research. Using a 

Stone·Geary utility f unction in Kling [1988 } and a modified translog tha t 

allows for generalized corner solutions in Kling and Weinberg ( forthcoming ] 

to characterize preferences and experiments ~here t he cross-site price and 

site substitution effects varied, these experiments offer the first direct 



guidance on ho~ the character of the true p=eference structure influences 

these models as approximations to that structure. wnen t he effects of cross 

price and quality·based factors motivat ing site substitution were small, 

Kling's experiments indicated a model s imilar to a regional demand (or the 

Russell-Vaughan version of the varying parameter) model provided superior 

estimates of the value of quality improvements in comparison co che simple 
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( logi t ·based) random utility framework. Both mocels understated the 

b~nefits. The average errors were fairly large :or both, with the RUM model 

ave raging 12 percent smal ler es t imates of t he gain than a weighted least 

squares escirr.ace of the pooled, varying parameter model . 30 ~nen substitution 

is important (Kling and weinberg) and/or t he fraction of zero visits 

increas es, then the logi t·based random utili t y model is clearly superior ~ith 

errors in the welfare estimates about 10 percent of the true values. wi th 

this utility function mos t models overestimate the crue welfare measures. 

Only the semi - log specifications us i ng Tobit understated the true welfar e 

measures. This was only true in the experiment with few corner solutions. 

Of course, these resul ts are simply t he beginning. More detailed 

experiments will be needed to understand how each modeling strategy performs 

under each se t of conditions . The size of the samples will need to be 

expanded and the work of Bockstael and Strand [1987] on what we would 

anticipate for the variability in welfare measures should be used in judging 

the sampling resul ts. It will be desirable to perform experiments comparable 

to what Guilkey et al . [1983j report f or producti on functions to compare how 

all models perform when the true and specified functional forms are varied.
31 



2.3 Summary 

This chapter has provided an overview of the conceptual basis for the 

travel cost recreation demand model, as ~ell as the methodologies used to 

i~pleme~c che ~odel in pract~ce. One of che reost i~portant conc:usions we 

draw from this s~~ary is that the data available in any particular example 
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limits in important respects which models can be applied to describe an 

indiviGua:'s recreation choices. As wa observed i~ the introduc~ion, the 

existence of a detailed, on-site survey conducted for the 1981 and 1982 

recreational fishing seasons under the auspices of the~. C. Sea Grant 

Program ~as essential to the design of this research. 

The basic model developed for our analysis will be a modification co the 

regional travel cost frameworks described earlier. Because the Sea Grant 

data identi~y specific entry points to the Alberearle-Pamlico Sounds, it is 

possible co define a composi~e of these entry points as the equivalent of a 

single recreation site. Given the fact that these points are t)~ically boat 

ramps providing access to one of che sounds, this grouping of ramps in 

geographic proximity to one ano ther seemed quice plausible. 32 Moreover, wich 

inforoation on ~he charac~eristies of these entry points (and variation in 

:hem across those points Cefined co constieute an aggregate site), ic may be 

poss ~ble co learn ho~ variacions in site cha~acte~istics influence demand. 

Of course , it is important to acknowledge that in order to develop chese 

insights, we are making strong assumptions about the na ture of the typical 

recreationist's demand for these sites. Demands are implicitly restricted to 

be the same (i.e. have the s~e true paramete=s ) :or those variables chac are 

not specified 1r. te~ms o: :he site characte=:s=ics. 
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As • e a~guec, this assumption can be jus~ified as theoretically 

plausible, g~ven the nature of the activities . However. it is irrportant to 

recognize that a s t rategy t o permit pooling observations across entry points 

was also a practical requicereent. There was simply not a sufficiently large 

sample to allow estimation of separate demand models for each entry point. 

~e return to a description of the other potential alternat ive modeling 

s=rategies ~it~ these da~a in t he las~ chapcer. 



Chapter 2 

FOOTNOTES 

1 . Over forty years ago (in 1947), Harold Hotel ling wrote a 1eccer in 
response co an i~qui::'y from t!1e !\ational Park Service abou:. hO\..' policy- makers 
might develop measures for the benefits provided by recreation sites. That 
letter and subsequen: applicacions of ics suggestions by Trice and ~ood [1958) 
and Cla·wson [1959: started a major line of research in resource and 
e::Yironmenca: econor:~ics associated \o:'ith travel cost. recreation derr.anC r.1odels. 
~otelling descr~bed the ap?=oach as follows: 

Let conce~tric zones be defined around each park so that 
the cosc of travel to the park from all points in one of 
these zones is approximately constant. The persons 
entering the park in a year, or a suita~le chosen sa~ple of 
them, are to be listed according to che zone fro~ ~hich 
they came . The fact that they come means that: che service 
of the park is at lease worch the cost, and this cost can 
probably be estimated with fair accuracy .... A comparison of 
the cost of coming from a zone with the nu~ber of people 
~ho do come from it, together wi~h a count of the 
population of the zone, enables us to plot one point fo~ 
each zone oa a demand curve for the serYice of the park. 
By a judicious process of fitting, it: should be possible to 
get a good enough approximation to chis demand curve to 
provide, through integration, a measure of consumers' 
surplus ... 

In che intervening period and especially in the last decade, an extensive 
literature has developed on the issues associated wich modeling recreation 
demand. The travel cost method has emerged as one of the most robust and 
reliable of che indirect: approaches for valuing nonmarketed resources . 
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A number of other economists were also asked for suggestions at the time. 
Apparently the Nacional Park Service ignored Hotelling's suggestions initially . 
They did no= appear to play a significant: role in modeling recreation demand 
until che later \<ork of Cla,.son [1959] illustrated and popularized the method. 

We are grateful to Yoshi Kaoru for locating these historical materials for us. 

2 . The derr.and functions for trips would have the same arguments in both cases 
(assuming the opportunity costs of time) were related to the wage race, but the 
cheoretical properties that could be de r ived t:o describe demand would be less 
clear- cut . 

3. E~pirical tests of the app~oach using micro·data ( Smith, Desvousges, and 
:-:cGivney [1983:) and more recently using zonal data (Hof and Rosenthal [1987]) 
have i ndicated ~idely disparate values for the scaling parameter proposed by 
Cesario and Kne~sch ~hen estimated using the McConne:l-Strand f~a;oe~ork . 
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Q. To our kno~ledge, David Gallagher was the first to raise chis issue in 
unpublished notes prepared at t:he l:niversity of t:orth Carolina, Chapel Hill. 

5. ~ilman's [1980) attempt to distinguish the co~~odity and scarcity values 
of time used this argument. 

6. Smith and KO?P [1980] proposed using the cusurn of squares test together 
with orcering the sample (from a zonal data base) by the distance of each 
origin zone from the recreation site. They argued that violations in the 
travel cost model's assum~tions became more likely as the distance between the 
si~e and t~e origin zone increased. 

7. This approach adapts a framev.:ork proposed by Lau 
role of the characteristics for a material aggregate. 
have ignored decisions about on-site time. 

[1982] for describing t~e 
Also, for simplicity we 

8. These features of the experience were identified based on extensive 
research on the :eatures of wilderness recreation that were judged to be 
important to recreationists by Lucas (1964) and Stankey [1972]. 

9. Bockstael and Kling [1988] have recently proposed a generaliza~ion to the 
weak complementarity asslli~ption between quality and a single commodity to 
include several goods, as for example all water-related recreational activities 
and water quality. 

10. See Bockstael and McConnell (1984! for a more detailed discussion of the 
effects of the aggregation underlying zonal models for travel cost demand 
models based on them. 

11. Fo~ example, if d designates the round-tr ip distance, s the speed of 
travel, c the unct (vehicle-related) costs per mile, then travel time, T, is : 

d 
T-

s 

and the assumeC opportunity costs of tr~vel time, say 9, can be adjusted to the 
multiplier for distance. Total costs of a trip, m, are chen given by: 

m = cd + e 
[ ds ) 

[c + ~] d 

12. This is an i~portant issue to be developed in ~ore detail below. See 
Caulkins. Bishop, and Bou~es [l985 j for discussion in the two-sice case of the 
effects of omit~ing the effects of substitute sites' prices on the estimate 
::ror:1 traYe l cos~ den:a:-td models. 
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13. Of course, chis does not resolve the question of which site co use. Prior 
judgment must be used to select a demand function (and therefore a site) that 
is assumed to be identical to ~hat the new site ~ould have. 

14. This contrasts with the Vaughan-Russell [1982] version of the varying 
param~ter model because their specification derives the estimating equations 
assuming all of the pa~ameters of the demand function are functions of si~e 
characceriscics. 

15. The most important of these is what to do with or4gLn zones with zero 
visitors and how many of chese zo:-tes should be included in the sample. This 
~:as the rnoci· .. ·at:ion for the Sr.!it:h-Ko?p [1980 ] analys:.s. ~ost studies to:ith zonal 
cata ha,·e al·gued for a to bit es t imator. This does not resolve the c,uest:ion of 
how many to incl~de . This question is again one of the extent of the market. 

16. An important limitation to the implementation of corrections for 
endogenous strati:ication is the ~equirement that the estimator specify hot..' 
recreationists were sampled in relationship to their probabilities of visiting. 
The only empirical example where such adjustments have been incorporated in the 
estimates is Morey, Shaw, and Rowe [1988 ]. 

17. A semi-log model was used for the demand models. In one case the 
estimaces were over twenty times larger. 

18. The Bro~~ et: al. [1983j 
cioes not resolve this issue. 
discussion of the effects of 

proposal to aggregate micro -data to a zonal forma~ 
See Bockstael and McConnell (1984) for a detailed 

aggregation . 

19. This argcmen: 
~cConne~l [1984 ] . 
daca to develop an 

was originally developed for the micro 
Bowes and Loomis [1980] used a relaced 
adjustment for heteroscedasticit:y. 

case by Bockstael and 
argument with zonal 

20. This framework is analogous to che early proposals for a two-step approach 
for modeling participation decisions. See Davidson, Adams, and Seneca [1966) 
and Cicchetti, Seneca, and Davidson [1969] as examples. There are, however , 
some im?ortant dif~erences. In these examples, the anal ysis was based on 
population surveys and respondents' stated participation in activities without 
explicit discussion of where those activities cook place. 

21. Criticisms of the selection framework have been based primarily on its 
sens1t1v1ty co the specification of the first -stage probit model and 
distributional assumptions (see Goldberger [1983] and Little [1985]. 

22. Experimental studies comparable to Kling [1988] will be needed to evaluate 
t:he practical import:ance of these problems. 

23. It is possible to incorporate some of the effects of demand uncertainty in 
rr.odels using the ~ravel cost ne<thodology. ?-lorey, Sha•...r, and Ro~e's fl988j 
analysis is an example of this possibi l ity. They assume the stochastic 
element:s in their random utility model reflect u:1certainty affecting the 
i:1dividual's decisions and not simply the analyse's ignorance. 



24. For notational simplicity, I have dropped the subscrip~ co iCentify 
individuals . 
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25. It is possible to adapt the Hausman specification error test to test the 
independence of irrelevant alternatives property. See Hausman and McFadden 
[1984] and McFadden [1987] for further discussion . Kaoru [1989 ) provides a 
detailed exa~ple of its implications for the definition of the recreation si~e. 

26. Other recent examples of the nested logit framework for marine recreation 
include Bockstael ec al. (1986 ) , Kilon [forthcoming ) , and Kaoru [1989 ) . 

27 . One co~lc j ointly estimate :he rr.odel with a pooled sarr.p l e as Saxonhouse 
[ 1977 : proposed . Ho~ever, the issues associateC with model selection become 
exceptionally corr.plex in a pooled framework. This arises beca~se all variables 
specified t o influence demand in principle interact with site characteristics 
once these second-stage equations are substituted into the first -stage demand 
models. 

28. Differences in the opportunity costs of time across individuals will also 
lead to differences in their respective marginal costs for increments to 
specific site c~aracteristics. 

29. A speci:ic issue with implementation chat has been found to l ead to 
substantial differences in estimat~s of the demand and valuation of site 
characteristics is the treatment of negative marginal costs. There is no 
guarantee that the first -stage price equations will yield uniformly plausible 
escimates of the ~arginal cost for each characteristic. 

Bockstae1 et al. [1987] argue that dropping negative estimates is 
essential. In contrast, Mendelsohn [1984] suggests chat because they are 
random variables, this can be expected and provides one reason for using an 
inverse dema~d specification in modeling the demand for a site's 
characteristics. 

30. It should be acknowledged that a much greater n~~ber of replications of 
each experiment will be needed to gauge the effects of modeling assumptions on 
the small sample distribution of welfare measures. A minimum of 100 to 500 
replications has characterized most ocher studies of this type used in 
evaluating neoclassical cost functions ( see Guilkey et al. [1983 ] as an 
example) . 

31 . A more detailed discussion of the benefic estimates by type o: resource is 
available i n Bockstael et al. [1988]. 

32. we describe it in more detail in Chapter 5 . 



Chapt er 3 

A Selective Review of Pas t Empir ical Analysis 
of Marine Recr e ational Fishing 

3.1 Introduction 

Until quite recently, t he available empir ical results for marine 

recreational fishing (with the exception of salmon fishing) have been quite 
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limited. Eo-...:eve::-, this has changed w· ith the recent li"t.erature. As '";e obse~·yed 

in the first chapter, the 1987 reauthoriz ation of the Clean Water Act, along 

with increaseC concern over the conflicts between commercial and recreational 

uses of marine fisheries, has led to a variety of new empirical analyses. 

The purpose of t h i s chapt e r is to summarize a representative sample of the 

e~pirical studies of individuals' demands for and valuation of marine 

recreatio~al fishing. First we review the available literature fro~ the 

perspective of judging i ts suitability for developing esti mates of the value of 

quality changes in the Albemarle -Pamlico Sounds. This effort updates the 

earlier Smit:h-Palmquist [1988 ) review . From this overview we conclude that 

~hile the past several years have seen s ubstantial advances in the empirical 

informacion available on the value of marine recreational fishing, the results 

are typically specific t o the local conditions characterizing each s t udy . 

Equally important, the models have been much less success:ul in isolating the 

values of the quali~y changes that we anticipate would accompany estuarine 

management . 

In some cases policy needs have made it necessary to distill estimates of 

the value o: recreaoional activities. One such study, ~alsh et al. [1988), ~~s 

recently co:npleted for use in the Forest Service's plan~ing p!"ocess. \..1"h.:..le it 

covers sever3l o: the same studies we discussed, because of ~he objectives anC 



design of the t\·alsh ec al. revie"'', ,_le have summarized this •..:ork separately . 

Each study's resulcs were adjusted based on a panel of experts' consensus 

judgmencs on the best modeling practices in an attempt to construct some 

standardized meascres of a representative consumer' s value per activity day. 

This work ~as prepared as part of the U. S. Forest Service's efforts to 

incorporate valuation inforrr.acion in the resource planning activicies chat are 

re~uired by che rr.u::iple-use and sustained- yielC le&is:.at.ion goYer:-ting the 

mar.age~ent of public lands. 

ss 

Section 3.2 develops our review of a represer.tative sampling of these 

studies based on primary sources. In section 3.3 we s~~.arize the ~alsh et al. 

review. Section 3.4. summarizes t he issues relevant from both reviews for our 

o~~ study of the A!bemarle-Pamlico Sounds . 

3 .2 An Overview of Selected Demand Studies for Marine Recreational Fishing 

Table 3.1 summarizes the key features of nine studies of the demand for 

and/or valuation of marine recreational fishing. Two report the results of 

travel cost demand models (McConnell [1979 } and Bockstael, McConnell and Strand 

[1987 ] ) , four describe random utility models (Morey, Rowe and Shaw [ 1987], 

Bockstael et al. [1986}, Milon [forthcoming], Bockstael, McConnell and Strand 

{1988 ] , and Hanemann and Carson [1987]), and the remainder report results from 

contingent valuation surveys. 

I t is important to acknowledge that each study had fairly special ized 

objectives beyond simply valuing rr.arine recreational fishing. McConnell's 

( 1979 } analysis ~as primarily intended as a theorecical analysis demonstrating 

the importance of recognizing that the catch rate experienced by each 
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TABLE 3.1 

Highlights of Selected Studies of the Demand for 
and Valuation of Marine Rec r eational Fishing 

Study Date 

~kConne2.1 

: : 979] 
1.:nkno.-n 

3el :, 1980-81 
Sorenson anC 
Lee,co::thy : 1982: 

Boc~scael, 1980 
NcConnell and 
Strand [1987! 

!-1orey. Rowe 1981 
and Sha~· 
[1987] 

Bockstael, 1985 
Graefe , 
Scrand ar.d 
Cald...,ell [ 1986] 

:'hcr::pson 
and Huppert 
[1987 ) 

1985-86 

Milon 198S 
[ For~hcoming j 

Carson , 1986 
Hanemann, and 
wegge [1987] 

Cameron 
[1988b) 

1987 

Location 

Rhode 
Island 

Florida 

Chesapeake 
Bay 

Oregon 

South 
Carolina 

San 
Francisco 

Type of 
Fish 

t·.iint:er 
Flounder 

All Species 

Seriped Bass 

5 Species 

King ~!ackerel 
Spanish 
Mackerel 
Black Sea Bass 

~:ix of 
Species 
(Salmon] 
[Striped Bass ] 

Model 

Travel Cosc 
Household 
Production 

Contingent. 
Valuation 

Travel Cost 

Contingent 
Valuation 
Rll1 

C 
. e 

ont:~nger.t 

Valuation 

Dade County ~!ix of Species RUH 
Florida 

Sout h 
Central 

Coastal 
Texas 

13 groups of RUM 
species 
including salt-
and fresh..:ater 
species: 
7 types of salmon 
S types of trout 
13 other species 
or species groups 

Average catch 
rate measures 
by species, 
year, cime, 
and location 

Discrete 
Choice CV 

Value 

$233 c~er season) 
515 (per season) 

$743 (annual WTP) 

a $69-190 (per season) 
$10-16 (catch race 

improvement) 

$0-35 (per season)c 

$328 (per 
$195 (per 

d 
season) 
season) 

- 50% I.'!P $33f 
+100% WTP $41 
- 50% WTA $82 

$1 . 60 -1 .80 (per person 
per erip for ne" 
artificial reef) 

$ .30 eo $21.47 per 
summer trip occasio~ 
by si tejspecies 
classes and $.01 to 
$11.03 per winter erip 
occasion by sice 

$1,857-5,132 for 
complete loss of 
access to fishe-:;: 
(per person) 
$19-52 for loss of 
access 10~ of ci~• 
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Type of 

Fish 
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Hodel Value 

Bocks cae 1 , 
McConnell 
& Strand. 
[ l988j 

!\ov/Oec 
1987 

Florida 
(A1:lantic 
Coast) 

Three classes: 
Big game ·· 
billfish, 
marlin, tuna; 
Small game 
bluefish, 
mackerel; 
Bot:torefish 
sheepshead, 
snapper 

R~/l'ested 

Logi1: model 
v;i th mode 1 
and species 
choice then 
selection of 
one of nine 
sites. 
de:ined as 
aggregates 

20% increase in the 
success rate per trip 
occasion; 
Small game for shore or 
boating $.33; 
Nontargeted small 
game $.32; 
Bot:~orr.: 

Boac cacch race $1.27; 
Big game/boac $1.56 

aThese esti~a:es were calculated from the authors' reported tobit 
est:imates using 

cs - . with q ~ measure of quantity demand and ~ the estimated 

coefficient for travel costs <P < 0). 

The range co~responds to the range in average q's for each of the four areas o: 
che Chesapeake included in the survey. The catch rate improvement is for an 
inccease from the ~verage catch rate (3 . 5) to the highest catch rate at the 
lowest and highest levels of use. 

bRUM designates a random utilicy model which can have various 
specificacions. ~orey, Rowe and Shaw include cravel costs and site specific 
catch rates and consider the possibility of not fishing at any site in a given 
period. 

cThis is an ex ante value for the Hicksian compensation variation for 
elimination of salmon fishing Clacsop County. The range arises from variation 
across the county of origin of the fishermen . 

dThis value refers to che value of an arti:icial reef for marine fishing 
trips during a season. 

eQues~ionnaire asked about fishing trips using combination of intercept 
and mailed questionnaires. Valuacion questions used as part of CV analysis 
refer co salmor, and striped bass. 

fQuestions asked for willingness-to-pay (w1P) to avoid a certain percent 
decline in catch =ace (designated with negative sign and WTP ) ; willingness-to· 
pay for cercain percent increase in catch race (designated ~ith positive sign 
and WTP); and co~pensation for certain percent decline in catch rate 
(designated with negative sign and willingness-to-accept (WTA)). 
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individual ~eflects bo"h the qu~li~y of the fishing experience and the effor~ 

expended in fishing. Under this view individual catch rates are endogenous 

variables. Thus, the two models described in the table for his study, travel 

cost and household production, are distinguished by whether the process is 

modeled as a jointly deterrr.ined sec of decisions with trips and catch 

determineC from an optimization process. It is important co note that in this 

case ~cConnell argues for interpreting trips as a neasure of the o~~nut of the 

rec=eational activity (fishing) and not a measure of site usage. Because the 

ideal quality measure for fishing (the stock of fish) is unobservable, the 

cacch rate must be used as an alternative measure. Unfortunately, cr.is measure 

reflects the effects of the fish stock as well as the effort devoted to 

fishing. It is therefore an endogenous variable. 

McConnell's theoretical analysis clearly ident ifies the potential for 

biased es~imaces ~hen the catch rate is treated as if it reflects the quality 

of "he experience . To illustrate the difference he used a small sample (56) of 

Rhode Island fishermen and their decisions on fishing for winter flounder. The 

es"imates for consureer surplus (evaluated at the mean values of the variables) 

for the fishing experience from a simple, l inear travel cost demand model 

versus a linear two-equation (fishing and catch- rate) system are quite 

different. However, the estimates of parameters in the two-equa~ion model do 

not indicate that the effects he suggests should be important were 

statistically significant determinants of behavior. 

The Bockstael, McConnell, and Strand [1987) travel cost analysis involved 

striped bass fishermen in "he Chesapeake area. Of the total surveyed (760), 

184 fished for striped bass in 1980. ~~ile their model ~as described as a site 

demand, the daca used to escimate it ~ere pooled across ~ites. An alternative 
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interpretat.:on of che framev.Tork is that it is another way of describing a 

regional travel cost model . However, in contrast to those models described in 

Chapter 2, where different individuals ' experiences at different sites are 

pooled to describe the 11 typical" Oernand fo~ one o: a set of sites, each 

person's experience in using different sites is first aggregated. Then this 

aggregate usage measure is used to describe the quantity demanded. Their 

a~alysis used records for the season and includeC. all variable costs and time 

cost in the price o£ a visit. ~nen an individual's season demand involved more 

than one site, a price index was construct ed to attempt to capture the relevant 

price for the mix of trips taken. Moreover, the price indexes constructed for 

those no~ using sites do not seem to accurat ely reflect the implicit costs 

faced by each individual. Their model includes o~~ price effects, the 

individual's catch race based on his (or her) experiences over the season, 

dum.T.y variables for different types of fishing equipment, and the 

fishing/hunting budget (assuming weak separability of the individual's 

underlying preference function) . Tobit estimates of the model provide strong 

support for a conventional demand framework. 

We used these results to estimate the average individual's consumer 

surplus for a fis~ing experience. Our range was de r ived using the range-of-use 

levels across the f our areas identified as part of the region, wi~h the lowest 

in Sussex, Delaware (6.8 days ) and the highest in Southeastern Chesapeake (11.3 

days). These estimates are substantially lower than McConnell's earlier 

results. 

It is also possibl e to use their model to estimate the value of an 

improved ca:ch ra~e. To i l lustrate the implications we postulated an 

improvement from the overall area-••ide average ca~ch rate (3. S) to the highest 
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regional catch rate in the sample (4.9). Valuing this irr.provement at the 

lo~est and highest rates of use, we have a range of values for the quality 

improvement of $10 to $16. Adjusting for t he effects of inflation, these 

estimates would be roughly comparable to the contingent valuation results fo~ 

improvements in the catch rates for striped bass obtained by Thompson and 

Huppert. (Thei r contingent valuation study is described in more detail below.) 

~nfortunately, data prob:ews required the use of days ra~her ~han the 

~heoretica~ly preferred variable, trips, as their quantity measure. wnile the 

authors did consider the effects of using an expected catch measure for those 

l 
with positive levels of use, they did not consider the sirr.ultaneity question 

raised earlier by McConnell. 

The Morey, Rowe, and Shaw study appears to be the first: attempt to use a 

detailed random utility model (RUX) to describe marine recreational fishing. 

In contrast to both McConnell (1979] and Bockstael, McConnell, and Strand 

{1987], this study does distinguish fishing sites using seven coastal counties. 

Vehicle - relat:ed travel costs, t:he time costs of trave l (priced at the minimum 

wage for all individuals), together with on-site mode and lodging costs per 

trip are included in the estimated costs per trip. 

Each individual is ass~~ed to select a site and a mode of fishing (i. e. on 

rr.a~~ade scruccures, beach and bank, charter boat, and private boat). The cos~s 

of trips by site and mode and species-specific catch rates (i .e. salmon, perch, 

smelt and grunion, flat fish, and rockfishfbottomfish) were the specified 

decerrninants of individuals' decisions . 

While the paper does not report individual tests for the determinants of 

sicejmode of :ishi~g choices, the authors do inCica:e tha~ che ~oCel was 

preferred over a purely random allocation of indi'liduals o,·er the choice£. . 



Equa~ly irr?o~tant, che escirr.ates ~ere consistent ~~~h ~he simple decis:on 

process envisioned by the legit form of the rando~:: utility model. 

The second RU}! study s~~arized in Table l cons idered a more detailed 

decision process co explain South Carolina fishermen's decisions based on the 

results of a questio~~aire mailed to S. C. boat o~~ers within 100 miles of the 

coast. Bockstael e:: al. [1986; assumed that each :.ndividual's decision was 

?a:-:: of a nes::ed p:-ocess -...·: ::h ::he ?referred fis!-1~:-tg, aci:ivicy a: each possible 

launch s:.te desc~ibed . Then a preferred launching site ~as determined based on 

the best fishing activity. The types of fishing ~e=e nonreef and artificial-

reef. The deterrr.inants of these decisions included the expected catch of 

principal and secondary species, expected costs, years of experience fishing 

off the South Carolina Coast, and the expected percentage of trips in which 

f!.shermen expected to cat:ch no fish. The expec::ed-catch and cost \'ariables 

~ere based o~ respor.denrs' repor:s or ffi~puted~ fro= si~ilar fishing ~ode 

(troll or bottom) and boat sizes ~hen these responses ~ere missing. 

The a~thors did not reporc sufficient informacion to gauge the statistical 

significance of their estimates but did report some comparative benefic 

estimates. Three launch areas were identified. The model implied that the 

value of a 20 percent improvement in the reef catch rate would range from $38 

to $90 per user per year . 

To develop the overall estimate of the value of an artificial reef as 

reported in Table 1, the authors de\'eloped a second stage launch site model 

based on the inclusive value from the first stage and the travel cost. The 

inclusive value is a gauge of the desirability of the reef/nonreef alternatives 

accessible fro~ each launch area. Using this reccel, it is possible to capture 

the unconditional value of a reef by gauging how high the costs of reef use 
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would have to be to cause che individual to stop selecting t:hem. ThLs is the 

$195 repo~~ed i n t he table. 

Building on chis pilot study, Milon [ forthcoming] also has used a nested 

l ogic model to estimate che val ues for artificial fishing. Based on the 

registrations of boat o~~ers in Dade County. Florida, Milan composed a 

stratified sample by zip code and conducted a mail survey of 3,600 individuals 

i n 1985. The r e s?onse =ate was 45 percent, anC 7S percen~ o : those respondents 

(887) pa~tocipated in saltwater fishing during the sample period . Trips ~ere 

specified as a single fishing day in his model. Moreover, the launch point was 

~reated as exogenous to the •here·to·fish decision in terms of three types of 

site classifications · near shore. offs hore natural habitat, and offshore 

artificial habitat. Thus an important distinction arises between this study 

and most o~her work which uses travel to a launch point as an important 

component of the travel costs. In other such studies , information on the 

locations anci features of the. areas in the sounds or the ocean used for fishing 

is not as detailed as i n the Milon analysis . Because his analysis is primarily 

for local recreation with abundant access, Milon argues that the launch 

decision can be ignored. While this is probably correct for his case, the 

asstunption bears directly on the site-definition issue we raised in Chapter 2. 

we will return to this issue in the next two chapters. 

The c~oice process is described as involving three leVels of decisions: 

(a) conditional on sport fishing · select near shore or offshore; 

(b) conditional on offshore, select type of habitat · natural or 
artificial; 

a:1d 

(c ) cc~ciotional on t~e outcomes of (a ) and (b), select a specific 
l ocacion for fishing. 
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The sice selection decision at level (c) was specified co be determined by 

travel cost anC time (here referring to costs and time associated with boat 

travel), the site specific mean catch rate for all fish (e.g. kept plus 

released) expressed as weight per person-hour from recent experience, as well 

as the variability in that experience across individuals, and, for artificial 

sites, the age of the site. All variables were statistically significant and 

generally had plaus~ble signs. The only potential coefficient that might be 

subject to question would be the variability measure for catch. The 

coefficient of variation had a positive effect on site choice. 

The othe~ stages in the decision process were specified to be determined 

primarily by variables describing equipment and knowledge. Two notable 

exceptions we~e age and income as determinants of the offshore/near-shore 

choice. Both are .legatively related to the offshore choice. This seems a 

counter-intuitive finding for income. 

The model ~as used to estimate per person per trip benefi~s from a new 

artificial site at different locations. As the last column indicates, the 

average value (across respondents) varied by site location from $1.60 to $1.80. 

The Bockstael, McConnell and Strand [1988 ] random utility analysis of 

sport fishing in Florida is a preliminary analysis of their ongoing larger 

study based on additional interviews of fishermen contacted as part of the 

~ational Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) intercept survey. It considers the 

completed interviews in the November to December 1987 wave of the NMFS survey 

intercepted in Florida . Their sample includes 158 respondents who provided 

i nformat ion on 161 distinct day trips. Because of the relatively smal l sample, 

nine sites ~ere co~posed from combina~ions of coastal counties, and f~sh 

species were aggregated in~o three groups. 
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A ewe -stage nested random utility model was specified co describe these 

recreation decisions. First, t he mode/spec ies choice i s determined with six 

combinations: shore- small game, s hor e -no t arget , boat-big game , boat-small 

ga~e. boac~bottorn, and boat·no target . Then conditional on this choice, a site 

is selected. The site selection models varied with mode and ty~e of fishing, 

including the travel cost (including vehicle costs and time costs valued at 80 

?e::cent o: -=he ~..:age: ra: e for ::hose ~..rho could vary their time and travel time 

separately for those who could not vary). Xontarget fishermen and big game 

fishing ~ere assQ~ed to base fishing quality on the success rate, while ochers 

used the cacch race. The effect of travel cost on site selection ~as assumed 

constant across mode/species choices , as were the effects of travel times, 

catch, and success rates . The mode/species decisions was specified to be 

determineC by t he inclusive value from the first stage and a qualitative 

variable for boat o~-nership. In general , the model appears to offer a good 

description of recreationists' decisions. 

Two t)~es of welfare calculations were developed. The first of these ~as 

the value of access to a site per choice occasion. These estimates ranged from 

$ . 73 to $6.81 for private boating and $.81 to $7.94 for all models. The 

average values were reported based on values calculat ed for all sample 

respondents. 

Several qual i ty changes were also considered based on changes in either 

che success rate or the catch rate. Again , averages were reported for al l 

respondents without regard to their actual species/mode choice. 

The last RUM study in the table, by Carson, Hanemann and wegge [1987 ], is 

also the most detailed to date . The analysi s is based on three separate 

surveys of r esident anglers. A survey was sent in August about fishing trips 
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taken during ~1ay through July and in the precee:ng T.."inter . For respondents to 

this f i rst survey, a survey ••as sent in October about fishing t rips in August 

and September. A combination survey covering the whole summer season was sent 

to t hose who did not respond to t he August survey. In addition, a survey of 

out-of-state r ecreationists was conducted. To identify the various resident 

samples , a preseason survey was used to identify individual s ( residents) who 

intended to (or might) fish in Alaska between May and September. A su rvey .:as 

also sent to nonresident fishermen bas e d on the nonresident angler license 

f iles for 1983 -1985 and 1986. 

Of the ques~ionnaires delivered, 35.3 per cent returned the August resident 

questionnaire, 64. 7 percent of this group returned the follow -up version, and 

29 . 9 percent of the nonrespondents to the August questionnaire returned t he 

combination questionnaire. The nonresidents had higher rates for those in the 

United States in comparison ~ith international locations and somewhat higher 

rates for the 1986 file of license holders. 

Figure 3.1 is taken from Carson, Hanemann and Wegge (1987] and summarizes 

the nested decision process they assumed: 

Step I decide to participate and number of trips in s pecific weeks 
of season; 

Step II select a target species - salmon, freshwater, saltwater, or 
nonspecific; 

Step II I select subspecies type; 

and 

Step IV select a site. 

Twenty-nine si:es •ere identified, though not all sites were assumed to be 

relevant fo :- all species. For our purposes, sorr.e of the most. irnpo:.-tan:. 

variables in the study were associated with the quality of the site and the ir 



FIGURE 3.1 

DECISION TREE FOR ANA LYZING RESIDENT ANGLER' S DEMAND FOR SPORT FI SHI NG 

Source: Carson, Hanemann and Veqge (1987] 
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relationship to measures of the availability of fish . The specific quantity 

variables included: 

a site racing based on a subjective weekly index normalized by 
the mean racing for the site over the season; 

a general index of quality of fishing (again qualitative) for 
salmon, freshwacer. and saltwater groups ac each site in the 
relevant r,.;eek; 

the 1985 ha~vest of all species ac the site. 

The site selection equations by species support ed the use of variables 

based on both the site rating and the 1985 harvest, with s:atistically 

significan~ and positive effects on the likelihood of selecting a site. 
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Estimates of nee ~illingness - to - pay for the s ummer sport fishing trip and 

for \-:-inter trips we-:e prepared under varying criteria, including variacions in 

the site used and the origin for che recreationist. ~e report ranges for these 

estima tes in 1986 dollars in Table 3.1. Unfortunately, t here was not sufficient 

information to estimate the value implied by t he model for quality changes . 

The remaining estimates in the table a r e from contingent valuation (CV) 

surveys . Bell, Sorenson a nd Leeworth [1982] included a CV question as part of 

an analysis of the economic impact of saltwater fishing in Flor~da. Their CV 

q'J.est:ion was posed as: 

Having thought about how much saltwater fishing in Florida 
cost you in the last 12 months, how much more~ would 
you spend annually before dec i ded to stop doing it because 
it was too expensive? (Bel l et al. [1982], p. 72) 

The average for all regions from Florida resident anglers was $743 as the 

annual willingness-co-pay. Nonresidents were willing co pay substantially less, 

an averag.e of about: $154 . 

These results are difficult :o interpret and may reflect a strategic bias. 

Some indirect e\·.:.dence for this conjecture is fou:1d i n res;:>onses co ano:her 



question. ~nen asked if they would pay $6.75 annually for a fishing license, 

only about 57 percent of the in- state respondents would be willing to do so. 2 

wnile this cay reflect: a response t:o the intended use of the funds for "fishery 

manasement, 11 it does raise questions on the appropriate interpretation of the 

valuation responses. 

The Tho~pson-Huppert [1987] contingent valuation was expressed in terms o: 

specific changes in the catch rates for salmon anC striped bass using both 

willingness-to-pay (~TP) and willingness-to-accep~ (~A) valuation frameworks. 

Both positi\·e and negative changes were conside:::ed with the willingness-to-pay 

used for =.r.t?rovement:s and for avoiding declines and the con:pensation required 

(wTA) for proposed declines. A payment card format along with an arbitrary 

upward adjustment in responses was selected in composing the averages in the 

tables. 

Since these results are prelim~nary and £urther specific analysis of the 

survey results is underway , it is difficult to judge their plausibility at 

present. As we noted above, the WTP results are consistent with our derivatio~ 

of the value of a 40 percent: improvement: in the catch rates for striped bass 

based on the Bockstael, McConnell, and Strand [1987 ] Tobit model for the 

Chesapeake. 

The last contingent valuation study involves two stud~es by Cameron 

(1988a, 1988b] using various components of a large creel survey of Texas 

fishermen during the period of May co November 1987 along the full coastal area 

of Texas. wnile 10,000 responses were collected, the two analyses are based on 

subsets . The first of these focuses on com?lete and appare~tly consistent 

observati~ns (based on preliminary criteria described in detail by Cameron 
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[198Sa]). A discrete or closed-ended CV question ~as asked of each respondent 

as follor,;s: 

1: the :oral cost o: all your saltwater fishing last year 
~as rnore, would you have quit fishing comp:et~~y? 

The value posed varied from $50 to $20,000 across respondents in a foroat that 

approximated a random assignment . 3 

This st;.;.dy ( Cameron :l98Sa ]) reported prelirni:1ary est:irr.aces o~ C.isc~eee 

choice ~ode:s based on S?eci=~cat:ions for inverse de~and models, as p=oposed in 

Careeron a:1d ..lar.:es (!987]. All of the results were described as pre:i:oinary. 

Attempts were rnaCe to take account of water qualicy and species·sp£ci::c ca~ch 

rates estimated for the same locations of these in:erviews with different data 

sets. 

~e rr.odeling structure hypothesizes that thesa ~esponses shoccd depend on 

~he percei·:eC. quality of the sites involved. Ho·.;eve::- , the prelimi!"lary results 

indicated several types of contradictory findings ~ith attempts to describe 

quality with the very detailed (i.e. species-specific) catch rates, as well as 

water quality in terms of measures for the concentrations of specific 

pollutants. 

The second study (Cameron (1988bj) focuses on a subset of these cata for 

respondents ~ho reported chat they took 60 or less fishing trips dur ing the 

season . This study is primarily a methodological innovation. Ic proposes that 

discre te contingent valuation responses can be co~bined with the actual trip -

taking decis ions so a single model describing past recreational choices would 

be used to estimate a comrr.on se~ of parameters. 

t:si!"lg a qt:aC:'atic utilicy :ur.ction and this ::-estr:.cted data set, Cameron 

[1988b] developed several different estimates. Ho~ever, non~ of these models 



atterr.pted to :.ncorpo':'ate a:1y of the quality variables distinguishing the 

features of different locations along the coast. 

The valuation figures reported in Table 3.1 correspond to estimates of an 

individual's ~illin&ness co pay for access (based on the quadratic utility 

specification expressed in terms of fishing and "net" income as a proxy for all 

other goods) . Based on the struct~re of the model, this should probably be 

interpreted as an an~ua: pa)~enc to avoid a complete loss o: access to all 

sites. A variety of other de:initions were considered to describe situations 

·.·ith partial : oss of ac~ess a:1d corresponding willingness·to·pay estimates. l.'e 

report here one calculation based on the model and not separate questions of 

respondents for a 10 percent loss in access . 

In o~r judgme~t this effort offers a promising methodological advance, but 

does not offer benefit estimates that are useful for policy . All sites are 

treated as equivalent . The situation used for benefit estimation simply 

Ce~ived the naxirr.~~ one - time fees to reduce all trips to zero or to cut trips 

by so~e perce~tage, provided past decisions and responses to the discrete CV 

questions could be explained using the same basic model. 

Overall this selected swa~ary indicates considerable progress with RUM 

models, but little in:ormation that would fit the situation arising in the 

Albemarle·Pamlico area where the models must be capable of estimating the 

recreation benefits from ,quality changes . Moreover. a comparison of the two 

most detailed models by Carson, Hanemann and Yegge [1987] and Milon 

[forthcoming] suggests that local conditions are quite impor tant to the 

structure of ~ecreacional decisions. 



3.3 The Walsh et al. Benefit Estimates for Sal twater Fishing 

Table 3.2 is taken from the walsh et al. [1988) overview. The citations 

for the studies t he y consider indicate that their review and ours overlap 

considerably . This study is an update of an earlier effort by Sorg and Loomis 

[ 1984] covering studies between 1968 and 1982. Both efforts seek t o provide 

constant dollar per activity day estimates of the typical i ndiviCual 's values 

for specific ~ypes of recreational experiences. The focus is on ,.,luing the 

activity and not the site. This quaiification can be important t o sites t hat 

support rnult:ple act~vities simultaneously . For the most part. the Walsh et 

al. analys~s ass~~es this is not the case. The~r methods ass~~e ondividuals 

enga&e in onlj· or:e activity when visiting a specific site . They also generally 

use the travel cost ( incluCing the time costs of travel) as the implicit price 

of ~~e accivi~y. Strictly speakin£ this is noc correct 1 but its im?ortance 

will depenC o~ t~e quan~ita~ive ireportances of equipment and other recreation-

related inputs. in addit ion to t he site and a person's time for the activities 

involved. In the ease of marine recreational f ishing these could be qui te 

ireportant considerations and should be considered in interpret ing what are 

essentially standardized values for si t e services as values for t he activities . 

The ~djustments used to standardi ze the estimates across studies follo~ed 

Sorg and Loo~is. They were: 

travel cost-based estimates of value were increased by 30 
percent for the omission of travel t ime; 

travel cost and contingent valuation estimates were both 
i ncreased by 15 percent for the omission of out-of-state 
users: 

travel cost -based estirr.ates v.rere decreased by 15 pe:-cen:: 
when individual obsercati ons were used; 

and finally 
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TABLE 3.2 
Salt Water Fishing Literature Review and Benefit Estimate, 1987 

Author 
Study Location 
Dace of Survey 
:1echod 

Carso::, Hanema:::: & i:e£ge [1987: 
Alaska 
1986 TC~ 
Salmon, Hal i buc 

Cameron & James [1987] 
British ColQ~bia 
1984 cw: 
Salmon 

Ro~e et al. [1985] 
California, Oregon , washingcon 
1981 TC~! 
General 

Huppert & Thompson [1984 ] 
California 
1979 -80 TC!·! 
Party Soacs 

5:15 Research [1983 ! 
Hawaii 
1983 CW! 
General 

Brown et a1. [1980) 
Oregon 
1977 TC~l 
Salmon 

Brown et al. (1980] 
Washington 
1977 TC~: 

Salmon 

~lcConnell ; 1979 ] 
Rho<!e Isla:;d 
1978 TG~; 

Flounder 

Value per Accivicy Day 

Reporced Adjusced co 
1987 

Adj usced for 
:1ethod 

149.25-213.35 153 . 73-219.65 153.73-2:9.65 

48 . 83 53. 37 53.37 

56 . 80 71.23 60.55 

13.00 -20 . 00 18.69 -28.76 18 . 69 - 28.76 

47 . 00 53.35 53.35 

78 . 00 136.66 136 . 66 

75 . 00 131.40 131.40 

30.34 -67 . 06 49.55-109.51 42 .12-93 .08 



TABLE 3.2 (continued) 

Aut.hor 
St:udy Locat:ion 
Dace of Survey 
>1ethod 

Crutchfield & Sche1le [1979] 
~..:ashingt:on 

1978 CV}I 
Salmon 

Charbonneau & Eay [1978] 
u. s. 
1975 CV}l 
Surf 

Charbonneau & Hay [l978j 
L'. s. 
1975 CVH 
Surf 

Charbonneau & Hay [1978) 
U. S. 
1975 CV!1 
Bays 

Charbonneau & Hay i l978) 
U . S. 
1975 CVM 
Pier 

Charbonneau & Hay [1978 ) 
u. s . 
1975 CVM 
General 

Average Toeal Value 
1983·88 (5) 
1968 -1982 (9) 

Reporeed 

18.00 

73.00 

19.00 

22.00 

16 . 00 

22.00 

51.58 
70 . 08 
41.30 

Value per Activity Day 

Adjusted eo 
1987 

29.39 

145 . :2 

37.77 

43.74 

31.81 

43.74 

76.25 
77 . 67 
75.46 

Adjuseed for 
Method 

29.39 

101. 58 

26.44 

30.62 

22.27 

30.62 

68.50 
75.34 
64.69 

SOURCE: Walsh et al . [ 1988}. Their report and the full citations to all 
studies are in the reference to this paper. 
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all ~ere puc in 1987 dollars using the GKP implicit price 

def:ator on the price index . 

Omitting the adjustments for all factors but inflation, che per day values 

range from approximately $20 to $220. The highest of chese is from the Carson, 

Hanernann and i.iegge [ 1 ( 987] RU:·! model based on travel cost data. 

These resc:lcs are useful as a potential set of bench-mar:<s for 

:nterpreting ou~ own results. Of course, expressed in these general terms, 

they do noc 

offer insight inco the value of the quality changes (e .g . improvemencs in catch 

rates) cha~ mighc accompany management of estuarine resources. 

3.3 Su:n:narv 

This chapter has provided a selective summary of the available empirical 

literature on the value of marine recreational fishing from two perspectives. 

The first considered what is know~ about the value of changes in fishing 

quality. The second s~~arized another effort to distill values for activity 

days invo~ved in marine recreational fishing. 

The result of these efforts is a clear perception that the literature is 

changing rapidly in this area. While the range of uncertainty is large, it is 

narrowing as a result of these efforts . Local conditions are important sources 

of these differences, so transfer of estimates prepared for one location to the 

Albemarle -Parnlico Sounds would be undesirable. finally, the knowledge of the 

values for quality ch:tnges are es?ecially limited. 



Chapter 3 

FOOTNOTES 

l. Nonusers ~ere assignee the expected levels, so the evaiuation co~sidered 
only che treacmenc of these variables f or users. 

2. Similar findings were observed with nonresidents. Only 52 percent of che 
tourisc anglers ir. Florida stated they would be ~il:i~g to p~rchase a license 
of $10.50, cespite their high stated ~!P for the activity. 
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3. The full set of values used in this question were: $50, $100, $200, $400, 
$600, $800, $1,000, $2, 500, $5,000, $20,000. 



4.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 

The Albemarle- Pamlico Estuary and 
the N. C. Sea Grant Recreational Survey 

The purpose of this ch~pter is to provide some general information on the 

Albemarle a~C Pa~l~co Sounds and t o describe the da~a base developed for this 

s tudy . The focus of this description is on the features of the estuary that 

su?por~ rr.a~i~e rec~eacional fishing. The primary source of our information on 
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che uses o: the area is an intercept survey conducted dur£ng the sun~er seasons 

of 1981 and 1982 and sponsored by t he North Carolina Sea Grant Progr am (see 

Johnson et al. [1986]) . ~~ile the original survey included some 1,012 

intervie•..;s. our analysis v.'as limited to 723 i ntervie\\rs of boac fishing parcies 

where it was possible to identify the launch point used to enter the area. 

Because the Johnson et al. report provides a detailed description of the survey 

procedures and extensive tabular summaries of the responses. we have limited 

our discussion in section 4.3 to an overview of the highlights of the survey 

procedures and attributes of t he data. 

This data set ~as augmented in several important ways to provide detailed 

information on each respondent's access to all the identified launch points 

(~here intervie~s took place), as well as measures of t he characteris t i cs of 

these a reas, includ i ng the average fishing experiences of other fishermen us i ng 

each launch point, measures of effluent discharges in proximity to each 

locat i on, and econo~:c estimates characterizing t~e opportunity costs of each 

respondent's t:.rr.e . The specific details of these calcul~tions ha\•e been 

ce;-elope<i in individual appendices to this report. 
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Section t•o o: this chapter describes some of t~e characteristics of the 

estuary and the recreational and commercial fishing activities supported by it. 

In the third section ~e describe the intercept survey data and provide an 

overvie· . ..- of the reasons for augmenting the data base 1 as ~.;ell as the logic 

underlying the specific procedures used in developing the variables used in our 

analysis. The last sectio~ s~l~a=izes the chapte~ and discusses the prospects 

for using the data base in ot~er applications. 

4.2 Characteristics of the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds 

Figure 4.1 taken from Epperly and Ross [1986] provides a schematic 

overview of t.he c:.;ro sounds and key landmarks in t:he area. The Albemarle Sound 

covers 2?proximately 480 square miles, ~hile the Pamlico is approximately four 

times larger with over 2 , 000 square miles. Both sounds are shallow with a 

maxirr.um depth o: 26 feet near Pamlico Point. They are separated from the 

Atlantic Ocean by a chain of barrier islands. 

The Albema::le Sound has very lo" salt concentrations in the wat:er and is 

designated as an oligohaline estuary. The far western portion of the Sound is 

approximately freshwater because i~ is primarily influenced by the rivers 

flowing int:o the Sound. 

In contrast, the Pamlico Sound has a higher salinity level and is 

classified as mesohaline in some areas (5 -lSppt) and polyhaline in others (18-

30ppt) . Overall it has a fluctuating salinity level. Table 4 .1 summarizes 

some general information from t:he ~ational Estuarine Atlas being developed by 

the Stratet;,ic Assessrr.ent Branch of ~-!O.A...;' s Of:ice of Oceanog:-aphy and Marine 

Assessment. F:o~ rates in the two sounds are higtest in the win~er and decline 

!n summer mo~ths . 
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TABLE 4.1 

Characteristics of the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds 

Sound 

~stuarine Zones (mi1es2) 

Tidal Fresh 
Hi.xing 
Seawater 
Total 

Flow Rates (1000 c:s) 

(long-term daily average) 

January 
February 
~:arch 

April 
Hay 
June 

Dimensions (miles) 

Length 
\,'idth (average) 
Depth (average) 

Albemarle 
Sound 

726 
196 

0 
922a 

30.2 
33.6 
32.6 
27.8 
25.9 
22.1 

107 
10 . 5 
19 . 0 

Pamlico 
Sound 

96 
1891 

40 
2027 

23.4 
22 . 5 
27.1 
21.9 
20.6 
21.6 

120 
15.7 
18 . 0 

Pamlico 
and 

Pungo 
Rivers 

41 
125 

0 
166 

5.1 
5 . 6 
6 . 0 
5 . 6 
6 .4 
5.9 

42.0 
3.5 

12 . 1 
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Neuse 
River 

25 
148 

0 
173 

9.0 
11.2 
11.9 
8.0 
4.6 
4.1 

50.0 
4.1 

12.3 

Source: Draft of National Estuarine Atlas, Scrategic Assessment Branch, Ocean 
Assessments Division, NOAA 

a!he NOAA definicion includes a wider area that considers Currituck Sound and 
the river outlets into the Sound as components of the estuary. Tnis accounts for 
the discrepancy between the text and this table . 



Because of its low salt levels, the Albemarle supports i mportant fish 

nurseries for anadromous species. The adult members of these species ~se 

upstream tributaries of the Sound to spa\o.'T1, and then developing juveniles use 

the ~estern portion of che So~nd as a nursery area. The ~ester~ :ringe of the 

Parnlico Sound and the Neuse, Pamlico, and Pungo Rivers, are good habitats for 

quasi·catadro~ous species, including spot and croaker. These are generally 

eicher cold v.leather spa\•tners or o:fshore spa•..mers. Some species such as grey 

~rout are ~arm water spa~~ers, using the Sound or nearshore waters. 

Of the two souncs, the Albemarle has experienced greater levels of 

co~tamination ar~sing from nonpoint source pollutants. Table 4.2 provides a 

partial summary of the water quality and use comparisons developed by 

Desvousges et al. [1986] approximately two years ago. Both sounds support 

com~ercial and recreational fishing and other recreational activities . There 

are more public access points to the Pamlico Sound. 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 provide a de t ailed description of the landings of the 

primary cor.unercial species for the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds from 1972 to 

1986. Fo:r bot'!< sounds yields have declined for nea::ly all species from their 

historic highs in the late 1970's or early 1980's. The only important 

exceptions to this pattern are blue crab for the Albemarle Sound area and 

shrimp (with unstable landings in recent years), hard clam~ , and oysters for 

the Pamlico. 
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It is difficult to use these statistics to gauge any changes in the 

quality of either sound. They reflect both the quality of fishing 

opportunities and the e:fort devoted to fishing . ~onetheless, they do indicate 

that both sounds can, in ?rinciple. support active fisheries "'-'ith oppor~unities 

for recreational and commercial fishing. As Table 4.2 indicates, the area aj,so 
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Table 4 . 2 

Water Quali ty and Use Comparisons: Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds 

Albemarle Sound Pamlico Sound 

T,.;ater Oualit.v 

Salinity level 

Oxygen Saturation 

Source of Pol:~~a~~s 

Po l lutants 

•,:a~er Qualicy Prob lems 

Uses and Act~vi=ies 

Adj acent Land Use 

\..iacer Use 

Recreational Activities 

Recreational Access 

Unique Recreation Areas 

Countervailing 
Influences on Recreation 

Alternative Recreation 
Sit:es 

Oligohaline (0- 5 parts 
per thousand [ pp~ j ) 

60 percent (average) 

Nonpoin~ 

Li~itec industry on 
t ribut aries 

~itrogen and phosphorus 

Algae blooms 
Red sore disease 

Agriculture 
Forestry 

water supply in Virginia 
Pulp and paper industry 

Fishing, boating, 
hunting, swimming 

Private; some public 
access points 

Great Dismal Swamp 
Alligator Rim National 

Wildlife Refuge 

Limited access due to 
shoreline 

Currituc:< Sou!ld 
Outer Ba:-:ks 

Source: Desvousgas et al. [1986] 

Mesohaline (5 -18 ppt) 
Polyhaline (18 -30 ppt) 

50 to 60 percent (average) 

Nonpoin:. 
Limited :..ndust:ry on 

t ributaries 

Ni trogen and phosphorus 
Phosphate mining 

Fluctuat ing sal inity 
levels, algae blooms, 
red sore disease , 
ulcerative mycosis i n 
tributaries 

Agricult ure 
Limited forestry 

Water supply 
Pulp mill on Neuse River 
Some Industrial Use 
Navigacion Channe l 

Fishing , boating, 
swimming, hunting 

Public and private 

National Wildlife Refuges: 
Cedar Island 
Swanquarter 

Croatan National Fores t 

Li mited access due to 
shoreline 

Out er Banks 
Bogue Sound 



l and,ngs of pr,nctp41 cOAmerc ia l 

River 8l ue-
herring fish Catflsh Croa':.er 

1972 II ,237 22 2,353 19 

1913 7,925 6 1,815 29 

1974 6,205 Z1 1,738 262 

1915 5,949 26 I ,633 293 

1916 6,401 73 I ,461 442 

1917 8,520 IS 2 ,041 246 

!918 6,570 4 I ,680 145 

1979 5,031 89 1,496 1,062 

1960 6 ,179 45 1,403 802 

1981 4, 560 37 1.672 165 

1982 9 ,408 63 1,165 694 

1983 5,859 38 1,014 360 

1984 6,493 64 1,284 533 

1965 11,537 40 1.238 353 

1986 6,767 12 I ,136 487 

'!11BLF. 4 3 

species frOM the Al bemarle Sound area, North Carolina, 1972-1986 (in thousands of pounds) 

S PE CIES 
An~l"ic.an Stri ped White Blue Uard 

Flounder Weakfish shad Spot bass perch Shrimp crab dana Oys l ers 

121 26 130 23 31• 190 0 I .•99 0 0 

73 10 61 19 535 139 0 I , M7 0 • 
102 36 117 39 449 281 44 I ,663 0 a 
232 51 87 18 636 112 0 1 .•39 0 

215 78 70 II 676 118 0 922 0 3 

11 41 80 19 470 25A 0 1,051 0 18 

22 41 159 21 525 183 3 2 , 796 0 6 

43 246 85 143 327 3?1 0 2. 706 0 44 

26 137 69 129 317 82 30 1,959 0 13 

59 40 67 33 333 348 5 3,905 0 14 

62 99 119 232 228 634 15 6,264 0 25 

201 74 216 48 209 452 10 6, 375 16 32 

129 124 227 61 476 417 4 2,813 21 49 

121 52 149 39 210 679 98 5,446 12 10 

281 40 120 42 173 652 0 8,073 0 5 

"' Ul 



TABLE 4. 4 

l • ndtnos of prtnctpal CO!Mt rd al spectes fro. the Pa•llco Sound area, North Carol1n11, 1972 .. 1986 (I n thO\Is.ands of pound5). 

SPECIES 
Rht r Blue · Amedcan Striped White Blue H•rd 
herring fish Catthh Croaker flounder Wu kflsh shad Srot bus perc h Shrt•p CI'Ab <I ... Onters 

1912 0 so 22 213 265 144 267 218 155 II 2,073 9,418 0 215 

1973 <I 12Z 13 1,257 32Z 388 205 119 106 6 1,144 8,393 0 348 

1914 5 us 16 2,324 715 510 226 648 62 28 3.162 8,682 0 328 

1915 <I 553 21 5, 489 992 1,349 131 l,lZ4 80 17 1,558 7 .S91 0 248 

1976 0 417 19 5,371 1,019 1,455 80 1,085 28 6 3,197 8,599 0 168 

1977 3 645 21 6,788 393 2 , 481 21 1,4 58 10 10 3,442 9,634 0 199 

1978 36 373 46 7.4C4 866 2,840 198 J ,875 1 16 840 15 ,651 Ill 

1979 0 0 16 9,612 824 2 ,847 112 3 ,108 39 40 920 19 ,365 2 261 

1980 38 814 44 II , 302 2, 275 4, 793 64 J ,l75 56 23 4,378 27 ,970 0 382 

1981 51 590 44 7, 570 1,453 2,934 123 1,676 25 41 847 ?9,?30 2 ?45 

1982 20 822 25 6, 7Z9 1,243 2 ,263 146 3 ,153 16 31 2. 701 ?6,617 3 266 

1983 9 401 36 4,951 1,527 1,670 158 957 17 46 J ,934 ?4 ,S1l 7 409 

1964 12 571 46 3,799 1, 106 2,058 264 I, 514 21 23 163 25,86? 2 465 

1985 II 762 41 3, 655 1, 282 1,707 I SO 1 ,4fi4 10 ?2 8 ,168 20,301 38 334 

1986 1 613 45 3, 238 1,582 I ,627 138 1,321 16 20 3, 107 13,599 26 455 



supports other activities that would be affected by environmental quality. We 

have not a:scussed these in detail because the focus of our analysis is on 

recreational :ishir.g. 

The Albe~arle - Pamlico Estua ry is an important resource. The 

reauthorization of the Clean ~acer Ace specifically identified the area as an 

estuarine resource with national significance . This brief overview of the 

features o: th~ two sounds :ndicates that a wide ra~ge of activities are 

supported by che escuary and that ma~y of these are adversely affected by 

nonpoint source pollu~ion entering the area through the multiple rivers that 

contribute fresh wa~er to both sounds. 

Quan~ification of these effects requires doc~"entation of the full 
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intervening oechanism connecting ~he activities that cause the nonpoint source 

pollution ~o the quality features of the estuary important co the ac~ivities it 

supports. Unfortunately, no systematic process has been established to collect 

the information necessary to unders t and t his mechanism . 

~~ile many economic activities re l y on having access to a variety of 

different types of services provided by the estuary, these services are 

available largely outside markets. Commercial and recreational fishing have 

~elatively free access to both sounds. Fishing act i vities are regulated only 

periodically, usually in reaction to some da::~age to the es tuary or to fish 

populations supported by it. 

The absence of markets for these services means we must rely on indirect 

nethods for inferring the contribution of the estuary to economic activiti es. 

As 1,.,te noted in the introduction and described more fully in Chapter 2. the 

travel cost recreational demand ~odel is one such method. To implement it 

re~uires detailed i~formation on the recreationa: decisio~s of a sam?le of 
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individuals using the area. These types of surveys are difficult and cos tly to 

obtain . I ndeed, while the North Caro l ina Division of Marine Fisheries in 

cooperation ~ich che National Marine Fisheries Service periodically undertakes 

a creel survey o: ::shermen using the area, the information collected is not 

sufficient to estimate detailed demand models for recreational fishing in the 

a~ea . 

Fortu~a=ely, a detailed survey was undertaken for the area by ~he North 

Carolina Sea Grant Program during the 1981 and 1982 seasons. These data 

provi de the basis for our analysis and are described in more detail in the next 

section. It is important to note that without this survey our analys:s would 

not have bee~ possiOle. Moreover, given the six years between ~he dace of the 

survey and t~e initia~ion of ~his research, it is also irrportant to recognize 

the need to contin~e to acquire such data on a more s ystematic basis. ~e 

ex?ect that recreational uses of the area have increased and that the patterns 

of use may have changed . Until we repeat a survey comparable in detail to the 

Sea Grant effort, it will be impossible to evaluate how these changes affect 

the demand and va luation escirnates derived from our analysis. 

4.3 TheN. C. Sea Grant Survev 

The North Carolina Sea Grant survey was undertaken in 1981 anc 1982 to 

collect information on recreational fishing in the upper sounds of North 

Carolina. Johnson et al. [1986 1 indicate that these data were collected to 

serve three objectives : 

(1) to unCerstand the socioecor.omic characteris tics of marine 
recr~a~ional fishermen in the region; 

(2) to enhance knowledge of t he social organization and cultural values 
of participant s in rec~eational fishing in the area; 



and 

(3) co provide information on the economic demand for and impact of 
recreational fishing in the area . 

The survey extended from early Hay 1981 to rnid - Nove::~ber of that year and. from 

nid -April 1982 to the end of October 1982 . 

Because of the l arge number of access points to the area , the sam?ling 

procedure raq•,;,ired that incervie¥.'ing recognize t:he different :evels of fishing 

pressure in differe~~ areas of :he two sounds. Johnson et al. [1986) describe 

the process as one that began >'i th a set of sites identified from che 1981 

~o~th Ca~olina Fishing Guide. Fishing pressure was de:ined as the n~~ber of 

fishing parties originacing from each location. Three sources were used to 

gauge t he pressure from each site, including the area law enforcement 

superviso:.-s of the Division of Marine Fisheries o~ the N. C. Depar::menc of 

Kacural Resources and Community Development, marina owners and operators, and 

on-site observations. 

I ndex values were constructed for each site based on levels of effort in 

comparison to total effor t for all locations. Interviewers were random~y 

assigned with greater sampling at access points wich a higher percentage of 

e:fort. Seventy percent of the sampling took place on weekends and chirty 

percent on weekdays. 

Table 4.5 identifies the number of respondents in our sampl e who were 

classified as boat versus bank fishing for each year . In 1981 four to six 

added interview days \\'ere randomly selected for collecting information on 

89 

recreational bank fishing in each month. The bank access points were assigned 

in a nonranCom fashion to select specific bridges or areas of shoreline. This 

practice was no t co~tinued in 1982. Because our obj ective was to model 
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TA!ILE 4.5 

Total Nur.!ber of Observations in Each Sample 

1981 1982 Total 

!lank Fishing 209 77 286 

Boat: Fishing 391 332 723 

Ocher 2 1 3 

Tot&l 602 410 1,012 
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recrea~ion site demands at the lowest level of aggregation, we sought co 

maincain che sample of r ecreationists at each encry poinc as large as possible. 

Therefore, we pooled responses across the two years. 

Figu~e 4.2 displays a portion of a map for Korth Carolina with each of the 

intervie~ sites marked on the map . This map was not part of the original 

~nformatio~ fro~ the survey and had to be reconstructed based on a detailed 

review of survey macerials, various issues o! the North C8rolina Fishing Guide 

and excensive discussions wich Dr. Jeffrey Johnson. 

Because the primary use of the survey co dace has been as a source of 

descriptive information, considerable effort was required to develop the data 

base that ~eets the requirements for detailed economic modeling. 1 As Chapcer 2 

described, che travel cost model requir~s three types of information: the 

amounc of use an individual makes of the recreation site being modeled, the 

degree of accessibility of that site and the available alternatives, and the 

costs of using che sice. In the absence of encry fees, these costs are 

primarily the travel costs to get to the sice and the opporcunicy costs of the 

time spenc traveling to the sice. 

Unfortunately, the survey did not have ideal information for any of these 

variables. Because the survey was a site - intercept survey, we know the site 

each fisherman used for the trip when they were interviewed. However, neither 

the level of usage nor the access measures acquired in the interview conform co 

what we would have liked. Conventional practice uses the number of trips to a 

site as a measure of the quantity demanded of the site's services. ~~en 

possible we attempt co use trips that are of the same length and that take 

rlace during times that are approximately comparable (in terms of constraints 

on the individual's time). 
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Albecarle -Pa:lieo EstU£ry vith Site Loca tions 
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!'he survey pro,·ided information on the interview trip , b•..1t very little 

information on ocher ~ishing trips. Indeed, this limitation is quite important 

to the application of the travel cost model with these data. Hore 

specifically, ~e have ass~~ed that respondents' ans•ers to a question 

requesting the n~~~er of times they fished last year refers to marine fishing 

:1:. t.ha site ·...-here they Y-Nere in~en·iewed. This is :1ot ... ·hat :.he question asked. 

Ho~ever, it. ~as asked in the con:.ex: of reques~ir.g in:orrna~ion about the 

current trip and other aspects o: the individual's sport fishing. Thus, the 

prospect for measurement error clearly exists in both use measures. 

Individuals could have reported trips to all sites and very likely were subject 

to recall error . These considerations, along •ith other assumptions of the 

travel cost mode~. have led us to initia~e the process of developing and 

applyin& other models to a subset of the inforwation in this survey. These 

other models focus or. the single trip when a respondent ~as incervie~ed and 

ignore chis ot~er i~=ornacion. In subsequent research, ~e plan co compare che 

~odels developec here ~ith those using the more limited information but not 

requiring these ass~~ptions. 

No other information was requested of respondents on the characteristics 

of these other trips. ~~ile we do have information on the days spent fishing 

during the trip o: the interview. we do not kno·..: ho,., this compares with other 

trips. As a result, it is i~possible to standardize for either trip length 

(!..e. days on site) or the potential for other conscraints on the time used for 

these trips. n::.s quanticy measure is the most: serious limitation to our 

analysts and very :ikely o!'fers the greatest potential source for error. 2 

The survey did a~k distance traveled from home to the site but not to 

other potential sites for using the sounds. Equally important, these reported 
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distances were quite variable for respondents from the same origin counties, 

larger chan ~ould be expected based on county size. To develop informacion on 

potential subscitutes and provide an alternative measure of access to the site 

used, ~e measured road mileage from each origin county to each of the interview 

sites in the survey . Appendix 2 describes the specific procedu=es used. 

These measurenents were then assigned to each responden: from the relevanc 

county . 1~~s assig~~ent has t~o ioportant i~plica:ions. First. we have 

developed an alternative measure of the distance ~o the site for each 

respondent. Second, the distances to all other alternatives provide the basis 

for characterizing the relative accessibility of the available alternative 

sites. 

To construct estimates of the travel costs for the site used and the 

alternatives, we scaied the round-trip mileage by estimating the travel cost 

per mile (20 cents). This figure is at the high end of the range of possible 

estimates. we also considered a midrange estimate of 12 cents. This had 

little effec= on our results. We have used the higher estimate because we have 

not accounted for tne costs associated with trailering boats. While not all of 

c~e boac fishermen o~~ their boats , a large fraction (80 percent) do. Twenty 

cents per mile is more likely to provide a midrange estimate when these costs 

a~e also considered. Appendix 4 provides more information on the motor vehicle 

operating cost estimates. 

The most important quantitative factor in determining the travel cost of a 

trip is the opportunity cost of the time involved. To calculate these costs, 

we assumed individuals traveled at 40 miles per hour and used t~o approaches to 

estimate ~age rates for each responCent. The first of these used a hedonic 

•age model to estimate the wage rate for each respondent. These ~age estimates 
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were based on ~he reported occupations and socioeconomic characteristics of 

each respondenc. The second procedure used the reporced income divided by 

2040, the typical number of working hours in a year. For this method, it must 

be assumed tha~ all income is from wages. Appendix 1 describes the specific 

details for the first procedure and compares the results from both methods. 

Because there are limitations with both methods, we developed our 

estimates v.:it:h bo:h approaches. Based on this analysis, our preferre.d 

estimates are based on che hedonic ~age model. 3 

This in:o~~a~ion would be sufficient to estimate a travel cost demand 

rr.odel. Taken tosether with the fairly detailed socioecono=ic information 

collecced fro~ respondents, ic provides a data base comparable to the best 
I 

available in the earlie~ marine recreation scudies for other areas . ~ However, 

i: is not e~ough information to evaluate the role of estuarine qualicy for 

these decisions . Two measures of quality were added to the data base. One of 

chese uses the survey to estimate site -specific catch rates. A second used 

data provided oy the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

estimat:ng residuals generated in the relevant coastal counties for the sounds 

and the reports from major point sources along the sounds as indexes of the 

es~uarine quality adjoining the entry points to the sounds. Appendixes 3 and 6 

describe che procedures used in each case. 

Table 4.6 and 4 . 7 provide some descriptive information on the survey 

respondents. They classify respondents by mode of fishing - -boat and bank- -for 

the full sam?le as well as for the subsamples composed for each of the entry 

point groupings we discuss in more detai l in the next chaprer. 
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TABLE 4.6 

Sample Means: llhole a Sample 

Bank (N) Boat (N) 

Age 39.95 283 43.06 715 

Party Size 2.65 286 2.80 723 

Travel Cos.: 172.75 203 130.02 632 

Trips 43 . 89 263 35.17 652 

Total Ex?enditure 122 . 61 274 115 .19 667 

Fish Caugnc 9.54 258 34 . 85 590 

Distance Traveled 202 .64 203 137 . 02 633 

Boat Ov.-ne:--ship . 01 284 . 84 713 

aK designates the number of comple te observations for each variable. 
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'IASLE 4 . 7 

Mean Values f or Selected Vari ables f or 
Boa t Fish i ng Respondents by Composite Sites a 

Compos ice Sice 

Outer Banks Pamlico Alber.tarle 

Sample Sample Sample 
\'ariable He an Si ze !-!ean Size Mean Size 

Age 43.90 352 43 . 81 159 41.55 162 

Party Size 3.16 354 2 . 64 162 2 . 37 165 

Travel Cost: 193.16 330 83. 56 138 40 . 74 157 

Trips 30 . 68 315 36.46 149 36.49 148 

To cal Expendit:ure 217.88 311 34.17 155 20.10 159 

Fish Caught 34 . 05 251 34.17 155 41.70 147 

Distance Traveled 203 . 40 330 33 . 50 150 43 . 64 158 

Boat Owner ship . 81 348 .88 138 .88 163 

aA Composite si~e is a collection of entry po i n ts into c reas of zhe Albemarl e 
Paml i co Sounds . The spec i f i c de f initions in t erms o f t he entry points ident i fie d in 
Figure 4 . 2 are : 

Outer Banks- 502, 504, 506, 601, 604, 605, 607, 608, 612, 619, 620 

Paolico- 614, 615, 616, 618, 701, 701, 703, 713, 716, 717, 802, 803, 804, 805 

Albema~le - 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 308, 310, 311, 402, 403, 404, 408 
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4.4 Summarv 

A significanc by-produce of this research has been the developmenc of a 

de~ailed data base on the recreational behavior of individuals using this area. 

By constructing a clean SAS ( SAS Institute [1985]) data file fro~ the original 

survey anC including information on other recreational alternatives, as well as 

measures of estuarine q·uality, •·:e have developed a wore extens:ve data base 

that can be used as a basis for a wide range of economic modeli~g of how 

recreationists use these sounds. Such future research can extend the cypes of 

policy ~uestions considered in managing the estuary. 

Our focus to date has been on boat fishermen and their reported fishing 

crips for the years preceding the survey. However, in the current format the 

data now t1ill allo·.· other t ypes of recreacion models to be developed. 



Chapter 4 

FOOTNOTES 

1 . Unfort:unacely: the "cleaned" version of t:he original survey was lost in 
the reorganiza~ion of the corr.puter facilities at East Carolina University. 
This loss implied that the data file had to be reconstructed, eliminating 
observations associated with an unreliable interviewer and correcting a wide 
range of miscodings. This effor~ was not anticipated when the research ·was 
init:iat.ed and delayed t.he process of invest:igat:ing demand models with the 
survey by several :nonths . 

2 . ~e ~ill disc~ss alt.ernative models that can be irr.plemented using only the 
data on the visit during which the interview took place in our description of 
future research in Chapter 7 of the report . 
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3. we also considered methods that used a fraction of the wage and allocated 
o:her costs of the t:rip based on the composition of the party and the days 
spent fishing as an approximat.e guide for all trips. Because the party 
composit.ion and time allocat.ion between fishing and ocher activities relate co 
the trip of the interview, there is no reason to believe that they will be 
consistent for all trips. Our results for these cost allocations are s~~arized 
in che Appendix to Chapter 5. They generally indicat.e that. models based on the 
hedonic wage rr.odel without cost allocation are preferred, based on the 
stabilit.y of the est.imat.es and their consistency with~ priori theory. 

4. Our required interprecation of the quantity measure is an important 
qualification t.o t.his j udgment. 



5.1 Introduction 

Chapcer 5 

The Demand for Marine Recreational 
Fishing in che Albemarle-Pamlico Estuary 

The purpose of this chapter is to report estimates of the demands of 
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marine recreational f~sher~en for che services of sites within tr.e Albe~a~:e -

Pamlico Estuary. Hore specifically, the analysis focuses on boat fishermen 

using sites within the sounds. Our models were developed in conformity with 

the professional consensus on the estimating of travel cost recreation demand 

models and explicitly recognize three of the most important influences to pas~ 

studies: 

(1) our measure of the implicit price of a trip includes both the 

vehicle r elated costs of travel and estimates of the opportunity 

costs of travel time; 

(2) our demand specifications include aggregate price indexes developed 

for substitute sites within the sounds; and 

(3) the estimators used for each model include both ordinary least 

squares and a maximurr likelihood estimator ~ith specific adjustment 

for the trunca~ion resulting from an intercept survey of 

recreationists using the area. 

Nonetheless, as we acknowledged in Chapter 4, a number of limitations in 

the data available for our analysis prevent us from considering other 

potential ly important influences to these recreational decisions. We ciscuss 

t he irn?lica:ions of these Cata deficiencies in the surr~ary to chis chapter. 

Overall, the results are quite promising from two respects . First. , the 

analysis has ~dencified several conceptual issues that ~ere not treated in the 
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analyses of trave2. cost demand models and are likely to be impor:ant for using 

this fra~e~ork to describe t he demand for marine recreational :ishing sites. 

Second, our empirical results have successfully estimated the demands for two 

co~posite sites :n the estua=y, and in t he process estimated a role for 

fishing quality, measured by the average catch rate, for these demands . This 

aspect of our results is so~e~hat unique among travel cost rnoCels. As the 

reYie~-: ir. Chapter 3 suggesced, few conventional travel cos:c models have bee:-t 

able to estirr.ate a role for site quality measures . This has been especially 

true for travel cost demand models involving marine fishing sites. 

Section cwo begins the chapter by consicering the conceptual issues 

associated with developing our specification of the demand functions. The 

first o: t:hese involves the definition of the recreation site that is releY.&nc 

for mari~e fishin& . As we acknowledged in Chap~e~ 3. this issue is especi2~ly 

important ~hen co~paring t he results of Morey, Rowe a nd Shaw [1988] and Milon 

[forthcoming]. The former defined a site by the launch point, whereas the 

latter ignored launch point (treating it as exogenous to the key issues in 

fishing decisions) and focused on the location in the ocean for fishing as the 

site. In principle, both aspects of the location decisions for fishing are 

i mportant. 

Because of the rel atively poor performance of conventional travel cost 

rr.odels in isolating a role for quality measures for recreation sites in their 

estimates, ~e also consider a few theoretical approaches for describing how 

quality ~ight influence demand . 

Following this discussion, in sec~ion three we describe the 

specifications used for our demand models and the results for our three 

composite site aggregates - Outer Banks, Pamlico, and Albemarle. In the fi=st 
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two cases, we have developed reasonably good models that are quite robust to 

variations in their specifications with respect to whac mi ght be regarded as 

nonessential variables (from the perspective of economic theory) as we l l as to 

the estimator used . Our analysis of the demands by recreationists using the 

Albemarle sites was l argely unsuccessful . 

This section concludes with a l rief discussion of the price and income 

elasticity estimates implied by these demand models, considering especially 

the variations in price e l asticity with site quality. 

5 . 2 Conceotual Issues in Modeling Demand : Site Definition and the Treatment 
of Oualitv 

Mos t of the early applications of the trave l cost methodology hcve had a 

clearly Oefined recreation site that was the destination fo r recreationists. 

Usually t his was a park, lake , wilderness area or s ect ion of a river with a 

limited n~T.ber of access points .1 This issue becomes especiall y important for 

the case of marine recreational fishing because travel for boat fishermen can 

be divided in:o two components - travel to the launch point (or location where 

a charter trip origi nates) and travel by boat in the sounds co fishing 

locat ions. The launch point simply designates the approach a recreationist 

has used to gain access to the resource . In the case of the Albemarle and 

Pamlico Sounds chis resource covers a wide area. Mo reover , as described in 

Chapte" 4, they encompas s a wide range of ecological systems with varied fish 

stocks , vegetation, and salinity among other characterist ics. In addi t i on, 

the nature of the surrounding land also varies considerably from the 

r ecreation-oriented barr ier islands of the Outer Banks (which are somewhat 

less accessible by l nnd) to the forested mainland. Because of c~is diversity, 
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the de~~nition of a recreation site is more complex than for most other cypes 

of recreation. 

Our study focuses on boat fishing, so t'ne fishermen must make a series of 

decisions about the trip. Tne most important decisions concern the launch 

site and the pa::-ticular area to be fished, a lthough seve::-al other decisions 

such as ~arget species may also be significant. 

Severa! possible site definitions were available for this study, some of 

which have been used previously . At one extreme, it can be assumed chat the 

launch site or entry point has no particular significance except to minimize 

the cost of ge:t:ns to the water. This formulation corresponds to the 

implicit assumption of Hilon • s [ forchcoming l study. In his case, the wide 

availability of entry points to the ocean in Dade County ir.:plies that 

differences in access to them across individuals is probably quite small. The 

most important consideration is travel by boat to a fishing location . In such 

a model, regardless of the entry point, fishermen are going to one of a few 

fishing areas. In our analysis, the most aggregate fo~m of this assumption 

would treat all boat trips in the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds as utilizing 

the same site. Of course, it would also be possible to disaggregate slightly 

by treating the two Sounds as separate sites. At the other extre~e. one could 

assume that the chosen launch site was an important decision that influenced 

the entire trip. Each entry point would then represent a separate site, and 

travel cost models could be developed separately for each site if an adequate 

number of obser·a::ions were available ac each site. 

There are practical limitations to our ability to evaluate these 

definitions us:~b the conve~tional travel cost demand f=ame~ork. At the 

simplest level ~e must have a sufficient sample of respondents as wel l as 
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varia~ion in :heir patterns of use, costs, and socioeconomic cha~acteristics 

t:o attempt co "explain" their respective demands :or each site 1 S services. 

Table 5.1 lists the number of observations for boat fishermen by coastal 

county and launch point (identified in Figure 4.2 in chapter four ) ~ithin 

those counties. It is clear even at this level that the survey irr.poses lirr.its 

on what can be considered. 

o: co~rse. there is a ~ore irr.portanc consideracio~ in evalua:ir.g the 

alternative definitions for a site than sirn~ly what the survey will permit. 

This relates to what we are trying to describe. Our analysis is intended to 

model t.he demand for the sen.'ices of the recreation site. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to expect several launch points ~ill be providing access to the 

b 
. 2 

same aslc resource. 

01,;.r analysis has adopted a compromise strategy , using the geography of 

the area, together ~ith information obtained frorn fishermen and those familiar 

with the area to define three sites. 3 Each site is a group of launch points 

for entering the sounds. They are defined to correspond to broad geographic 

areas with differing salinity levels and types of fish species available, 

provided the entry point is an adequate indicator of the general area for 

fishing. 

Because of the significantly different characteristics of Albemarle Sound 

and Pamlico Sound, the demand models treated trips that launched from the 

mainland in the cwo Sounds differently . Thus, these correspond to our firs t 



Coastal 
County 

Beauforc 

Ca.r..de:1 

Carceret. 

Craven 

Dare 

Hyde 

Par:tlico 

Pas quo tank 

Tyrrell 

\.:ashi:-tgton 

TABLE 5.1 

Sample Distribution for Boat Fishermen 
by Coastal County and Launch Point 

Launch 
Point 

701 
702 
713 
716 
717 

402 
404 

612 
620 

301 
302 
303 
305 

803 

408 
502 
504 
506 
601 
604 
605 
607 
608 
619 

615 
616 
618 

614 
802 
804 
805 

403 

310 
311 

308 

Composite 
Site 

Pamlico 
Pamlico 
Pamlico 
Pamlico 
Pamlico 

Albemarle 
Albemarle 

Outer Banks 
Outer Banks 

Albemarle 
Albemarle 
Albemarle 
Albemarle 

Pamlico 

Albemarle 
Outer Banks 
Outer Banks 
Outer Banks 
Outer Banks 
Outer Banks 
Ou.t:er Banks 
Outar Banks 
Outer Banks 
Outer Banks 

Pamlico 
Pamlico 
Pamlico 

Pamlico 
Pamlico 
Pamlico 
Pamlico 

Albemarle 

Alberr.arle 
Albemacle 

Albemarle 

lOS 

!\umber of 
Observations 

8 
1 
7 
9 
1 

l 
18 

6 
1 

66 
20 

2 
6 

16 

5 
28 

234 
2 
2 
1 

17 
4 

15 
6 

7 
6 

11 
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tt.:o sites. Equally iu:portant, t:he Outer Banks entry points are also quite 

different: fro~ the o ther two areas. Because of the differences in local 
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condicions and points of access. the launch sites in this area ~ere included 

i~ a third group as our third site even though the fishing ~ithin the barrier 

islands ~ouid be in one or the other of the t~o Sounds. Separate models were 

es~imated for each of these three areas (~hich ~e will refer to as Albemarle, 

Pco:ico , and Outer Banks). 

The spec~fic details of implementing these models are imporcar.t, because 

earlier studies have also used aggregated sites. In our case the travel cost 

and characceris"ics of launch points vary based on the characteristics of each 

respondent (and his tr ip) and the specific entry point t hat was selected. The 

process of grouping entry points into what we have referred to as a composite 

site is then simply a restriction on the demand parameters . Thus, even though 

t:he implicit price tc reach the Outer Banks entry point for one individual may 

differ from another, the effect of a small change in that price on our measure 

of the quantity demanded is the same for all entry points included i n the 

"sit:e . "
4 

Thos same assumption wil l be maintained for each of the specified 

determinants of site demand. 

This approach contrasts with the approaches that have been used in the 

literature . For example, the Bockstael et. al. (1986] analysis o= marine 

fishing in South Carolina aggregated trips each individual made to several 

different entry points and then constructed an aggregate price index to 

measure the implicit price . In contrast, Morey et. al.'s [1988] random 

u:ilicy model used distar.c& from each respondent's origin county to the same 

location in eac~ coast~l councy co measure the implicit cos~s of trips to 

sites.
5 Coas~al coun~ies were treated as the sites . Both of these approaches 
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reduce t:te variability in the implicit prices individual recreatio:-tiscs paid 

for their trips. 

Our approach has an additional advantage over these methods. Because there 

are variations in the conditions at each entry point, chis grouping of launch 

points a!lo~s ~s to investigace whether these differences in conditions were 

important features co individual's demand. Recall chat Chapter 4 described 

t:he est:i:11at~on of catch ra~es by entry point: and the development of fairly 

crude proxy measures for che environmental qualicy of sites based on several 

different escireates of the pollutants entering the sounds. These are the 

feacures we can use to eval~ate ho~ demand responds to measures of the quality 

of launch poincs. 

This formulation is comparable to the so-called regional travel cost models 

discussed in Chapter 2. However, there are some important differences bet~ee:1 

our model and these earlier efforts. ~lost previous implementations of 

regional travel cost models have covered a much larger geographical area . Fo= 

example, Sutherland [1982] co~bined recreation experiences from several s tates 

in the Nort hwest, and Loomis, Sorg, and Donnelly [1986] considered fishing 

throughout Idaho, although they also considered some smaller areas. The three 

areas used in the current study are much more localized, so there may be less 

of a problem with important differences that cannot be measured . Also, some 

regional travel cost studies (e . g. Sutherland, [1982]) have considered several 

types of recreation within the area, whereas we only consider marine 

recreational fishing . Because we are estimating a derived demand for a site's 

services, this homogeneity in activities undertaken at the sites makes the 

. - .. , group1ng rr.ore p _auslo~e . 
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There is also a close correspondence bet~een our model and the vary ing 

parameter framework initially proposed by Vaughan and Russell [1982] and 

subsequently applied by Smith and Desvousges {1985, 1986]. However, just as 

our model differs from the usual regional travel cost models, our analysis 

also differs :rom the usual varying parameters model since the locations are 

in close geographic proximity and the activities are comparable. Most varying 

paramecers ~odels have csed large regions ( sorr.c as large as natio~~ide) . 

Because t he grouping of entry points plays an important role :n our ability 

to investigate the influence of the quality of fishing conditions for site 

demands, the im?licit assumptions connecting our empirical demand models to 

underlying behavioral func t ions should be considered. Di fferent theoretical 

models can generate the err.pirical models we use. One possibility would be to 

adopt the conceptual arguments used to explain the implicit theoretical 

restrictions u~derlying a va:;~ing parameters model. These models have often 

used a two-stage estimation procedure: first es timating a travel cost model 

for each site, and then attempting to explain the differences in the estimated 

parameters associated with each specified determinant of demand across sites 

wich a set of c haracteristics of the sites (Vaugh1n and Russell, [1982]; Smith 

and Desvousges, j l986]). The logic underlying these models is s imilar to what 

we discussed in Chapter 2 in thac ic assumes all sites' services can be 

converted inLo a single scale, once the sice characteriscics are kno'~. 

Moreover, the form of the conversion function must be simple with the 

homogeneous measure of site services, say V*, a multiple (h(a.)) of each 
J 

site 's services , say V., that changes with t he attributes (a.) of each site, 
J J 

as in equation (1). 

V* = h(a.) 
J 

(1) 
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The overall implica~ion of this framework is that all substitution 

possibilities are captured through the h( •) conversion function . 

Recreationists select the least cost site for obtaining the homogeneous 

services meas~red in terms of ~hese effective units . This usual va~ying 

parameters model is not especially appealing for the Albemarle-Pamlico Sounds 

because of these assur.'lptions of homogeneous services and che absen~e of 

substitution possibilities. However, one could assume there ~ere significant 

differences between the Outer Banks. Pamlico. and Albemarle areas, but within 

one of those areas the coefficient of price would be influenced by the quality 

of the launch site . This would avoid the necessity of accounting for the 

possibly ur,quant:ifiable differences between ;::he three areas. It also allm.;s 

for the possib~lity that the ireplicit prices o~ recreation in the substitu:e 

areas in:luence the demand for recreation. 

The number of visits to each launch site (V
1
. for launch site i, where V 

i 

could be a transformation of the number of visits such as the natural 

logarithm of visits) is explained using travel cost, income (Y), the price of 

substitute areas (S), and other relevant variables: 

V -- + b. •TC. + c•Y + d•S. 
i 

0 

l l 
(2) 

Here the subscripts for the individual observations are onitted, as are the 

error term and the other variables that may influence the site demand. It is 

assumed chat the characteristics of the site explain differences in the 

coefficient of t r avel cost so that b has an i subscript . A full varying 

parameters codel would allo~ the constant and income coefficient to vary with 

the site characteristics as well. We tested specificacio~s ~i:h the const~~c 

varying v:i::h catch (catch entering separately), although chat: :.s no~ shov.-n :n 
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the equa:ion used here. Our reasons for no~ l:aving t:l-:e income coefficient 

v ary v . .rith qua l i t.y are discussed below. The coefficients b. are explained by 
l 

the characteristics of the sites (expected catch rate , CATCH, in this 

example) : 

b . = o + fi·CATCH. 
l 

( 3 ) 

A single- stage estimation technique combines these two equations, and 

estimates 

( 4) 

An alternative theoretical model that could generate a related estimating 

equation transfor~s the number of visits in the direct utility function by 

incorpora~ing quality in a specific manner ( see Bockstael, Hanemann, and 

Strand, [1986]) . This technique is closely rel ated to the methods used for 

i ncorporating demographic information in the estimation of s ystems of demands 

(e. g ., Pollak and wales, [1976]). Of the various transformation techniques 

available, the model implied by translating can yield demand equations simil ar 

to what we have estimated. More specifically, assume chat an individual 's 

utility depends on the r.umber of visits to a site Vi' and a term that depends 

on the quality of the site, f(catch rate), with the catch rat e used as our 

measure of quality. Thus , V. is replaced by V
1 

+ f(catch rate) . 
l -

With this 

change the gene=al form of the demand function would be given as equation (5) . 

D(TC, CATCH, Y)- D (TC, Y · TC·f(CATCH)) · f (CATCH), 
0 

(5) 

•'here D ( • ) is a demand function derived from the basic utility function and 
0 

D( • ) is the demand function incorporating quality. Thus CATCH enters 

separately as '•e ll as multiplied times travel cost a nd subtracted from income . 
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lf the inco~e ce~ enters ~he estimaced demand :cnccion linenrly, chen CATC~ 

RA:E ~ill encer linearly and in an interaction term with the price (in our 

case the travel cost). 

A third potential approach to investigating cne role for quality in a 

recreation sice demand model ~ould be to ask ~nder what conditions would we 

expect that the use values associated with that site capture the full value o= 

t!1e qua:i::y? Rece:-t~ly Bockstae: and ~:=Cor::te:: ::987: have consiCcreC. ::.t,is 

question. :~e answer fol:o~s as an extensio~ to what ~aler :1984: terned ~ea~ 

compler-entaricy. 

Ueak corr.ple~entarity arises when an indi vidual's value for a non markeced 

good or service is linked to the consumption of another commodity in a 

specific way. The specific linkage implies that the non-marketed service is 

~ valueC if the other co~modicy is not co~sQ~ed. 

1n our case. chis ~ea~s that we would ass~e iw?rove~ents in the quality of 

the sounds are not valued by recreationists if t hey don't use the areas. At 

fir st, this ass~"?tion may seem quite reasonable. However , there are 

sicuations in which it would omit a substantial share of the benefits of a 

quality improvement. ~en individuals are concerned about the quality of the 

area, independent of any plans they have for using it, then nonuse values wi l l 

also be important components of the benefits generated by policies to enhance 

the quality a= the sounds . These benefits ca:1no::: be measured with travel cost 

ll'ethods. Only survey techniques provide the means to recover this component 

··' 6 of nonuse ~a-ues. 

Thus, i: •e assuree tha t the only reason for valuing quality enhancements :s 

because of ::ecrea::ional 1,.;ses (and in our case or.: :; marir.e fishing) ~'e are 
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adopting a co:1ser·:ative sc:-ategy for benefit es~i;;:ation - one that: is likely 

~o understate t~c benefits of quality improvements. 

Using chis strategy we might consider formulacin& a model specified so chat 

quality satisfies the conditions required co use these demands to measure the 

full value of a quality improvement. Bocks~ael and McConnell summarize these 

conditions dra•.·ing upon Haler {1974] and 1./illig {1978] . More specifically, 

willig demonstrated that if the services of the recreation site are not 

essential to the consumer (i.e. a zero consumption level is feasO.ble), quality 

and the services of the recreation site are weak complements ( in Maler terms); 

and if t he cons~~er surplus from a quality change per unit of use is 

independent of income, then the area between Marshallian demand functions 

defined by the C'-'0 quality levels associated with the quality change will 

7 measure the value of that quality change . This implies that if we assume 

chere are interaction terms between quality measures and other deterrr.inants of 

site demand, these should not involve income. Otherwise we would not have a 

complete measure of the value of a quali t y change. 

Of course, ic is important to recognize that in practice we simply do not 

know whether this assumption is correct . Our strategy is to maintain it . To 

assure consistency in our benefit estimates and because of the associated 

requirement of weak cornplemencarity, we are developing conservative estimates 

of the benefits of a quality change. 

To meet this requirement and foll ow the general logic of a regional travel 

cost model, ~e might hypothesize that our site demand function for our site 

,_.as given by equation (6). 

a + b TCj + c STCj + d Y (6) 
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Vj visits to site j 

TCj travel cost (including vehicle and time cost) to site j 

one (or more) substitute site's travel cost that are releva~: 
to site j 

Y inco:ne 

This structure would irr:ply t.hat a, b, and c could be expressed as func~:o:-:s 

of measures of site quality, and d would not. Of course, only a specification 

that allowed a and b to be functions of quality would also be consistent •·ith 

the mechod of translation used to incorporate quality variables in utility 

functions . 

Overall, the net result of this discussion is that there are conceptual and 

pract:.cal :.mplica~ions of specifying a role for quality in consu.r:~.er demand . 

As Bockstael and HcConnell [1987] have indicated, there is not one specific 

role for quality in preferences that dominates others. ~~at is clear is that 

our ability to measure how individuals' value quality, ~n the absence of 

observable price differences across quality differentiated goods , is affected 

by what we are willing to assume. 

we have suggested several of the current arguments for alternative 

treatments of quality. Our preferred hj~othesis is one ~hat will yield 

consistent (and likely conservative) estimates of benefits. Of course, one 

might also argue that we could test for a role for quality by comparing 

alternative models and measures. we have done this. Howeve=, it is important 

to recognize that the coll inearity generated by treating quality measures in 

combination .-ich a :. ternative sets of variables will impede our ability to 

discrirn ~r~a.te bet.\o:een them. Consequently, as a p~actica:. matccr. judgment and 
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~ ~rioYi concept~al criteria are often the only standards that can be applied 

in practice co select a form. Such selections should be evaluated to 

determine whether they affect in important ways the conclusions derived from 

the analysis. 

The criteria for selecting a functional form for the travel cost demand 

rr.odel are equally diverse. As we observed in Chapter two, a consensus form or 

procedure :o= selecting o~e has not ernergeC in the literature of model 

select~on or, Eore narrowly, f=om the practice of estimating travel cost 

demand models in different applications. Nonetheless, it does appear that the 

semi - log speci=ica~ion has often emerged as a preferred specification. We 

considered it as well as a linear model (see the appendix 7). There was a 

c:ear preference, in terms of our ability to estimate the effects of o~~ 

price, su~stitutes' prices, and quality for the semi-log specification. 

Can a system of semi- logarithmic demand equation be derived from a well 

behaved utility function? In general, the answer is no. Nonetheless we can 

develop consistent measures of the welfare chan6e associated with a change in 

the conditions of access to the resource. That is, if we ass~~e that the 

prices of goods other than recreation move together so that they can be 

aggregaced co form a Hicksian composite commodity with only cwo goods, 

mathematical integrability problems are all buc eliminated. This is the key 

insight provided independently by Hanemann [1978] and Hausman [1980). The 

implications for our particular specification have been developed by 

Bockscael, Hanemann, and Strand il986) and Smith and Desvousges [1986) who 

derr.onstrate that a quasi-indirect utility function can be derived from the 

semi - log foro so it can be used to measure ~he Hicksian cons~~er su~plus for 

price changes. In the notation of equation (6) this function is given as: 



U(TC,Y) 

where a 

[ -exp(-dY)j/d- [exp(b •TC +a)/b.] 

a + c STC 
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(7) 

Roy's Identicy can be used to verify tha~ this indirec= utility function gives 

rise to a serni·log demand equation. Economic integraoility requires that 

b + dV be less than or equal to zero . 8 

5.3 Empirical Resul t s 

A crucial variable in demand estimation is price. As we observed in 

Chapter 2 , the key insight of the travel cost model arises in the recognition 

that travel costs can serve as an implicit price of using a recreation site. 

These costs include costs that are specific to the site visited. These 

include the vehicle related travel costs, opportunity costs of travel time and 

the fees for using boat launches for a ow~ers ' private boats or charter fees 

for those using commercial boats . To estimate these costs requires 

assumptions about the mode of travel, speed, and vehicle costs. (See Chap:er 

4 for the details.) Conver~ing travel time to time cost requires information 

on the value place on travel time by t he individual . As Chapter 2 indicated , 

most s tudies on the value of time have found that the value is related to the 

wage rate, although t he relationship has varied . The models reported here 

have assumed that the op.porcuni cy cosc of cravel time was valued at the wage 

race measured in two ways - from a hedonic wage model and from ho~sehold 

income (see Appendix 7) . Models were also esci maced valuing cime at one - third 

the wage rate with some differences in the results . Overall, the models did 

not indica~e as strong a relationship to trips and were not pursued further :n 

our analysis. 
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Given estima,es of t he implicit cost of making a trip to t~e specific site , 

it is also important to consider if each respondent should be assumed to be 

responsible for these full costs. Equally important, the survey asked the 

nunber o: days the individual would be in che area as well as the nu.i:Iber of 

days that would be spent fishing. The trave l costs (including time costs) 

could be allocated to the fishing experience according to the percent of time 

on 'he trip that would be devoted co fishing. To address the responsibility 

for trip costs, a second cost allocation issue must be considered. It will 

depend on the make-up of the party. ~~en the party is all family members, all 

tra,·el costs can be attributed to that: housahold; but ,.·hen the party members 

are unrelated, we might assume that the costs are shared by the party members. 

The nature of the questions asked on the survey created a problem in 

clearly disting~ishing these types of parties. The questionnaire identified 

situations when the~e were fanily members in the party, as well as when there 

were nonfamily members in the party, but it did not allow us to determine ho•...r 

rr.any of each t ype . Thus, costs could be allocated if the party was all family 

or all non-family, but not if there was a mixture of the two types . This 

:reduced the number of usable observation for those models where we allocated 

the non- time-related travel costs based on the sample composition when costs 

were allocated this way. 

Tnere are good :reasons to question these allocations . The first and most 

important of these follows from our discussion of the limitations of our 

measure for the quantity demanded . Any allocation procedure we use assumes 

that the features of the trip when the Sea Gran~ interview was undertaken 

accurately characterizes all of that person's t~ips during the last year. 

This means that any features important to the allocations we have considered 
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muse be ide~tical for all o= t hese trips. For e:~an:ple, if ~he tri? of the 

interview involved a party of four nonfamily merr.be~s ~e might alloca~e the 

vehicle-related ~ravel costs and fees in four shares, so the respondent's 

travel cost ~oulci be the opportunity costs of travel time plus one·fourth of 

these fees anci other traYe l costs. \.,le would need to assume t!"lac chis same 

allocation governec all his trips in the past year. Similarly if the current 

trip was ~ith family menbers, we must assume a:l of last yea~'s trips would be 

the same . 

A second qualification arises in our computation of cost.s for family 

members. If t:he family decided upon recreation trips as a unit, then we might: 

also consider treating the time costs as having contributions for all adult 

members of the party. This ~as not done in our evaluation of the fami l y 

costs. he do not have sufficient information on the other party members to 

i m?uCe wage rates :o them. Konetheless, this ~ouid be an issue to consider if 

more complete information were available. The regressions reported in this 

chapter use the prices ii!lputed from the hedonic >:age study l>.'ith no costs 

allocations because of these qualifications. In Appendix 7 che results wich 

other price defin i t ions are presented . 

The catch variable also requires some discussion. For each person surveyed 

as they re:urned to the launch site, che n~~ber of fish caught and used for 

bait were solicited . This record is for the party as a whole and reflects 

their experience during the trip when the interview occurred. 9 This variable 

will reflect both the overall availability of fish and the effort each party 

has expended to catch them. Effort involves both time and gear inputs. ~fuile 

che su~vey included ir.:o-:rr:a:ion on gear, there ~ .. :ere not sufficient 

obse~vations in ocr sarn?le to allow rneanins:ul disaggregation. Thus, "-'e 



cannot account for the potencial effect of this faccor. 10 
~e do have 

informacion on the tirne spent fishing and ~he party size, so we measure a 

catch rate using the total fish caught (in all of the above categories 

reported) per person per hour. 

Ideally, we would like to measure the perceived quality of a site by the 

individuals' expectations about the amount of fish, their t)~e and quality 

(e.g. likelihood of catching particular fish, the size distribution, etc. ) . 

This expecta~ion is what would govern site selection. This information is not 

available. Consequently we have assumed that each person's expectations of 

fishing ~uality (in all these dimensions) is adequately captured by an average 

of the actual experiences of respondents launching from each of the entry 

poincs. Thus= ~e have entry-specific, average catch rates. This average 

catch ra~e ove= all fishermen using a site was assigned as the expected catch 

for that site. ~nile our final measure uses all fish caught, three different 

average measures were considered: fish kept; fish kept or released; and fish 

kept, released, or used for bait. The last of these was used because it 

proved to have the greatest explanatory power. 

When the prices at substitute area were desired, these were formed by 

calculating the travel and time costs to all sites in the alternative area for 

each ~esponCent. The average o: these costs plus average launch fees ($.40 

per trip) was used as the price of the substitute area . For each area there 

were two substitute prices. For example, in the Outer Banks area the two 

substitute prices are the average cost of using sites in the Pamlico and 

Al~emarle areas. This formulation i s consistent with our treatment of each of 

these groups of entry points as composite demands . Each entry point is an 
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equally likely subscitute from the individual's perspective and can be viewed 

as a composite co~odity. 

Before discussing the specific estimates and their implications two further 

issues arising from our measure of the quantity should be considered. First, 

because the data source is an intercept survey we do not observe individuals 

who do not visit the site. In economic terms we do not learn about the choke 

?rice (p:-ice a~ '-'~hich the quantit:y demanded '-'~ill be zero). As l-:e discussed ::r. 

Chapter 2, this implies sene adjustment in the estimator is warranted. 

Ordinary least squares (OLS) will, in theory, be biased. The specific form we 

have used for che demand function, a semi-log function with the log of trips 

as the de?endent variable, may be less subject to this preble~, because it 

does not have a price intercept. 11 

In practice the effects of this truncation at one trip will depend upon the 

actual Ciscribution of trips reported by respondents. In our case, the 

assumptions involved are somewhat di~ferent than the typical case because our 

quantity is for the last season , rather than a report of expected trips (past 

and anticipated future). ~e have treated the problem as one inducing a 

truncacion (e.g. this year's sample is representative of last year' s ) and 

utilized the ma:<imum likelihood estimator, adjusting for t:runcacion effects as 

described in Chapter 2. Because our respondents reported one or more trips in 

the previous year ( i mplying a log (trips)- 0), we use a small 

negative value as the truncation point and thereby include observations with 

one trip . 

A second concern arises from the length and objectives of these trips. 

r,.:hile ocr cost a~locacio~s co:1sidered se,·eral possibilit:.es, in this case the 

allocation is lirni:ed by several considerations. ~c must assume all of last 
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yea:-' s ::r-ips a:-e t::he same as the one described for the i:1tervie"'~. There are 

c~o imporcant aspects o: these allocations from a theoretical perspective. 

The first concerns the obj ectives of the trip (and parallels the issues raised 

by Haspel and Johnson [1982) and discussed in Chapter 2), while the second 

relates to ~he nature of the prices for our measures of site services. Wnen 

trips have obj ectives other than fishing, the~e is a need to a l locat e costs to 

each objective. Typically there is no cheoretically correct '"ay co allocace 

jocn~ costs. ~nen the tr ip accomplished mul c iple objectives (i .e . produces 

multiple outpucs in a household production framework) , any allocation of the 

joint costs ~ill be arbi t rary . ~e considered allocating costs based on the 

fraction o: the total trip length that was spent fishing. 

The second theoretical concern also relates to trip length . To the extent 

tr ips are of different lengths across respondents, we must consider whether 

the assumption of a fixed price per unit of site use (differing according to 

respondencs• locations and opportunity costs of time) is reasonable. In a 

model of individual behavior this implies that there are fixed and variable 

costs of trips wi~h varying length. In principle this leads to the pocential 

for a nonlinear budget: constraint and the inability to define conventional 

Harshallian den:and functions. 12 

If we can assume all trips are the same length, we avoid these issues. 

Once again, our sample is t oo small to subsample by length of trip, estimate 

separate demand funccions, and then maintain only that all of last year's 

tr ips were che same. Instead , we report t~o alternatives: a demand model 

~here the i mplicit price is aejusced for the proportion of time s pent fishing, 

as well as ~here the t r ip costs are a llocated by pnrty composicion, and a 

second model us~ng the original implicit price concept but i nstead proposing 
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a~ approximation to the Srr.ith-Kopp argument by considering only those 

respondents ~ithin 200 miles (400 miles round- trip) of the entry points. The 

argument for using travel cost as a gauge of the ext ent of t he market relies 

on the ho~ogeneity in length of trip, prospects for multiple -objective/ 

multiple -destina~ion trips and other considerations that are implicit 

assumptions of the model, as we have already discussed in Chapter 2. 

Among our three samples (for the three ccmposite sites) this is only a 

meaningful restriction to the sample with the Outer Banks site. As we 

suggested in Chapter 4, most of the recreational fishing in the area is local. 

"e report two sets of estimates - full sample and respondents within 200 miles 

for the Outer Banks dP.mand equations . 

r.~e demand estimates for each of these areas - Oucer Banks, Pamlico and 

Albemarie - ~i:l be described ir. turn. The results fo~ the Outer Ba~ks, where 

there were the most observations, were quite good with the important variables 

having the ant icipated signs and being statistically signifi cant at f airly 

high levels. Tne resul: s for the Pamlico area with the selected regressions 

were generally of the right sign. although in so~e cases the s tatiscical 

significance was less than for the Outer Banks. On the other hand, t he 

results for Albemarle ~ere largely nonin:ormative and not consistent with 

conve~tional dema~d models. 

Table 5 . 2 defines the variables used in our analysis and reports the means 

for the samples used with each of our composite s i tes . Our model development 

followed a sequential process, beginning with fairly simple specifications 

including only one price - the implicit o•~ price or travel costs to each site 

• and a rneasu=e of household income . To this specification we adCed 

derr.ograp~ic a~d socioecono~ic variables that have been found to be signif~cant 
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Means Variable 
Name Definition of Variable Outer Banks Paffilico 

Trips 

b Travel Cos-: 

b 
Income 

Years Fishing 

Age 

The number o= trips the respondent 
reported taking for fishing in the 
season preceding the interview. 

The su~ of vehicle related travel 
cost ( . 20 x round-trip distance 
measured from desig~ated location 
in origin county to entry point) 
plus the opportunity cost of travel 
tiree (predicted wage rate times 
estimate of time assuming ~0 miles 
per hour speed) p lus reported fees 
(launch or charter). 

P.ousehold income derived from the 
the reported interval codes in the 
N. C. Sea Grant Survey. 

Number of years respondent indicated 
he (or she) has undertaken sport 
fishing. 

Respondent's age in years 

Boat Ow~ership Qualitative variable indicating 
whether the respondent indicates he 
ow~s a boat (1- owns , 0- otherwise). 

Catch Rate 

Pamlico 
0 Travel Cost 

Average of the total reported fish 
caught per person per hour for all 
respondents using each of the entry 
points; calculated for each entry 
point. 

The average value of vehicle related 
travel cost and opportunity costs of 
time for entry points identified as 
in Pamlico site; calculated for each 
respondent plus $.40 cents (the 
sam?le average launch fee) 

30 . 7 34.3 

$203.77 92.13 

32,17~ 31,759 

24.1 24.4 

43.7 45 

.87 . 90 

2 . 63 2.89 

177.50 



Table 5.2 (continued} 

\'a~iable 

Name 

Albemarle b 
Travel Cost 

Outer Ba:1ks. 
Travel Cos t

0 

a 

Definition of Variable 

The average value of vehicle related 
travel cost and opportunity costs of 
time for entry points identified in 
Albemarle site calculated for each 
respondent plus 40 cents. 

The averase value of vehicle related 
travel cost and opportunity costs of 
time for entry points identified in 
o~ter Banks site calculated for each 
respondent plus 40 cents. 

~ 
Outer Banks Pamlico 

161.83 129.07 

18L.Ol 

The mea~s for Albemarle subsample are not reported here because the 
models are not used in subsequent analysis. 

b 
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Because the t_t,.,.TO surveys actually fall v.Tithin a seventee:; mcnth period 
with percentage change the consumer price index for recreation related 
corr~odities ~e have not attempted to adj ust for the modest cost-of living 
effects induced by the different years of the survey and treat it as a simple 
decision period from the perspective of price calculations and income. 
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influences in other studies, as well as our catch variable, entered in a 

linear, additive form. Table 5.3 reports selected results for the Outer Banks 

site, estimated with ordinary least squares. It includes two models for the 

::c:o samples . A se:o~ -log demand "'ith 01..-n price, income, years fish~nb, age of 

the respondent, and a qualitative variable for boat ownership is the first 

demand speci:ication. This same model including the catch rate measure o: 

:ishing quality :s the second. The t;,.:o samples are distinguisheC by ..._,hether 

respondents travelin; more than two hundred miles (one way) are excluded . 

The fi~st column of Table 5.3 reports the OLS results with the basic 

specification. with the exception of boat 01..~ership, all of the variables have 

the expected signs and are statistically significant. As the cost of the trip 

goes up, the number o: visits decreases. The face that the coefficient of 

incooe is highly significant is pa::ticularly noteworthy because many other 

recreation demand studies for other types of recreation sites ha,:e failed to 

find significant inco::~e effect. Experience, measured by years fishing, has the 

anticipated positive effect on the number of visits. The coefficient of age 

seems reasonable when one considers that the years fished variable is 

correlated with age and provides a proxy for interest, so age may capture the 

e:fects of time constraints. ~~ile chis is a common finding in travel cost 

demand models for many types of recreation facilities, few of the examples 

cited in Chapter 3 can be used to compare these estimates with. Most of the 

complete models are random utility frameworks designed to explain site 

selection for each trip occasion as an independent decision. Moreover, few 

con~ain age in their demographic variables. Only Milon [forthcoming] included 

age, and he also found a negative effect on the o:fshorejnear·shore choice 
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TABLE 5.3 

Outer Banks Demand Models: 
OLS Estimates for Basic Modelsa 

Dependent Variable: Natural Logarithr.l of Trips 

Full Sample within 200 ~Iiles 
Indepe:1Cer.:: 
Variables (l) (2) (3) (4) 

::1t:ercept 3.126 2 . 805 3 . 388 3.390 
(10.182) (6 . 422) (8 .899) (6 .267) 

'!'ravel Cost: 
. ? 

- . lixlO - - . llx10 -2 - . 54xl0 -2 - . 54xl0 -2 

(-2.833) (-2 .856) (·3.448) ( -3 .435) 

Income .l0x10 -4 .10xl0 -4 .l3xl0 -4 
.13x10 -4 

(2 . 832) (2.846) (2.728) (2 . 718) 

Years Fishing .036 . 036 . 030 .030 
(6.143) (6.041) (3. 812) (3 . 776) 

Age - .027 - . 027 -.021 -. 021 
(-4.027) (-3.898) ( -2.278) ( -2.252) 

Boat 0•...--ne r sh. i p - .107 .. 120 - . 135 - .134 
(-0. 578) (-0 .643) (-0.560) ( -0.556) 

Catch Rate .119 -2 ...... . ....... .. -. 05x10 
( 1. 035) (-0.004) 

n 252 252 150 150 

R2 .188 . 191 .196 .196 

F 11.37 9.66 7.00 5.80 

8 The numbers in parentheses below the estimated coefficients are the t·ratios 
for testing the null hypothesis of no association. A value of 1.96 in absolute 
values indicates this hypothesis can be rejected at the 5 percent level. 
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i~ his nes~ed :ogit model. fu~ong the early recreacion studies, Cicchetti, Seneca 

and Davidson cl969] four.d that both the likelihood of engaging in f~shing (of all 

types) and the level can be negatively r elated to age . Their level of 

part:icipat:~o~ eq~at:ion exhibited a parabolic ef:ect: for age • .. :ich ir:.icial decreases 

13 and then increases after about 45. 

\..ihen the same specification ...,~as used for the observacio:ts •..;ir:h~n 200 miles , 

t:he results ~ere quite co~?arable. The magnit~de of the coe:ficient: of the price 

variable increased substantially in absolute Yalue, and its statistical 

s~gnificance i ncreased still further. One basis for corr.paring the models that is 

especially relevant to our overall goal is the implied estimates of the consumer 

surplus per trip with changes in sam?le composition and other modeling 

assuw~t:ions. This is an easy conparison to nake for the semi-log form . The 

consumer surplus per trip ~ill be the absol~te value of the inverse o= the pr:ce 

. bl • f.. . 14 
var~a e s coe ~~clent. At this simplest level, the Marshallian surplus is 

quite sensitive to the sample used: $909 versus $185 for the model based on 

respondents ••ithin 200 miles. we return to this issue below in eval uating our 

final models for each site. 

i·:hen the specification was changed by adding the average catch rate for the 

site, the effects on the coefficients of the other variables were almost 

unchanged . The coefficient of catch was positive for the full sample, as 

expected, but negative for the subsample . In both cases it was not statistically 

significant. Thus , at this stage the link ~ith site quality would be judged to be 

tenuous. 

Table 5.4 presents our refinements in the regressions for the Outer Banks. 

The first fou~ col~~ns are for the full sample, providir.g OLS and the 



lr>:leperoer:;; 
\'arwles 

~ntercepc 

Travel 
Cost 

!!'1C<:O: 
(iX>llao:s) 

Years 
Fl.shiP.g 

Age 

Boat 
O..:rershlp 

Catchl* 
Tr;;vel Cost 

Pa!!'lico 
Tra'\.·el Cost 

Albelr.arle 
Trc:rv-e: Cost: 

n 

R2 

F 
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TABLE 5 . 4 

Outer Banks Demand Model s: Fina l Model s with OLS and 
Truncated Maxim~~ Li kelihood (TML) Estimat orsa 
Dependent Variable: Na t ura l Logar i t hm of Trips 

Travel Cost M:xlels 

Full S<l:!ple Responde:-1ts \,lithin 200 Hiles 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Ol.S 1!·::.. Ol.S 1:-ll. o:s '!!·~ Ol.S 

3 .153 3.168 3.030 3.038 2.930 2.926 2.7l.7 
(10 327) (10 201) (9. 921) (9.836) (8.724) (8 .721) (7 .110) 

.? 
• . 28x10 -

. ? 
• . 29>~0 - • . 4lxl0"2 .. 42xl0 · 2 ·2 · .64x10 ·2 •. 65;:10 •. 9Lxl.o·2 

( -3 .012) ( -3.056) (·2.549) (·2.543) ( -1.884) ( -1. 913) ( ·2. 709) 

' .10x1o··- .10x10"4 .10x10.4 .10x10.4 
.76x10 -5 .77xlo"5 .10x10"4 

(2 . 772) (2 .819) (2 .763) (2 818) (1.802) (1.841) (2 257) 

.036 .037 .033 .034 .030 .031 .025 
(6 .022) (6 .045) (5 .705) (5 .733) (4. 368) (4 .444) (3 .302) 

. . 026 . . 028 .. 024 ·.025 ·.022 -.023 ·.014 
(·3.8S9) ( -3. 938) (·3.586) ( · 3 .637) ( ·2 .914) ( · 2.967) ( · 1.617) 

-.126 -.125 •. 149 - .151 • . 223 · .226 ·.198 
( -0.683) ( -0.661) ( -0 .823) ( -0.819) ( ·1.054) (·1 .070) (0.870) 

.62xlo"3 .63,d0 · 3 -3 
.59x10 .61.xlo· 3 .27x10 

-2 .2&.:10"2 .12xlo· 2 
(2 .041) (2.062) (l. 996) (2 .015) (2 .181) (2 .224) (1.152) 

· 2 -2 -2 .85xlo"2 .010 ---- ---- ... -......... .56;:10 .56x10 .83x10 
(2 .875) (2.863) (3.721) (3 .789) (4.186) 

-2 -2 -2 · 2 · 2 -------- ................ •. 37x10 .. 36x10 .. 84x10 ·.86x10 - .40xl0 
(-1.392) ( -1.317) ( -3.400) ( -3.462) ( -1.044) 

252 252 252 252 185 150 

.201 .236 .211 .298 

10.29 9.40 5.88 7.50 

1:>:. 

2.742 
(7 .: 86) 

.. 93xl0 -2 

(· 2.781) 

.10x10"4 

(2.322) 

.026 
(3 .389) 

•. 015 
( ·1.671) 

·.201 
( -0.893) 

.12xlo·2 
(1.196) 

.010 
(4.290) 

•. 40xl0 -2 

(-1.057) 

150 

aThe nu~Oers in parentheses below the coeffici ents are che t·racios for OLS and raciot 
of estimated coefficients to their estimated (asymptotic) standard errors. We have used 
the sa~e approxima~e crite~ia as described in Table 5 . 3 co tesc null hypothesis of no 
associa~ion in both cases. 
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truncated maximum likelihood (T~L) estimat es for eac~ of two specifications of 

-che model . :his first of these includes the catch rate in interaction form 

\\~:.th the travel cost. The second adds to this model the 11 .Sveragen travel costs 

each responCent ~o~ld incur for the other two co~posite sices to reflect ~he 

effects of substitutes. 

This catch rate/travel cost interaction i s what our theoretical arg~~ents 

'<ould imply s:to·-'ld be considered. The coeff~cient is positive and significant 

as hypothes ized. ~~en both the interaction term and catch race alone were 

entered, catch race had almost no effect on the regression, with che ocher 

coefficients staying almost identical and the coefficient of catch rate being 

small and statistically insignificant. 

Column 2 suggests that the TML estimator has little effect of the 

estimaces, but it is a more appropriate estimation method. Columns 3 and 4 

~aport OLS and TML estimates for the models with the substitute price ~erms . 

The sign and significance of the coefficient for P~lico travel cost indicat es 

that the Pamlico is a substitute for recreation at the Outer Banks. The effect 

of the Albemarle price index is negative and generally not significant. 

The next two columns repeat our most general specification (i.e. that of 

columns 3 and 4) ~ith an allocated measure of the travel cost. This allocation 

involves two separate issues - party composition and activities undertaken 

during the t rip. ~e assume that trips composed of family members bear the full 

costs of the vehicle -related travel costs, launch fees, and the opportunity 

costs of time. As we discussed earlier, those respondents in parties composed 

exclusively of unrelated individuals have the costs not associated with travel 

time allocated equally among the party and incur the full cost of the travel 

time using their releva:1t opportunity cost of time. In addition, the result of 
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these alloca~ions is then attributed to marine fishing depending on the number 

of days spe~c fishing relative co the total number of days in the trip of the 

int erview . As we noted, these adjustments are assumed co be relevant for all 

the trips reported to have been undertaken in the year before the survey . 

Because this process cannot be applied to parties made up of a combination 

of family rr.err.bers and nonfar.!ily members, the san:ple size is considerably 

sr:1al:er. Xonetheless. both the OLS and T~1L models seem to be at least as gocC 

as the models without adjustments ~o the travel cost . Moreover the interaction 

term between cacc!l. rate and travel cost is some ..... rhat more significant: chan with 

the other models. The signs and significance of other variables are comparable 

to the full s ample with one exception . The effect of Albemarle travel ccst is 

no~ significant but remains a negative effect, suggesting some complementary 

relationship t:hat shoul d not be surprising given the geographic relationship 

between ~he sites involved (see Figure 4 . 1 ) . Interestingly, the effect of ~w~ 

price increases in absolute magni tude as we attem?t to adjust for potential 

s~orccomings i~ our assumptions from the full sa~ple to the adjusted and then 

co the ~i~hin 200 mile samples. The consumer surplus per trip int erpretation 

~s more conplex in this case because of the interaction term with the catch 

rate, so we defer further discussion of this issue until the end of this 

chapter. 

The lase two models involve the s~mple of respondents within 200 miles and 

are generally similar in overall i mplications (aside from the absolute 

magnitude of the price coefficier.t) to the other findings . It is notable that 

support for the catch rate interac~ion term is not clear·cut here . 

Similar regressions for the Pamlico area are reported ~r. Table 5.5, but as 

we noted. separate resressions for less than 200 miles are unnecessary since 



:ndependent 
Variables 

1:-~.t.ercept 

Travel 
Cost: 

Ir.come 

Years 
fishing 

Age 

Boac 
O:..'nership 

Catchl* 
Travel Cost 

Outer Banks 

Albemar l e 
T=avel Cost: 

n 

F 

TABLE 5. 5 

Pamlico Demand Models: Simple and Fina l Models 
Uith OLS and Trunca t ed Maximum Li kelihood (TML) Estima tors a 

Dependent Variable: Natura l Logarithm of Trips 

(1) (2) 

OLS TML TML 

2 . 858 2. 848 3 . 336 
(5 .023) (5 . 020) (4.458) 

- . 26xl0 - 3 -. 27xl0 -3 - .013 
( -0.641) (0.654) ( -3 . 293) 

- . 50x10 -5 - . 51x10 - 5 -. 2lxl0 -5 

( -0.901) (-0 . 924) (-0.400) 

.019 . 019 .013 
(1.984) (2 . 033) ( l. 492) 

- .012 - . 012 -. 007 
( -1.148) ( -1. 179) ( -0 . 708) 

.407 . 418 . 075 
(1.175) (1.203) (0 . 236) 

.llxlO -2 

(1 . 562) 

- . 015 
( - 1.912) 

.025 
(3 . 614) 

108 108 108 

. 06 

l. 30 
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(3) 

THL 

3 . 343 
(4 . 463) 

-. 013 
( - 3.268) 

------

.012 
(1.437) 

-. 007 
( -0 . 700) 

.085 
(0 . 267) 

.llx10 
( 1. 541) 

- .016 
( - 2 . 184) 

. 026 
(3 . 926) 

108 

aThe numbers in parentheses below the coefficients are the t - racios for OLS 
and ratios of estimated coe:ficients to thei r estimated (asymptotic) standard 
errors. We have used the same approx imate c r iteria as descr i beC in Table 5.3 co 
test null hypothesis of no association in both cases . 

-2 
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almost all trips co the Parr.lico area originated ~ithin 200 rr.iles. !~e results 

are some,.,•ha~ less robust tha!"l. =or Out:er Banks. \..~ith the inco::tplete 

specification in Column 1, the price coefficient is insignificant. Only when 

the more complete specification is used, includ~ng the interaction term and 

substitute prices, Co ~e find es~imaces some~hat co~parable in quality to the 

Outer Banks mode:s. The magr.icude and significance of the price coefficient 

increase subsca~~ially in absolute value t erms. The catch interaction cerm has 

the expected sign and magnitude, but the statistical significance is less than 

in the Oute~ Banks estimates . The last column of Table 5.5 was added to gauge 

the effects of deleting inco~e. because the coefficien: of income 

was not significant and had a negative estimated effect on demanc. The last 

colu~n reporcs the TML regression ~ith income omitted, buc the results are 

ur.changeC. 

A fe1c o: the results for the final area, the Albemarle, are reported in 

Table 5.6. These regressions indicate that there is a problem ~ith the data or 

the model in this area . The coefficient of travel cost is always positive and 

sometimes significant, while the coefficient of income is always negative. 

Catc~ rate has an estimated coefficient that is significant, but unfortunately 

it is nega~ive. Because of these results, further analysis of the Albemarle 

s~mple ~as not pursued. 

One method for comparing the results of these demand m.odels across the 

alternative estimates for each composite site and between sites is in terms of 

their implic~tions for the o~~ price elasticity of demand and the consumer 

surplus per trip. 



Intercept 

Trave~ Cos t 

Income 

Years Fishin£ 

Age 

Catch Rate 

n 

F 

TABLE 5. 6 

Alternative Models 
Albemarle, All Observations 
Dependent Variable : LNTRIPS 

:·lodel 1 

2.9661 
(12 .653 ) 

.0037 
(1.936) 

( - S.SOE-6 

(0.735) 

118 

.034 

2 . 004 

Hodel 2 

2 . 971 
(7 .202) 

.0035 
(1.819) 

- 2 . 90x10 
(0. 384) 

.0152 
(l . 396) 

- . 0103 
(1.033) 

116 

.051 

1. 482 

- 6 

Hodel 3 

3.3879 
(7. 930) 

.004 
(2 .146) 

-2.80xl0 -6 

(0.376) 

.0187 
( 1.760) 

•. 0101 
( · 1 .046) 

-.0741 
(-2.798) 

116 

.114 

2.825 
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Table 5.7 summarizes these findings. ~~o imporcant conclusions emerge 

from chese compar:sons. First, the model based on a complex cost a llocation 

rule, incluC:.ng consideration of the stated time allocation of the interviev: 

trip and the CO;:!?Osicion of t::he party ir.1plies a nositive ov..-n p!": ce elasticity . 

Thus, while the cesults appeared plausible i n terres of the s:gns and 

scatistical signi~ica:-.ce of the es ci mated demand parameters, the es-:imates 

incor?o~a-:e ~oo large a ~esponsiveness to site qua!i ~y. These corr.?utations 

were developed for the average catch rate , so they are not a result of 

extrapolat:ng outside t~e range of sample experience . Because of this 

contradiction with an economic model of individual behavior (and especia l l y 

because of the dramatic inconsistency with all our other estimates for the 

Outer Banks site ), we have dropped this model from further consideration . 

Second, the comparison of full versus restricted sa~ple for the Outer 

Banks site indicates comparable price responsiveness but much larger consumer 

sarplus estimates per trip for the full sample model . The estimate for the 

full sample would fall outside the range experience of most demand studies when 

converted to comparable dollars. This sensitivity of consumer surplus 

est::imates per unit of use is consistent wi t h recent research. Both Adamowicz 

et a l . [1989 ) and Kling and Sexton [1989 ) report similar findings. Because the 

semi - log es~imate of consumer surplus per unit is sirr.ply the absolute value of 

the inverse of the coefficient for the price, small changes in the coefficient 

(especially if the magnitude of response of demand to price is small) will be 

accentuaced in the consume r surplus escimates. 

Recen:ly, Smith [[l9S9j used earlier research on the pro?er: ies of 

nonlinear fur.ctions of random variables to explai':1 -.:his sensit:i\~ity. The 



TABLE 5. 7 

Demand Elasticities and 
Marshallian Consumer Surplus Per Trip 

Outer Sanks 

?ull Sarr.ple 

~<Hhin 200 ~Iiles 

Al:ocaced Cost:s 

Parr.lico 

Full San:ple 

Own Price 
Elasticity of 

Demand8 

-. S28 

- . 664 

+.079 

-. 897 

Harshallean 
Cons~~er Sur~lus 

Per Trip 

$385.98 

163.02 

102 .71 

8
These estimates are co~puted using the average catch rate for each 

sice along with the average travel cost. 
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in\·erse o: ~he es'!:imated price coefficient is a randon variable "'·hose 

discribu~ion has no finite rr:oreents. Thus, the i:'lsta':>ili~y is not surprisin&. 
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At the sa~e time, however, the information it provides as a screening 

device can actually improve the quality of the benefit estimates . Sn:ith 

co:1sidered chis issue in a preliminary set of sampling experiments and found 

~hat screenir.g ordinary least squares estimates based on this consumer surplus 

es~irr.a ~e car. i:::pro-..-e t:hei:- properties. Thus, \o:i~ chis back&roc:tC research and 

t.he fac~ chat che screened sample's estimates are more consistent with the 

existing literature, we have a slight preference for the model estimated using 

a sample of respondents within 200 miles. 

5. 4 Sur!".narv 

This chapter has summarized the first set of estimates for the Cemand f or 

rea~ine recreational fishing in the Albernarle - Pamlico estuary. Overall, the 

e~pirical analysis has been quite successful, despite data limitations. 

Statistically significant and economically plausible demand models have been 

escimateC for t.-...;ro composite sites. Moreover, the models do i ncorporate the 

effects of fishing quality as a potentia l deteroinant of individual demand. 

The overall i~plications of the models were generally stable and consistent 

across di::eren~ specifications of the demand functions. The only notable 

exceptions to this conclusion arise with the need to explicitly account for the 

prices of substitutes and the form of the quality variable's influence on 

demand (i .e. as an adjustment to an individual's responsiveness to price 

changes). Fi~ally, this form satisfies Bockstael and McConnell's conditions 

for developin& consistent ::!onetary ~easures of a:: individual's value of a 

qualit.y chanse. Thus, the models can be used as a prelirr.inary basis :or 



measuring an important component of the recreational fishing values of 

alcernative manage~enc policies. 
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Chapter 5 

FOOTNOTES 

1. Wilman's !1984] study of recreation in a large national park, The Black 
Hills, in ~oreh Dakota is a notable exception to th~s. The lirr.iced access 
points and substantial distance separating the areas involved could have easily 
justified creacing che visit races separately. 

2. Of co·.1rse , we might also expect that the area that: can be accessed from 
a :~y entr:; po:.:-.c t-:ill depend on the cype of boa~ a\·a:.lable to =:.shermen. 
Larger, more powe~ful boats can cover wider areas. This issue is one that 
coul d in principle be considered "'ith chis survey , but not with the 
conventional model , because it implies the ty~e of equipment will offset t:he 
selectio:~ o: launch points. ~e do not attempt to ~odel this decision jointly 
in our analysis. Within a random ut:.lity frarne~ork, it would be possible to 
explore these t:ypes of issues . 

3. This input was obtained from the public meet:ing held in ~!ore head City, 
N. C., January, 1988 at an early stage in the development of our analysis. 

4 . Of course, :he implicit price can vary beca~se of differences in the 
distance o~ ~n the opportunity costs of travel ti~e across individual s. 

5. For further discussion of :he issues involved see Smith [ l987 j , Freeman 
[1988] and Randall [1988] . 

6. More formally, Bockstael and McConnell [1987 ] develop the argument in 
terms of indirect utility functions and require that 

a 
[ ~] - 0 

p 
ay 

"here V - partial derivative of t he indirect utility function with 
q respect to quality (q) 

V - partial derivative of the indirect utility. function with 
P respect to the price of the weak complement (in our case the 

travel cost) 

y - income 

v 
_s the incremental consumer surplus for a change in quality 
\' 

y 

v 
_£ the Marsha l lia n demand for the weak compl emen• (by Roy's 
\' identity) 
y 



v 
Thus, · ....S 

v 
p 

the negative of consumer surplus of a quality change per 
unit of use of the recreation site. 

Thus the willig condition simply requires the gain from a quality change per 
unit of use of the complement: to be constant . 

7. As we observed in Chapter 2, there is some evidence that the consumer 
surplus estinates are more sensitive to the para~eter estimates for the o~T. 
price variable. However, we ~ould argue, this result is at least partly a 
ft.::'lction of :he way the Adamo•·icz e::. al. ( 1989 ] study »as designed. 

8. Economic incergrabilicy is simply downward-sloping Hicksian demand 
functions. 

9. In the case of the bank fisherman the fish cau5ht reflects the record as 
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of the time of the interview and not the full catch for the speci:ic fishing 
experience. 3ecause we do not kno• ... .- hoio.r much longer they actual ly fished at 
each location, we cannot adj ust to make these comparable co that obtained for 
the boat fishermen. Of course. this does not infringe on the results we report 
here. They concern only the boat fishermen. It does have imp l ications for any 
future analysis the bank fishermen's responses to catch as a quality variable 
"'-·i~h these data. 

10. This limitation arises both from the sample size and most especially the 
number of obser~ations with complete information . 

11 . This feacure is potentially in conflict wich the assumpcion of weak 
complementari~y~ because ~he model does not allow demand to be zero . It is not 
an important issue from a practical perspective because when t here is no 
interaction between quality and income and quality only enters in interaction 
~ith price, site quality will only be valued if trips are taken. !t affects 
the value per trip. Bockstael and McConnell (1987] fail to mention this issue 
in their discussion of potential applications of their analysis. 

12. Palmquist {1988 } has discussed the prospects for developing demand 
functions in this case , fol lowing an early argument of Hall [1973] and 
Diewert (1974] on duality conditions for nonlinear budget constraints. 

Smith, Desvousges and McGivney (1983) investigated the implications of a 
more ad hoc procedure for treating on site time and found it did not dominate 
ignoring the issue for all sites . The results were quite mixed. 

13. This is an approximate computation because the variable was scaled in 
intervals of ten yaars each. 

14. The specific result is derived in Bockstael and Strand (1987] and Smith 
a~d Desvousges [1986 ] . ~e develop it in more detail in the next chapter. 



6.1 Introduction 

Chapter 6 

Valuing Quality Improvements in the 
Albemarle-Pamlico Es t uary 

The goal of comprehensive managemenc plans mandated by the reauthorized 

\o.'ater quality legislation is to reduce effluent loadings entering estuaries. 

Because these e::luents have red~ced the quality of estuarine ~esources over 

~he past two decades, efforts to reduce the effluen~s can be expected to 

improve quality. To judge ho•..; much reduction is warranted, given the costs 

i:nposed by rec;,uire!!le:-:.ts to co:-ttrol effluents, !.t is itr.port:an~ to evaluate the 
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benefits provided by these ioprovements. Thus, one of the primary motivatio~s 

for consider~ng the quality of a resource in developing demand models for its 

services ~s bene=it assessment. Our demand mociels r e f lect only o~e component 

of these benefits - che enhanced values to boat :ishermen using the Albe~arle-

Pamli~o escuary as a result of che improvemencs in fish stocks expected co 

accompa~y reduccions in effluent loadings . 

Fro~ an economic pe~spective, effi cient management plans for any ~esource 

must consider boch che benefits and the costs of alternative uses of che 

resource's services. Ac chis general level, the economist's vie~ of 

informacion sup?orting management plans would hold chat an escuary is no 

different than any ot her resour ce support ing economic activities. Of course! 

che implementation of t hese broad pr inciples r a i ses signif icant: issues. One of 

the mosc imporcanc of these questions arises in che importance assigned to use 

and nonuse -related values generated by an envi~onmental resource. 1 To the 

axten: boch are express~ons of the real preferences of the group whose 



interests are to be served through a management plan (typically the general 

public), then both should be taken into account . 

1'-0 

Moreover, w:.thin the cacegory of use- related services, mosc estua~ies 

support a ~ide range of activit:.es as well as other comple~entary na~ural 

resources (e.g. wildlife resources). Benefit estimates should consider all of 

~hese concribu~ions. 

Connec: ing specific policy actions or elements in a ~anagerrent plan co 

measures of tne benefits they ultimately yield is a complex process. 

~onetheless, the connecting links cannot be treated in isolatio~ from the 

economic models of how people respond to changes in the physical and aesthetic 

features of an estuary and the resources it supports. Figure 6 . 1 provides an 

cvervie~ of the process. Economic responses to the quality features of the 

sounds captured ~ith travel cost demand models are the last component of the 

sequence of changes and a re identified with t he behavioral changes at the 

bottom of the figure. The full sequence begins with the plan and its 

implications for economic agents contributing to the effluent loadings, and 

their responses to any limitations it i mposes on their activities, and works 

through the role of the natural system, converting changes in effluent loadings 

into changes in water quality and the other resources (e.g . fish populations) 

supported by the estuary . 

In the absence of a full descr i pti on of all the connecting links in this 

process, demand models cannot estimate the benefits of specif ic alternative 

elements of a management plan. Research for the Albemarle- Pamlico (AP) estuary 

is in the early stages of developing these elements. So at this stage, we 

cannot specifically connect our :indings to a set of alternative proposals that 

might co~prise th& elements of a management plan. Indeed, even if :hese links 
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FIGL"RE 6 . 1 

EFFECTS OF MANAGEMENT OF 
ESTUARINE RESOURCES 

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS AFFECTING ESTUARINE RESOURCES 

Change Regulate Regulate 
Designated Discharges Harvesting 
use(s) (point and Activities 

non point) in Estuary 

L I 

r 

TECHNICAL EFFECTS OF MANAGEMENT ACTION(S) 

I Changes in Effluent Loadings I .. 
1 Changes in Water Quality I 

t 
1 Changes in Ecosystem I 

... 
Effects on Households and Firms 
(recreational and commercial fishing) 

BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS OF ESTUARY MANAGEMENT 

Responses of households and firms 

to quality and aesthetic dimensions 

of estuarine resources 



existed, v:e v;ould not want t.o make such a connection no·..: . Complementary 

research we have underway with the support of the Korth Carolina Sea Crane 

Program to evaluate the sensicivity of benefit estimates for improvements in 

cne marine resources involved with sport-fishi~g ~ndicaces that the benefit 

estimates derived for comparably defined improvements in the Albernarle -Pamlico 

estuary can span a fairly wide interval. 2 We need a more complete 

unde:::s:.anC:.ng of the sources o= these differences be:ore selecting a "best: 11 

methodology and sec of estimates for policy purposes. This is clearly the next 

step in this research . None-~eless, it is possible to illustrate the types of 

evaluations tha: can be undertaken using the rrodels described in Chapter 5 . 

This is the purpose of this chapter. 

Sectio~ 6.2 describes the benefit measure we use and its relationship to 

the Bockstael -McConnell il987] a:1alysis discussed in Chapter 5. !n t:he third 

section, we describe the benefit estimates for several different hypothesized 

changes in the quality of the estuary, a s represented by our measu=e of fish 

availability. Section 6.4 presents some results from a survey of 

recreationists using the area that we undertook in 1987 with the cooperation of 

the North Carolina Division of ~arine Fisheries to learn if fishermen's 

res?o~ses to improvements in fishing condi~ions were consistent with the 

maintained ass~~ptions of our models. Section 6.5 suw~arizes the chapter. 

6.2 Valuing Improvements in Marine Recreational Oppor tuni t i es 

As we discussed in Chapter 5, Bockstael and McConnell [1987) have 

developed a general analysis and suJ11mary of benefit measures for quality 

changes. Building on ~illig's [1978) earlier analysis, they demonstrate that 

~.:hen quality and another cor.unoditv (with an observable demand) are weak 
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cor::?leme:1.ts, 1,.,·hen cha;: commodity is nonessential, a':"l.d when the qualit:y - induced 

change in consu.Tl!.er st:.:-plus a'\·eraged over the quan~it.y o~ the corr.modit:y involved 

is independe~: of income, :hen the change in Marshal:ian consw~e~ surplus 

measures an individual's monetary value of the quality change. 3 

We can illus~rate the task involved in developi':"l.g measures of the quality-

induced change in consumer surplus with linear demand schedules. lmplementing 

:h~s logic ~it.h a se~i - log specification raises so~e questions chat ~e discuss 

belov.•. 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the linear demand case for trips to a recreation 

s~te supporting marine fishing . The implicit price of a trip for a pa:rti.cular 

individual rnigh~ be P. >.'hen quality improves from Q
0 

to Q
1

, as r.1igh:: be the 

case with improved fishing opportunities or enhanced catch for a given amount 

of effort, chen the individual's demand shifts out from D0D(Q0) co D
1

D<Q
1
). 

For c!.s same price P (e.g. vehicle-related and time costs of travel), an 

individual now can use a fish site where he expects to realize greater 

enjoyment of his fishing because of the enhancement in the quality of the site. 

This is represented by the area o
0
o

1
BA . Under Bockstael and McConnell's 

assumpcions, this area will be a monet ary measure of what fishermen would be 

~illing to pay for the specified improvements in fishing quality (i.e. from QO 

to Q
1
). It is a use-related benefit. The assumptions of their analysis have 

ruled out nonuse for these fishermen. If we interpret this as a full benefit, 

then we also eliminate any other nonseparable, use-related reasons for valuing 

site quali~y i~rovements. 

Of course 1 ~o measure this area we rr.ust be able to observe ho:.: indiYiduals 

ha•:e res?oneed co changes in site quality over ~he relevant ra!'>~;e for the 

;xilici<:s U"CEr l":S.:. T-ts :is th!p:iny ~<:f o.rp:olirgd'e 
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FIGURE 6. 2 

Effects of Fishing Qual ity on Demand for a Sport-Fishing Site 

Price 

Quantity 
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records of respondents to the Sea Grant survey over entry points. Tha~ is, we 

sought to determine whether the variation in existing conditions across launch 

?Oints co~ld explain variations in demand in a format consistent with what we 

would expect on theoretical grounds. The situation is not as simple with a 

semi - log specification. This formulation does not have a finite choke price, 

in con~rasc to :he &raph in figure 6.2 . Moreover, the graphical a~alysis 

ass~~es ~e observe both sufficient quality variation a~d those recreationists 

\·:ho would not cor.>e at: the "prices" they face. we cannot fully !:esolve all of 

the issues raised by the limitations in our data. Nonetheless, on those 

questions associated •,.;ith the range of variation in our qualicy measures and 

the numbers of ~rips taken by our sample r esponden ts, ' both indicate that these 

concerns rr.ay not be especially important for our particular applicatio~. Our 

quality measure ~s based on ~he ave=age experience of recreacioniscs (boat 

fishermen) using each ent ry point in the Sea Grant survey . It ranges from .44 

to 5.67 total fish caught per hour per person for Outer Banks encry points and 

:ron 0 to 6.8 for those in our Parnlico composite site. 

As ••e noted earlier, the recreat ion sites comprising the Albernarle·Parnlico 

estuary primarily support local recreati on . Most individuals do not travel 

more than 200 miles each way to access the sounds. Many are much closer. This 

pattern is consistent ~ith the high numbers of trips that are repo~ted for 

fishing each year. 4 As ~e discussed in Chapter 4, the average for boat 

fishermen using the Outer Banks sites was 29 . 7 and tha~ for the Pamli co was 

33.3. This would suggest that our inability to observe i ndividuals who a r e 

"marginal participants" may not be important to our description of the demands 

for the average recreationis: using the area. ~oreover 1 it has been poss~ble 

to gauge che irnpo=tance of this using a maxim~~ likelihood estima~or and to 
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recast the benefit rr.easurement task in a format that overcomes some of the 

limitations of the semi · log specification. ~nile these considerations support 

the general arguments underlying our model. i t is importan~ to recall our 

concern over the y,·ay :he co tal quantity quest: ion ~,o;as asked in t:~e Sea Grant 

survey. We have assumed chat the trips reported by our respondents were sport· 

fishing and the same as t~e trip ~ .. .-hen they \.:ere i!'!terviewed. i,.;e ... :ill never 

know "'hether t:Cis assu:nption is correct. These high le,·els for mean trips 

could a lso be a reflection t hat respondents included all tr ips in their 

responses. net sirr.?ly those for narine r ecreational fishing at the sa:ne launch 

poin~s. Because of chis limitation, an importanc cowponent of fu~ure work with 

this survey will require evalua~ion of individuals' valuat ions wi~h models less 

Cependent on this int erpretation of the total use (iUest.io.'l. As •..:e report: in 

Appendix 7 . several Ciffere~t functional forms were considered for our demand 

models. All of the benefit estimates reported here focus on models specified 

consistent with our preferred format··a semi-log using the log of trips as the 

dependent va=iable . 

The seni · log form has remained popular with travel cost demand models 

because i t seems to fit the demand patterns found with on·site surveys at t he 

micro level. Moreover, it also leads to a convenient relationship to t he 

M:ars,>all ian consumer surplus. If we assume a simple demand function as in 

equation (1) and ignore the role of substitute s ites' prices and demographic 

variables: 

l n(V) 

1-"i th v 

TC 

y 

a 0 · a 1TC + a 2Y 

trips to a recreation site 

travel cost ( round trip) 

incoi:le 

(1) 



~hen the consu:-oer surplus (CS) is given as: 

cs = f _ exp (o
0 TC 

1, --· 

(2) 

The upper bound or choke price is expressed as infinite <~> because there is no 

finite pr~ce that will lead to zero trips w~th this specification. As we noted 

in Chapter 5, there is no specification for a utility function that would allow 

us co analy::ca: ly Ceri"·e the ser:i ·log derr:and rtoCe:. Rather, it is :-egarCeC as 

an approxi~~~:on. In usin& this for~at, we ~a~e a n~~ber of si~plifying 

assumptions. O~e of che most i~portant of ~hese from the perspective of its 

influence on estimates of consurr.er surplus (see Smith and Kaoru jl989]) is that 

wo assume the time costs of travel can be treated as a parameter to the 

decision process, so TC is also a parameter . As ;;e developed in Chapcer 2, 

there are £:. variety of reasons for concern a~oat ho· ... ; \o.-e deal with che 

opporcunicy coscs o= time. ~e have selected t~e ~age ra~e and investigated the 

sensitivi~y o= our demand codels co this speci:ica~ion. Develop~_ent: of a 

detaileC ~odel of the Cecision process, ~here ci~e costs ~ere trea:ed as 

endogenous, ~s beyond the scope of this research. 

Given these caveats, ~e treat TC as a parameter to the consumer's decision 

process and derive the simple concept of consumer surplus from the estimated 

travel cost demand function. The solucion to equation (2) is given in (3): 

., 
1 ] cs exp (a0 - a 1TC + o2Y) 

"1 

(3) 

TC 
or 

1 
cs - exp (o0 - a 1!c + a 2Y) (4) 

"1 
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But exp (a
0 

· a
1
Tc + a

2
Y) is simply the number o: trips that would be taken 

( the quantity demanded) at a price of TC for a person withY income. Thus the 

absolute magni~ude of the inverse of the coefficient for t he price measures 

cons~~er surplus per trip . 

We have used the relationship to calcul ate the value of a quality change 

~nder cr.e Bockscael-McConnell assumptions. In our model, each entry point will 

:ead to dif:erences i n ind~vid~als' demand because o~ the differences i~ 

quality. To i l lustrate how this affects our analysis, equation ( 1 ) must be 

replaced by (5) : 

(5) 

~here CR - the average catch rate for each specific entry point 

Thus, for measuring consumer surplus per trip , t he effect equivalent to a
1 

is 

a1 · a 3CR. To measure the area o0o1BA in figure 6.2 with our model, we propose 

t o compute che consw~er surplus increment on a per trip basis. As a result, we 

are implicitly scaling t he two areas in figure 6.2 by different numbers of 

~reps and adjusting for the increased quantity demanded wi th enhanced quality 

(and constant prices) . Because the model has not been developed to forecast 

aggregate trips, this format is the most flexible. It allows approximate 

aggregate benefit measures to be developed by using it with others' estimat es 

of incremental use of the area. Thus, the consumer surplus per trip for 

i mp rovements in quality from CR
0 

co CR
1 

is given by equation (6): 

1 1 
~cs r~cR) = (6) 
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where 6CR 

Our ability co observe demand responses to quality variation was resolved 

by pooling respondencs across entry points . As v;e observed in Chapter S, this 

framework can be created as either a varying parameter model or a form of 

regional travel cos~ demand. ~~ac is important for our p~rpose is observing 

su:ficient variation in qual ity across entry points to detect a~ e:fect and :o 

span che range o: feasible policy iniciacives. On che f irst aspect of chis 

requ:.remer:.t, ,,.~e seem to have sufficient variation co detect effects . For the 

second aspect, we a~e more cautious. Our information is crude and linited for 

t he highest: quality ranges. Horeover, in the last chapter v.~e inC.icated that our 

estimates of the size of the consurr.er surplus pe~ ~rip seened qui te high in 

relationship to boch past li terat:ure and t.he travel costs . ~1oreover , we 

observed ra~her large changes in consumer surplus per trip as we used the model 

for entry poincs with very high levels of qual ity in each site composite. 

6 . 3 Benefit Estimates f or Hvpothetical Quality Improvements 

The structure of our demand models allows a variety of benefic analyses 

for each of our composite sites. The firsc class of these analyses considers 

postulated changes in our qualicy measure chat are described as modifications 

for specific entry points. For example, we consider a 25 percenc im?rovemenc 

in fish availability at a specific site. We examine che gains from improving 

conditions a t the worst site ( in terms of average catch rate) to the average of 

all catch rates for all entry points in the composi~e site . In each of ~hese 

cases , we are suggesting potential improvemen~s ~ithout attempting to deter~ine 

•,:hcthe r policies could actually yield these changes. 7o ans•.·er ~his question 
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requires tha~ we fi l l in the top panels of Figure 6.1. This is beyond the 

scope of ou= resea=ch. 

In order co illustrate how this distinction between postulating an 

irnproverr.e~t in :ishing opportunities versus a reduction in effluencs is 

~w.portant, we used the information collected on effluent loadings in areas 

close co the recrea~ionists' launch points to evaluate whether these pollut~on 

rr.easures ":ere related to the ca~ch rates. ~lore speci:ically, "'·ith the average 

catch rates anc pollution loadings for each 35 launch points, •.·e investigated 

whether a consistent statistical relationship existed between the catch rate 

and one or rrore of the measures of effluent loacings.
5 

The results were limited, largely because of high collinearity and the 

crude nature of the assignment assumptions used to match the effluent loadings 

t o launch points. Nonetheless, one simple equat:ion illustrates the type of 

linkage neeC.eC to irnp'lement a valuation analysis in support of these types of 

policies: 

CR 3 .425 
(7 . 73) 

.246xlo" 2 Phos 
( · 1.628) 

(7) 

R2 - .074 

where CR = catch rate • the average of total fish catch 
per person per hour at each launch point 

Phos estimates of aggregate discharge (for point and nonpoint 
sources) of phosphorus from coastal counties (in tons per 
year) 

The n~~bers in parentheses belo~ the estimated coefficients are the t-ratios 

for the null hypothesis of no association. 

Sy using this simple equation, we can illustrate the difference between 

expressing scE<narios in te~ms o: recucing effluent loadings versus in terms of 

i~?roving ca~cr. races . This equat:on is not intendeC to be a preC: ctive 



relationship. Ra~her it is an illustrat ion o: the importance of ~he natural 

science information required to "fill - in" the middle of Figure 6.1 for 

deve l oping benefi~ analyses as an integral component of relating policy to 

outcomes in a nanagement plan for che estuary . 
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Table 6.1 reports the results of each of these types of scenarios for the 

Ou t e r Banks c orr.pos ite site . Table 6.2 reports co:T.par able results for the 

Pa~lico site . T~o moCels ~e~e used for the Ou:er Ba~ks estimates che full 

sample es~ir.-.ace fo-:: the der::and :unc~ion ar:.d one restricted co chose responden\:s 

within 200 miles (one way) of these sites. The specific equations are those 

fro~ columns 2 and 4 of Table 5.4. They correspond to the truncated maxim~~ 

likelihood ~stimates. Both tables report t he estimated increment to consumer 

surplus per trip for each specified quality i mpro,·emenc. They are expressed in 

1981 dollars . 

As ~e discussed in Cha?ter 5, the model using recreationists within 200 

miles of the launch points for the Outer Banks yields smaller estimates of the 

gain . Corr.paring the benefit estimates for improvements defined based on 

reductions in pollution loadings versus catch iroprovements, e\·en in the case of 

linear models linking the two, ill ustrates the importance of understanding the 

connect ing l inks be~~een po l icy and outcomes perceptible to r ecreationists . 

Table 6.2 repeats scenarios for launch points in the Paml i co composite 

site. Because all recreationists were from within 200 miles, we considered 

only the demand estimates from the full sample using the function reported in 

Table 5 . 5, column 2. These estimates are generally smaller than those for the 

Outer Banks. Taken toge t her, the two sets of results illustra t e how 

differences in the base level of quality of a fishing area ..,-~11 lead :o 

differences i~ the es:i~ates of the benefi~s from improveme~ts . To illustrate 



TABLE 6.1 

Consumer Sur plus per Fisher man per Tr ip f or Quality Enhancements: 

Scenario 

Overall lr.'t::~roverr.e:1ts 

1 . 25% increase in catch race 
from area average 

Outer Banks Sites 

2 . 25% decrease in phosphorus loadings 
from Albemarle-Pamlico average 

Targeted I~vrovernents 

1. 25% increase in catch rate at the entry point 
with the lowest catch rate (catch rate - . 44) 

2. Improve catch rate at worst 
site to average 

3. 25% increase in catch rate at 
most frequently visited s ite in sample 

4. Recuce phospho~us loadings from 
highest levels in the area by 25% 

Full 
Sample 

$ 70 . 95 

$ 60 . 06 

$ 4 .46 

$131 .47 

$ 67 . 55 

$ 3.86 

~1odel 

l•i thin 
200 Miles 

$ 24 . 15 

$ 20.61 

$ 1. 75 

$ 48.95 

$ 23.17 

$ 1.27 



TABLE 6.2 

Cons~~er Surplus for Qua~ity Enhance~ents : Pamlico Site 

Full 
Scenario Sample 

Oygrall Irrproverr.ents 

1. 25% i~crease in catch rate from a~ea averase 

2. 2~• dec~ease in phos?horus :oadi~gs =ro= 
;.:be=:ar:e- ?cu:.l:.co a\.·~r age 

1. 25% increase in catch rate at the entry point 
with t~e lo~es t nonzero catch rate (1.0) 

2. !reprove catch rate at worst s!.te (1.0) 
to area average 

3 . 25t increase in catch rate at most 
:requen~ly visited site in sample 

4. Reduce phos?horus loadings from highest 
level in c:te area by 25\ 

$ 9.39 

$ 1.99 

$18.66 

$ 3.31 

$ 3.56 
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~his point. we compu~ed the consu~er surplus gain for a 25 percenc increase in 

che catch rate for 2ll l ·aunch points in both composite sites. F!.&ure 6. 3 pl ots 

the estimated consumer surplus gain per trip at selected locations. 

The::-e a!"e s everal important caveats to be recognizee in in:erpreting these 

::-esults . First, they are based on patterns of use given an exiscing 

d~scribut:ion of qualicy levels for the areas adjoining entry points into the 

Sounds. Large changes in this distribution ~ill change the pa~terr.s of use and 

the underlying magnitude of the values for further improvements in q'..lality of 

specific locations. Second , specifying models that took into account the 

effects o: subs:. itu t e sites was quite important to our estimates of d emand 

functions. This was especially true in the case of the Paml ico demand 

=unction. This should no~ be surprising for this type of recrea~ion. The 

launch poin~s ~e have used to define composite sites are simply the entry 

points i ndivi duals use to access t he larger site. -~ile we atcempced to reduce 

the influence of overlap i n the struc ture of our overall definit ions of 

conposite sites, we expect tha~ benefit estimates will be sensitive t o how 

these substitution effects are treated. Preliminary research using a random 

utility model to desc=ibe individuals' demands for access to locations within 

this area based on these same data a nd different definitions f or the s ites 

b . h h " 1 . 6 
e~ng c osen supports t 1s cone us~on. 

Finally, our estimates are values per trip per person . To develop 

estimates t hac gauge the benefits (arising from marine recreational fishing ) 

from' i mp rovements in quality, we also need to consider the effects of the 

quality cha:-.ge on the number of trips a typi cal person will take and 1:he number 

o = additional ?eop:e \·;ho may also use each sit.e. O·.;.r mode l considers the first 

of thes~. Resolv~n& the second consistently is, as Bocks tael et al. [1988 ] 



FIGURE 6. 3 

Geographic Distr ibution of Values of a 
Twenty·five Percent Impr ovement in Catch Rates 
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have acknowledged, more difficult. Clearly, both issues will need to be 

considerec in the development of aggregate benefit estimates for quality 

improvements. 

6. 4 Contingent Behavior Responses as a Check on our De.script.ion of Quality 

Changes 
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Ou::- ana~ys:.s o: quality C.ifferences in the :ishing oppo:'tunicies in che 

Albemarle·Pamiico Sov~ds has relied on some s:rong assumptions abou~ 

individuals' kno~ledge and fishing behavior. We have assumed that people 

evalua-ce the quali-cy of sport-fishing sites based on the relative ~esailability 

of any type of fish, and that their perceptions of the fishing quality 

adjoining launch points corresponds approxireacely to the average cacch races of 

boat fishermen using those sites d~ring the same season . Our model uses the 

variation in selections of launch points for given travel costs together with 

the variatio~s in average cacch rates to infer how fishermen's relacive 

propensity to use h~gher quality sices affects their responsiYeness to implicit 

trip prices . 

One way to gauge whether these assumptions are plausible would involve 

intervie~ing fishermen to determine how they indicate they would change their 

recreation patterns in response to quality improve~encs. This type of 

incerview focuses on what: has been described as contingent behavior , or 

individuals' responses to hypothetical sicuations. This method has been used 

to value improvements in freshwater sices (see Ribaudo and Epp [1984]) and has 

been used in a n~~ber of other types of applications (see Smith and D~svousges 

:l986b]) . 
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~ith the cooperation of the Korth Carolina Division of Harine Fisheries~ 

questionnaires were randomly distributed to fishernen interviewed as part of 

che Division of ~arine Fisheries/National Marine Fisheries Service intercept 

survey. Over 400 of approximately 1,200 questionnaires distributed during tha 

in-person interviews ~ere mailed back to us. Table 6.3 reproduces the 

questio~s usee to estimate ho~ behavior ~ould respond to quality changes. 

Table 6.~ provides a su~~ary of ~he prelirnina~y resul~s for chose questions o~ 

responses o~ planneG trips to each of three different increments in catch 

rates. 

T~e research design for this supplement to the NHFS survey relies on 

obtaining information about the respondent's trave l costs and fishing 

experience from that intervie"'·. It ~as intended to s~pplement these data ..... ~ith 

responses to the contingent quescions. Our design involved six different 

questionnaires ~ith three variations in the catch rate (10, 25, and 50 percent 

increases) and with two other aspects of estuarine quality, one associated with 

eliminat~ng red sore disease and a second associated wich eliminacing algae 

blooms . ~ach respondent was asked about his (or her) responses in terms of 

future trips after one proposed catch increase and a comparable question about 

either red sore disease or algae blooms. Thus, there were six different 

subsamples . 

~ben these data are merged with the NMFS survey interviews, we will have 

sufficient information to estimate travel cost demand functions reflecting for 

actual behavior and co~tingent behavior. However, this requires the two sets 

of data to be merged consistently and is beyond the scope of the currPnt 

researcn . 



TABLE 6. 3 

Contingent Behavior Questions for Fishing Quality Improvements 

I. Base level of Fishing Activitv Question 

Ho•· many fishing trips have you made in the last 12 months? 

II. Catch Improvement Question 

B·sed on your exparience in the last 12 months, ho~ many fish of 
your target species for this trip do you think you will catch each 
day (on average)? 

.. z 

Type of 
Fish 

Quantity 
of Fish 

(number of fish __ or lbs __ ) (check one) 

(nu.mber of fish or lbs ) (check one) 

Suppose by recucing pollutio:-t you could catch 50% more fish each 
day of your first target species. How many trips do you think you 
would take in t he next 12 months? ln answering, suppose also that 
catch rates for other species would not change, and that your costs 
for a fishing trip '""ould not change. 

____ trips 

IIl. Red Sore ~isease Ouescion 

a . Has the presence of red sore disease caused you to throw back 
fish caught on recent fishing trips? yes___ no __ _ 

b. I: yes, about how many fish had to be thrown back because of 
red sore disease in a typical trip? __ (fish __ or lbs __ ) 

:58 

c. Suppose that by reducing pollution red sore disease could be 
eliminated, but now assu.me t hat your expected catch rates would 
remain at their current levels . How many fishing trips would 
you make in the next 12 months? ___ trips 

IV. Algae Bloom Question 

Suppose that reducing pollution could eliminate algae blooms , buc 
now assume thac your expected catch rates ~ould remain at their 
Ct:.'!'rent levels . Hot..· many fishing trips \o.tOulC you r:~ake in the next 
12 rnont:hs if algae bioorr:s ""'ere eliminated? tri?s 



Sam?le 
Subse:: 

A1 

A2 

A3 

B4 

55 

B6 

Sam?le 
Size 

51 

61 

~~ 

38 

56 

46 

TABLE 6.4 

Fishing Trips and Improvements in Catch Rates: Mean Valuesa 

Improvement Fish ing Trips Fishing Trips Fishing Trips 
in Kormal Under Eliminate Elimina:e 

Cat:ch Rate rishing i mproved Catch Red Sore Algae 
(Percent) Trips Conditions Disease Blooms 

10 26 . 7 29.4 25 . 1 

25 22 . 3 27.2 28.3 

so 18.6 23.7 21.0 

10 16 . 8 23.0 24.0 

25 14.6 19 . 9 11 . 6 

50 13.8 15 . 3 14. 9 

aThe A samples co~respond to individuals asked about their increases in fishing trips 
\<ith e1:mination of a lgae blooms in addition to one of the three catch rate improvements. 
The B samples were asked about red sore disease in addition to the catch rate improve~en~ 
qcescion. 
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Nonetheless, ac this scage, ~e do have clear evidence of an i~crease in 

proposed trips :or most of the subsamples, even withouc ta~ing account of 

differences in ~he travel costs (and other characteristics) across respondents. 

Thus , even with fairly crude sutr.~-"nary data, recrea'tio!1ists' respo:'tses to 

improved cacch races (their stated intentions for increases in fishing rips) 

are consiste:11: ,.:ith the responses hypot:hesized by our model. 

6. 5 Su~-:'!.arv 

This chapter has described how the travel cost demand models developed for 

the Outer Banks and Pamlico composite sites can be used to estimate the 

benefits arisin~; from improvements in the quality of the estuary. Because the 

focus of ou~ analysis has been sport-fishing, the primary aspect o: quality we 

atcemptec to e,·aluate is the availability of fish at different l ocations in the 

estuary . Tne nodels allow di:ferences in the base level of quality to affect 

our measures of the value o£ fishing ~rips to each of these sices , as well as 

tha~ value changes •ith improvements in quality. They illustrate the 

iffiportance of the connections linking the variables that can be influenced by 

policy to the measures for quality perceived by recreationists. 

Based on the mo=e conse:-vative of the models estimated fron the Outer 

Banks composite site, the per person per trip benefits of a 25 percent 

improvement in the catch rate range from about $2.00 to $38.00 for most sites. 7 

Values are generally l ower for the Pamlico composite site, ranging from $2 . 00 

to $ :4 .00 per person per trip for the same 25 percent increment in catch rates. 

Differences in :hese benefit es~imates across launch points reflect 

diffe~ences i~ che le,·e l o f the c atch rates at each loca t i on. Those observed 



~cross che cwo co~?osite sites arise from other differences in the 

cha~acteristics o= the sites involved. 
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Overall, these estimates provide suppo-rt for the basic model~n& framework 

anC illusc~ace t hat with refinemencl it may have substantial va lue to t he 

evaluation of policy options in an overall management plan for the Albemarle

Pamlico Estuar-· . 
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Chapter 6 

FOOTNOTES 

1. At present, the only method available for neasuring nonuse values is 
through the use of survey techniques - asking individuals' valuations for 
ch;;nges in the amount or quality of resources in y.•ays that al lo'..7 ~heir mocives 
to be dis~ingu~shed . For a discussion of the concepcual issues i~volved in 
defining non~se v&:ues, see Sm~th (l987j . Fisher and Raucher [1984] provide a 
su..rr.!':lary o: s o:r.e o: tr.e early literature on the relationship bec··een use and 
nonuse values for water quality irr.provements. 

2. See Kao;.u 
using a random 

[1988] for discussion of the preliminary estimates developed 
utility model w~t~ these same data. 

3. Thus. their assumptions are sufficient to assure that the Karshallian 
measure corresponds to the theoretically desirable Hicksian measure of the 
values of a qualicy change. 

4. If the Srnich-Kopp [1980] ar£ument that the ass~~ptions of the simple 
travel cost model become progcessively more questionable with the distance 
bec~.~1een t:he origin point and the site, this pattern of use impl ies the r:todel 
should provide an adequate descri?tion of behavior . 

5. A large n~~ber of alternative specifications ~ere considered with 
varia~ions ir. the pollution ~easures and the catch ~easure . Significant 
positive and ne£ative coefficients were found for pollution loading estiMates 
as influences on :isr.ing quality. As a rule, the significant posicive 
coefficients ~ere unstable, changing with alterations in the specification. 
However, the =ecord for a negative relationship is not stronger. Negative 
effects were also sensitive to the other pollution variables included in the 
model, as well as the catch measure used . For these reasons, we describe this 
relationship as illustrative of the effects of the p~ysical ~inkages and not as 
a basis for policy decisions. 

6. See Kaoru [1989] . This study was undertaken as part of the research 
associated with the Korth Carolina Sea Grant project in this area . 

7 . In devel oping t hese ranges, we deleted the largest val ues for both the 
Ou~er Banks and Pamlico sites. They are associated with largest catch rates, 
and increases of 25 percent are substantially beyond the rar.ge of sample 
experience. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Directions for Future Research 

7.1 Conclusions 

Recreational fishing is one of the most important uses of the Albe~arle 

and Pamlico Sounds, yet fishing activity can be severely affected by effluents 

entering che sounds from upstream and adjoining activities. One of the primary 

go~ls of the Alberearle - Parr.lico Estuarine Study is to develop a rnanageme~c plan 

t:o preserve and enhance t:he quality of the sounds . Such a plan must 

necessarily consider the value of the potential enhancements that can result 

:rom various policies to restric t: the introduction of effluents into the 

sou~ds. Unfo~tunately, the value of recreational fishing is more difficult to 

determine than is the value of activities such as commercial fish~ng where 

markets ?rovide valuat ion information. r\onetheless, the value of recreational 

fi shing and related activities will have to play a significant role in the 

cecision-maki~g process that will evolve in the Estuarine Study. 

The research effort desc~ibed in this report , which is part of a ~ore 

exte:-tsive on- going research program, has s ought to determ!.ne the value of 

rec r ea tional f i shing and improvements in f i shing opportunities to fishermen. 

Because of the rich variety tha~ exists in the sounds, a new modeling strategy 

v:as necessa:-y. \..1lile our model for this project: has its root:s in the 

traditio~al travel cost demand models, it differs in various ways . The 

signifi cant differences in the characteristics of the two sounds led us to 

treat them as different aggregate sites . Similarl;·, launch points on the Outer 

Banks also provide a di:ferent type of experience . Thus we had three composite 

sites : Outer Sanks, Pa!tlico, and Albemarle. ~ithin these composi~e sites 

=here \>:ere: Ci::erences depenC.ing on the specific launch site t.hac 1,.,•as used. 
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The most important difference for o·-~r purposes '..:as in catch rates, which 

differed across the launch points comprising each of the three destinations . 

This enabled us to study the effects of expected catch rates on recreationists' 

decisions t o fish on the sounds and to incorpora~e substitu~ion ?Ossibilities 

across these destinations . 

The r •. odels select:ed as our final specificat:ions explained t:he nu:uber of 

t.~ips tak~n 1;sing the travel costs ( including boch ,·ehicle and t:ioe costs) 

i~volved in the trip co the site visited, the expected catch ra~e interacted 

~it:h travel cost:s, similar measures of the coscs of trips co the substitute 

sites, and various socioeconomic var~ables including income. We have show~ 

th~t this specification could be derived from several alternative conceptua l 

~odels of individuals' recreation decisions. These include: a model where 

fishing quality was a translating variable in che fishermen's utility function 

or a frame~ork allowing the travel cost coefficient to vary with catch rate 

within each of the three composite sites while also allowing for subst:itu~ion 

opportunities betwee~ sites. 

Using this specification, our estimates considered four different samples: 

Outer Banks full sample, Outer Banks visits from within 200 miles, Pamlico full 

sarr.ple, and Albemarle ful l sa~ple. For the mainland Pamlico and Albemarle 

launch sites nearly all visits were from within 200 miles, so subsamples based 

on the 200-mile distance threshold did not markedly affect our estimates. In 

contrast, the Outer Banks attract visitors from much greater distances. While 

the signs and significance in es~imated parameters were comparable, there were 

differences in the magnitudes of coefficients between the two Outer Banks 

sar.lples . The results •·e:-e quite encouraging for ~h::ee of the fot::- samples, with 

the coefficients r.<.Ying the expected signs and significance and ge:~erally being 
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robust with respect co varying che specification. A maximum likelihood 

estimator • ... ·as also used •..;ith these specifications to evaluate the effects of 

correcting for the sample truncation. These results are presented in Tables 5.4 

and 5. 5. 

The only sample where we did not have this success was for launch sites 

designated within the Albemarle destinatio~. As a consequence, the benefit 

es~ima~es ere presented for Octe= 3ar.ks full sa~ple, Outar Banks ~ithin 200 

~il~s, and Pam!ico destinations. 

The prirna~y goal of the research program we have undertaken is to value 

activities such as recreational fishing. In the c ·.J.rrent resea=-ch we have used 

our estimated equations to estimate the value of a fishing tr:p and also to 

gauge the value of i~provements in fishing quali~y. For example, for each 

sa::-.ple the value o: the fishing trip above ~hat i:he individual i:::plicitly paid 

in travel costs (including vehicle and time costs) was calculated for an 

average trip to that area. For the mainland Pamlico sites this value was 

$102.71 , and for the more local visi"ors to the Outer Banks the val~e was 

$163.02. ~~en more distant visitors were included in the sample, the value 

rose substantially to $385.98 . 

A second aspect of these models concerns their ability to estima~e the 

Yalue of quality improvements. This feature has the potential for being of 

substantial interest for the Albemarle-Pamlico Estuarine Study. T.~ese estimates 

were developed first for an overall improvement in the average catch rate for 

sites within a composite destination. Using ~he full sample for the Outer 

Banks, a 25 percent improvement in catch rate from the area average would be 

,·aluec at $70.95 per fisherman per :rip, whereas a 25 percent decrease in 

phosphorous loadi.n~s would be valued at $60.06. These values rr.ay be high. 
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t-.·hen che san-.ple w·as limited to ~ithin 200 miles, these estimates were reduced 

to $24.15 and $20 . 61 respectively. ~~ile the reduced estirna:es seem more 

plausible, it is important to recognize that the scenario definitions determine 

the magnitude o: :he changes involved . With reCuctions in effluent: loading, 

~hese changes are cranslated in~o catch race changes using the sirr.ple 

regression models we developed to illustrate the importance o: these biological 

linkages . Fo::- t':le Pamlico. these c.· ... ·o values for overall irr.provernen:.s ...:ere 

$9.39 and $2.46 respectively . These lo~er figures seem appropriate because o: 

the differences i~ the visitors and type of experience. 

Sample calculations also have been provided for targeted improvements to 

specific launch points ~ithin each composite destination . For example, 

i~proving the catch rate by 25 percent at the most frequently visited entry 

point in each area would be valued at $67.55, $23.17, and $3.31 for the Outer 

Banks full sample, :he Outer Banks with~n 200 miles, and the Pamlico samples 

respectively. Similarly, improving the catch rate at the worst site to the 

area average, a considerably larger improvement, would be worth $131.47, 

$48 . 95, and $18.66 for each of the samples respectively . Further examples are 

given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 . 

These results are encouraging. The models that we developed provide one 

explanation for the decision process of fishermen in this area. Our estimates 

provide, in most instances, plausible results. Nonetheless, it is important to 

recognize that our analysis has focused on one type of model - a conventional 

travel cost demand framework . In the next section we discuss ocher alternative 

modeling frameworks and means co reconcile any differences in the estimates 

•:ith chase alcernati\·e techniques. A synthesis of the results ob<:ained using 
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~hese various ~echniques ~ill provide the most de~ensible estimates of the 

value of improvements to the quality of the Albema~le and Pamlico Sounds . 

7.2 New Research Initiatives 

The research objectives of chis project have been met and in at least one 

respect exceed.eC. Khen we proposed the research, it "'~as not: clear that we would 

be able to <.lescri':>e the Nort::-t Carolina Sea Gran:: su:-vey responde:1ts' 

recreational decisions wittin a travel cost frame~ork. Our prinary concern was 

with the interpretation we had to give to the fishing trips question in order 

co i mplement t:~e model. As we observed in Chap~er 4 1 even though the context: 

of the intervLeY.T "'·as sport- fishing in the Albemarle and Pa~lico Sounds, the 

question did not specifically ask about trips to the entry point of the 

interview or, ~ndeed, to any other part of the sounds . It si~?ly asked about 

fishing trips ~ithout further specification. Our models have maintained tha~ 

the responses ~ere good indicators o f the use of the sounds. wnile this is a 

potentially im?orcant limitation, the results are consistent w~th the 

assumption. They do support a cheo::::-etically plausible, negative relationship 

between the implicit price of a trip and the number of t r ips taken during a 

season. Moreover, ~hey also indicate thac o~= measure of quali~y - ~he average 

catch rate · coes affect demand in two of the three areas we icentified as 

''sites" for demand ~oOeling. 

Because of the this finding, it was possible to illustrate how chis type 

of model would be used t o estimate the benefits a typical recreacionist would 

realize from improvemen~s in the quality in different locations in the estuary. 

These estit::ates are intenC.ed to be illustrat:i\·e only. !he:cy der::ons~rate hO\o.' 

this degree o: resolution in understandins the factors influen~ing peoples' 



demands for S?O~t fishing can provide informacion on one component of an 

improved es~uary. 

Two classes of research issues have been idencified from our analysis. 
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The firsc of chese ir.volves questions that: are r:1.ore methodological and have a 

somewhat longer t:errr., academic orientation . They arise from the need to 

reconsider an imporcanc simplificacion in mosc recreacion demand analysis . By 

adopting a pa~~:al equilibri~~ orient:at:ion, nost co~ve~tional rec~eational 

demanC models have abstracced from several types of interconnections in an 

incividual 's decisions becween che acquisicion and use of fishing gear, a 

f~shin& boat, a~d che alloc~~io~ of the amount of tim~, as well as the time 

horizon for all of these decisions . 

The second group of issues focuses on the nexc steps to convert models 

t~at to date ?ffer promising, buc vreliminarv, benefit estimates into models 

for benef~t es~~mation that are reliable enough ~o beco~e components in a 

co~prehensive conservation and management plan. Such a plan must be capable of 

analyzing the cradeo:fs in pol icy choices and thereby prioritizing actions to 

i mprove the es::uary. Because the Albemarle -Pamlico Estuarine Study is intended 

to develop research that supports such plans, chis second group will be the 

:ocus of our discussion of ne•...r research initiatives. 

we have divided our proposals for new managemen~-related research that 

·;ill address the benefits arising from the goals to improve the escuary into 

fou:- areas: 

(l) finalizing a modeling structure for estimating the benefits to 

recreational fishing from improvements in estuarine quality; 

(2) eve=. l"..lat:i-:'lg hO"-' fishermer:, as w·el l as other recreat.ion:.s t.s, r>erceive 



the quality attributes of the estuary a:1d ho·"· those percep~ions 

~nfluence their patterns of use; 

(3) developing economic demand models for ocher recreacional and 

no!lrecreation uses of the estuary; and 

) 69 

(4) measuring che ex~en~ of nonuse values arising from enhanceme~t of the 

estuary and the other resources and wildlife it supports. 

~,·e ·.,; ill consider briefly some of the key elerr.ent.s i:-o each of these areas bela\:. 

A. Finalizing a Model for Marine Fishing Benefits from Quality Enhancements 

Our demand estimates use implicit prices arising from the need to travel 

to recreatio~ sites co obtain these services. As we observed in Chap:er 2, 

there are several different ways to use this insight, in addition =o the 

formulation of a conven~ional derr.and model. £ach approach makes somewhat 

different (a:1d largely untestable) assumptions about how people make these 

decisions. To Gate, the literature has not developed a consensus on a best or 

mos t robust codel. !~deed, Kling's experimental work (see Kling [ 1988} and 

Kli~g and heinberg [ forchcoming]) would suggesc chac the best approach will 

depend on the type of decisions being modeled. 

Based on these findings. decisions involving local recreation sites where 

the substitutes available are important to the choices are l ikely co be 

described better using some variation on a random utility model. In contrast, 

when subs~icution is not as readily possible and the decisions are planned ove= 

longer time horizons, we mighc expect that the crave! cost demand approach 

would be better. Of course J these are only qualitative assessments . What is 

i~?O'!:"tant: fro:: a policy perspeccive is \.:he:her the ~odeling stra:egy matters to 
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the benefit est:ireates needed to evaluate a particular class of policy 

decisions. 

Answering these questions requires a comparative analysis of the available 

coCeling strategies with the same data and a complete evaluation of their 

respective implications for the models' estimates. This effort is the second 

stage in our ongoing research program on the value of improving the quality of 

rr.arine :...ecrest::.onal fishir.s in the Albem~rle·Pamlico Sounds. \.:':.th support from 

~he ~orth Caro:ina Sea Grant Program, we are evaluac~ng three modeling 

strategies in comparison with the conventional travel cost demand models. 

These models ~nclude: random utility models, logically sequenced or nested 

utility models, and hedonic travel cost models. 

~nile cr.:s research is currently underway, a few of the preliminary 

:indings ?rov~de a clear indication of the importance of these comparisons . 

Table 7.1 su~~arizes the estimates of per - trip, per person consumer surplus 

increnents estimated from a random utility model and our conventional travel 

cost demand ~oCels . Wnile che specific results available were not developed 

:rom perfe~cly compatible scenarios, the findings illustrate our basic point 

evaluation of models for benefic analysis is an integral pare of the 

determination of a "best" framework for policy analysis. 

The differences between the random utility and Outer Banks' demand model 

estimates are quite large for some fairly similar scenarios. They are less 

pronounced for che Pamlico model. Much of the difference can be explained. 1 

Moreover, the estimates could be converted into comparable terms for developing 

incerval estima:es or ranges for the benefits estimated to arise from quality 
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Co~pa=isons of Senefit Estimates 
Acr oss Modeling Strateg i es 
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~!odel Incremental Consumer Surplus 

Random Utilitv Modela 

1 . Increase average cat ch race at each 
site by 25~ 

2. Increase cacch rate at closesc 4 s ites to 
most respondent s by 25% 

Conventional Travel Cost 

A. Outer Ban",(s Hodel (<200 miles) 

1. Increase ave=age catch race by 25% 

2. Range of values f or 25% i~?rovement i~ 

catch race ac=oss mosc sites 

B. Pa:::licc- ~fodel 

' 
2 

Increase aver&ge catch rate by 25% 

Range of values for 25% :~proverr.ent in 
ca~ch rate across Dose sites 

$2.43 

$ .60 

$24.15 

$1. 74 • $3S. 07 

$9.39 

$1.99 . $ll..2l. 

aThese results a re t aken from an unpublished Ph . D. thes i s t hat i s being 
p::epare:i as part of the research supported by the North Carolina Sea Grant 
project. See Kaoru [1989] for a s~~ary . 
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Understanding the reasons for variations in a reodel's estimates so they 

can be re~lecteci in ho~ chose results are used is an essential element in 

research designed co support policy analysis. Our planned activities with N.C. 

Sea Grant suppor~ ~ere not intended to coreplete this process. Ra~her, they 

focus on developing the remaining modeling alternatives. Comparative 

evaluat~on and reco~ciliation of findings remain a separate set of tasks that 

a~~ clear canCidaces :or f~~ure research. 

B. The Role of Quality in Other Uses of t he Estuary 

>lost descriptions of the Albemarle-Parnlico Sounds identify recreational 

fishing as among the most important activities affected by deteriorations i n 

estuarine ~uality. There are many others, and commercial fishing is certainly 

one of them. ~r.~le corn~ercial fis~ing can conflict with recreational uses of 

the :isheries supported by t he estuary, given t hat commercial fishing is 

per~itted at so~e level, then improvements will reduce costs for commercial 

fis~ing, and these should be caken into account in a comprehensive oanagement 

plan. 

The sounds also support ocher types of recreation chat may well be 

influenced by their quality . ine N. C. Sea Grant survey does not provide 

information to permit evaluation of any other ty~es of recreation benefits . 

With data, these could be described similarly to the sport~fishing models . 

Our literature review indicated that there ~as very little information in 

the literature that might assist here. Consequently, this area should be a 

high priority to complete the use·related recreation benefit measures for 

~uality irn?rovemer.~s. 
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C. Oualitv Perceptions 

Our analysis has maintained chac che cacch race is che most important 

quality feat:ure of the estuary fro~ the perspective of fishing activities. 

This approach is certainly consistent with che pasc licerature. Ho~ever, as •e 

consider ocher cypes of recreation, the physical characteristics individuals 

use co form perceptions of es:uarine qualit y are less clearcut. ~onecheless, 

u~derstandi~g ~his process is essential to establishing a connection between 

the demands for uses of the area co support these other forms o: recreat ion and 

any changes in the quality of the estuary . 

Some research is currently undet"..ray on relat:ed issues for the Chesapeake 

Area. Thus , some learning from that experie~ce is possible (see Bockstael e~ 

al. [1987, 1988]) . However, che pronounced differences in the nacural settings 

and circ~~sca~ces of the two estuaries suggests that a parallel research efforc 

on quality ?erce?tions for the A/P program is "'~a rranted. This ~ ... 'ould use the 

findings of che Maryland effort as a starting point and assure the resolution 

in indexes of quality (or perceptions of quality) needed for the derr.and 

modeling associaceC wich o:her recreational uses. 

D. Nonuse Benefits 

People value natural enviro:unents even though they r.~ay not actively use 

them in some form of outdoor recreation. Conceptual and empirical support for 

che importance of these values to resource management has grown since Krutilla 

[1967 ] first raised these concerns over twenty years ago . 

Nonetheless, t he empirical evidence with estimates of the magnitude of 

~o~use bene:its rewains li~:ted. There are good reasons to ass~~e that ~hese 

values \·dll be even more spec:al:.zed and less trans~errab:.e bet~6en resources, 



and therefore more specific to individual resources t han use-related values 

(see Smith ~l9S7]). 
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Survey cecr.niGues re~ain ~he only method for measuring the size of these 

values. Because :hey ~ay ..-ell be especially impor:ar.: to aesthetic dimensions 

of the estuarine and the conservation dimensions of a comprehensive management 

plan, effo=ts to measure them should be given high priority. 

7 . 3 Su:::::ta rv 

This chapter has provided an overview of our findings and the ne~ research 

issues tha: emerge from them. Our specific focus has been on questions 

relevant to th~ needs of a comprehensive conservation and management plan for 

the Albemarle-?~~lico Estuary . 

The research to date has clearly establis!-.ed 6e :easibC.it}' of 

(\Ua!'\cifying t::-te bene fits fro::! oar.agen:ent. prog~a::::s ~or one of the iCJpo~ t:ant 

recre~tional activities for the estuary. •~at remains to be done involves 

extending this type of analysis to include all of t he activities enhanced 

through improvement:s in the es t uary. 
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Chapter 7 

FOOTNOTES 

1. These differences have several explanacions. First, t~e dec:sion process 
envisioned i n the random utclity model ( RU~) implies we should expect the 
travel cost mode l to be larger than the RUM estimates. within a RUM model, 
recreacioniscs are assumeC ~o make each t rip decision as an independent choice, 
one chat: is not affected by past or planned fct::ure choices . This ~eads to a 
some~ .. ;hat diffe;:e:tt interpr-ets. :ion of the valu.J.tion concept. 

Second ~ the scenarios are somewhat differenc . The scenario for the RU~ 
model incre&ses ~ launch points' catch ra~es by 25 percent, so the average 
would increase by that amount. Tnis same phenomenon is represented with t he 
travel cost model by assQ~ing all l aunch points are at the average catch rate 
and i t increases by 25 percent . The two are not t he same. The former maintains 
the rela::ve c:ve~sity in launch points' quali~y; the latter does not. 

Th~rd, and finally, the RUM scenarios al l ow for a simultaneous irnproveme~t 
i n qual ity a~ subst i t u te e~try points outs ide chose in the Outer Banks launch 
points (o~ for comparison wich Pamlico results, Paml i co e~try poincs) . The 
travel cost models do n0t . 
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Predicted Yage Methodology 
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The purpose of chis appendix is co describe the method used to estimate 

the opportunity cos: of travel time. This cost is one of the largest 

co~?onen~s of the t~avel cost. In contrast to other ~omponen~s of the trave: 

cost, such &s the vehicle operating cost per mile or the fees ~o enter a site, 

the time costs of travel can be quite variable . As Chapter 2 described, 

several methods have been used in the literature. We considered :hree methods 

i:1 our analysis. :he first im.·olves using the f=ily income ::-epon:ed by each 

person pe::- estimated potentia: hour that could be worked in a year, implicctly 

a s suming all income arises from t he earnings of the specific recreationists. 

The presence of non~age inco=e and multiple-eacner households ~s usually not 

capa~le of be~ng accoro=oda:ed ~n this approach. 

The second approach uses a model describing how an ~ndiv~d~al's hourly 

earnings would be affected by per sonal characteristics, job characteristics, 

a:1d sit:e amer:i:ies :.o impute a · ·age race for each person. r.,e t:hird uses a 

fixed fraction of the wage follo~ing Cesario and Knecsch's ::9i:: early 

a r guments tha;; these tirr.e intervals do generate utility. 

This appendix describes the specific details underlying the construction 

of chese prec:.cteci ·.:age rates. :-o gauge the plausibility of ::=:ese imputat~ons . 

the appenc!i:< pro,·ices so::1e cor::paracive evidence on che ~o:age rates predicted for 

our sample o: recreacionists in relation to their demographic characteristics 

and occupations. ~e also compare the predicted ~ages with the es:imates using 

to~al i ncor.e pe~ hour. 
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Predicted Wage ~odel 

~age race estimates were based on a hedonic wage model estimated by Smith 

(1983) based on the 1978 Current Population Survey. Wages were modeled as a 

function of individual ~orker , job, and site characteristics . The sarr.ple was 

based on intervieo..'s cond\·ct:ed in Hay. When the wage and ot.her job information 

was merged with separate information on job and site characteristics, a sample 

'-'ith r espondents from a total of 44 S!':SA' s was composed. Site characteristics 

included climatic, cultural, and amenity variables. Job characteristics 

included qualitative features of the jobs, as well as estimates of risk of 

accident or death. 

In using the hedonic wage model for t he Albemarle - Pamlico respondents , 

some modifications had to be made. Information for several of the job and si~e 

characteristics used in the hedonic wage model simply was not available in the 

Albemarle -Pamlico data set. The variables included veterans' status, inj ury 

rates on the job, cancer exposure, air pollution, unemployment rates , union 

me~bership. on-the-job trai~ing, crime rate , sunsh~ne, ~~d whethe~ the 

respondent was a hea~ o: hcusehold or a dual job holder. Consequently, mean 

values for each of these variables from the original survey were assigned to 

these variables. 

Ot:her data collecced in the st:udy area had to be slightly rr.od i fied for use 

in the wage model. The original survey classified occupations on a much more 

detailed basis than necessary for the wage model . Occupational codes were 

reclassed according to categories used in the hedonic model . These categories 

included professional, manager. sales, clerical , crafcsman, operative, 

cransporc equipment operator, nonfarm labor, and service . These variables cook 

o:1 a value of 1 if correct or zero if not. If an occupati on desi.gnatior. was 
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noc available, chen an 11 average" occupation was composed by assigning a value 

of 0.1 to all job categories. If che occupational variable was not 

classifiable , the minimum •.·age "as assigned. The minimum "age ..-as also 

assignee to students , retirees, and to unemployed persons. If the age of the 

respondent was rr.issing or not repo~ted, the mean age for males or fe~ales was 

assigned as necessary. If the respondent was under 15 years of age , mini~um 

~age ~as assigned. Tab:e Al.l presents the pred~cted wage equatio~s for males 

and females . 

After the above transformations were cornpleced, a predicted wage was 

calcula~ed anC adjusted for infla~ion by the CP! to bring it into compatibility 

V..Tith the years of t he Sea Grant Survey. A mean wage of $9 . 70 was calculated 

based on 1010 •age predic:ions. The mean for males was $10. 08 per hour, and 

the mean for females was $5. 71 pe~ hour (Table Al.2) . 

Table Al.3 disp l ays the predicted wage against the age of san:ple 

respondents . wages rise :hrough age 30, then hold steady . Above age 50, 

hourl y ~age begi~ to fall of:. Coefficient of variation measures s how a wider 

dispersion of ~ages at younge r and older ages. Table Al.4, predicted wage vs. 

experience (age · years of school · 6), demonstrates a pattern similar to that 

of r.he previous table. 

Ta~le Al .5 shows predicted wage against education. High school graduates 

had an average predicted wage of $9.64 per hour, ~hile those with college 

attendance had a predicted ~age o= s l ightly over $11.00 per hour. Those "ith 

post·graduate education earned a predicted $15.16 per hour. Table Al.6 

highlights wage differential s by race. Occupational wage differentials appear 

i11 Table ..... 1. 7. Professionals. ma:1agers, s ales personnel, ar.d cra:t.sr..en earneC. 

more than individuals no: in those occupations. On the other ha:-.d. clerical 



Variable 

I ntercept 

Educ 

(Education) 2 

Experience 

(Experience) 2 

Race (white 

Veceran 

Unemp (1978) 

Professional 

Hanager 

Sales 

Clerical 

Craftsman 

1) 

Operative 

Transportation 

!\on farm 

Service 

Injury Rate 

Cancer 

toe. Susp. ?ar~. 

Household Heac 

Union 

VarOJTi7 

Crime 

Sunshine 

Dual Job 

Lind 

TABLE Al.l 

Pr edicced No~inal Wage Equacions (Log Form) 

Coeff . 

. 6313 

.0303 

.0011 

.03!0 

-. 0005 

.1128 

. 0348 

-. 0124 

.0862 

.1418 

- .0003 

- . 0992 

.0153 

- .1484 

- .1178 

- . 1307 

- . 2506 

.0110 

.2989 

.0007 

.2287 

.1777 

- . 0022 

Sxl0 -6 

- . 0017 

- .0!.:7 

3 . 771 

.5593 

~!ales 

Mean Sub . 

0.404 

6.109 

8.877 

0.0196 

66.97 

0.808 

0.317 

l.. 583 

6955 . 0 

60.236 

0.033 

0.0068 

0. 0116 

Females 

Coeff. 

.1792 

.0283 

.0009 

.0180 

- . 0003 

- . 0243 

.0024 

.5631 

. 5211 

.1988 

.3901 

.4448 

. 2346 

.3663 

.1991 

. 1664 

Hean Sub . 

6 081 

.0117 6 . 423 

.1051 0.013 

.00034 67.20 

. 0692 0 . 271 

.1910 0 .173 

-. 0013 4 . 60lo 

8xl0-6 7010 .0 

.0001 60.22 

-.0252 0.0265 

.606 0.0119 

. 606 0 . 0119 
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Sex 

Ha l e 
Female 

Age 

ur.der 15 
16 20 
21 25 
26 30 
31 35 
36 40 
41 45 
46 50 
51 55 
56 60 
62 65 
Over 66 

TABLE A1 . 2 

Predicted Hourly Wage, by Sex 

Wage 

10. 08 
5. 71 

TABLE Al . 3 

934 
75 

Predicted Hour ly Wage, by Age 

wage N 

3.35 14 
5. 77 24 
7 . 88 80 
9.18 115 

11 .13 146 
11 . 53 140 
11 .55 116 
11 . 36 95 
10.79 85 
8.50 87 
6 .27 54 
5. 96 St. 

c.v 

35.205 
39.202 

C . V . 

0 . 00 
36 . 04 
28.08 
24.24 
19.1" 
20.85 
27 . 92 
31.57 
35.2:. 
49 , l. 3 
62.75 
63 .10 
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TABLE A1.4 

Predicted Hourly Wage, by Exper ience 

Ex?erience 
(Years) Wage N 

0 5 6.78 90 
6 10 9.56 117 
ll 15 10.48 126 
16 20 11.74 125 
2l 25 11.54 126 
26 30 11. ~3 93 
31 35 11.28 92 
36 40 9 . 50 75 
41 45 8 . 21 66 
46 50 5 . 76 45 
Over 50 4 . 60 55 

TABLE Al.S 

Predicted Hourly \/age, by Education 

Education 

2 
5 
8 

12 
14 
16 
~8 

Race 

~~on· ·.:hi te 
W:'li ce 

Wage N 

4.16 16 
5 . 08 41 
7.20 102 
9.64 540 

11.01 140 
11.09 121 
15.16 48 

TABLE Al . 6 

Predicted Hourly Wage, by Race 

\I age 

7.83 
10 . 04 

N 

133 
877 

c. v. 

43.70 
27.22 
23.04 
22 . 42 
25 . 31 
27 . 75 
30.93 
41.40 
41.77 
50.32 
53.78 

C.V. 

30.36 
43.35 
36.52 
30.46 
27.46 
38 . 28 
22 . 98 

C.V. 

43.61 
35.90 
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TABLE Al. 7 

Predicced Hourly Wage, by Occupacion 

Occupacion Wage !:\ c.v. 

Nonprofessional 9.21 801 40.04 
Professional 12.70 134 20 . 81 

Norunanagerial 9.08 787 39 . 83 
Hanagerial 13.05 14S 19.51 

Konsa1es 9.64 898 39 . 33 
Salas 11.38 37 20 . 79 

Nonclerical 9. 71 911 39.13 
Cle~ical 9.51 24 16.18 

Noncra.fcs:nen 9.45 683 44 .80 
Craft.smen 10.40 252 17 . 24 

Nonoperacive 9.73 899 39.23 
Operach·e 9.04 36 17 . 48 

Noncransportacion 9.74 9C4 39.08 
Transportation 8. 7a 31 19 . 84 

Ko.1farm Laborers 9 . 73 915 38.97 
Other Nonfa:.-m Laborers 8.68 20 16 .10 

~o::service 9.79 900 38.74 
Se:-,.-:ce 7.65 35 24.80 

*Konc1assifiab1e 10. 25 75 18.33 



workers, operatives, transpo=tation employees, nonfar~ laborers , and service 

• .. ;orkers ear:ted less than those in other occupations. 

The original survey used t~o methods to elicit information about 

respondent inco~e. First, respondents were asked to indicate an a?propriate 

income catego=y from a list of income ranges . Second, i f r e s pondents were 

~:lling to Cisclose actual income, it was recorded. 
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To compare the predicted wage .,,ith partic~pan1: responses , actual income 

was divided by 2080 (52 weeks x 40 hours/week) to esc~mate hourly '"age. Cross

tabulation for l98c appears in Table Al. 8, while 1982 data appears in Table 

Al.9. The n~T.bers reflect frequencies of observations meeting bot~ 

classification variables. 

i.-iith the exception of the predicted "-rage category which includes the 

rninimurr. ,.-age ($3. 35 per hour), estimated hou:::ly wages compare •ell ,.-:.ch 

predicted wage. The general trend throughout the table shows predicted wage 

rising with estimated i ncome per hour. The concencracion of observacions in 

the rr.iniml.:Jn ":age category is due to the assigrur.enc of minimt:.m •.,:age when key 

descriptive variables of the respondent are missing. 

Despite potential dispersion problems discussed above, the predicted wage 

appears to be a reasonable neasure for opportunity cost of time. 
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TABLE Al . S 

Predicted Hourly liage vs. Estimated Hourly liage, 1981 

!'redicted Wage 

Hourly 2 . . 3. - 4. - 5. - 6. - 7. - 8 . - 9. - 10.- 11.- Ro·..: 
Wage 2 . 99 3.99 4.99 5.99 6.99 7.99 8.99 9.99 10.99 11.99 >12.00 Total 

0. 0 .99 1 5 1 2 2 1 1 2 , 
.1. 16 

l. 1. 99 4 1 5 
2 . 2 . 99 6 2 4 1 1 14 
3. 3 . 99 6 1 1 4 1 13 
4. 4 . 99 10 1 3 6 7 6 2 1 36 
5. 5.99 1 l 2 2 2 8 
6. 6.99 10 l 3 1 6 4 6 l l 33 
I. 7 .99 3 7 6 1 5 3 2 27 
8. 8.99 4 2 6 5 9 7 6 11 50 
9 . 9 . 99 1 4 3 3 11 

10. 10.99 5 7 11 10 10 7 10 60 
ll. 11 . 99 l 1 1 2 2 4 1 
12. 12 .99 2 1 2 2 1 4 5 1 ~ 

~ ' 
13. 13.99 4 1 1 2 6 6 7 l3 7 l.8 
1l. . 14 . 99 l 1 3 2 4 1 12 
15. 15 . 99 6 3 1 4 7 16 37 
16. 16.99 l 2 1 2 4 l 11 
1' - J • 17.99 1 1 2 
:s. 18.99 1 1 2 4 

19 . 19 . 99 : 1 2 5 4 11 11 3 
20 . 20 . 99 0 
21. 21.99 1 2 3 
22 . 22.99 1 2 2 8 13 
23 . 23.99 0 

> 24. 1 3 1 1 2 3 3 9 23 

Column Total 1 72 3 7 16 43 62 58 60 75 92 l.89 
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TABLE A1 . 9 

Predi cted Hourly Wage vs . Estima ted Hourl y 1/age, 1982 

Predicted Wage 

Hourly 2. - 3 . 4 . - 5. - 6 . - 7 . - 8. 9 . - 10 . - ll. - RO"-' 
wage 2 . 99 3.99 4.99 5.99 6.99 7 . 99 8.99 9.99 10 . 99 11.99 >12.00 Tot al 

0. 0 . 99 3 2 5 
l. 1. 99 0 
2. 2.99 4 1 2 1 2 10 
3. 3.99 0 
b. 4 .99 5 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 15 
5. 5.99 2 1 1 1 5 
6. 6.99 6 1 2 2 4 1 5 21 
7 . 7 . 99 1 2 1 4 
8 . 8 . 99 6 1 2 4 4 4 4 25 
0 ,, 9 . 99 1 1 1 1 2 6 

10 . 10 . 99 7 1 5 3 7 8 13 46. 
ll. ll . 99 1 1 1 3 
12. 12.99 5 1 1 1 3 2 3 2 18 36 
13 . 13 . 99 1 1 6 6 
14 . 14 . 99 3 1 3 3 3 7 14 34 
15 . 15 .99 1 2 1 4 
16. 16 . 99 2 1 1 2 4 4 7 19 
17. 17.99 1 1 
18 . 18 .99 6 1 9 16 
19. 19 .99 1 1 
20 . 20 . 99 1 2 5 8 
21 . 21.99 1 1 2 
22 . 22.99 1 1 1 4 7 
23 . 23.99 0 
> 24 . 1 3 3 3 6 34 50 

Colu;r.n Total 0 46 2 5 5 13 21 34 35 38 123 323 



Appendix 2 

Distance Traveled 
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In order to conduct travel cost analysis, two measures of distance 

traveled were usee. As pare of the original survey, respondents were asked 

a~out their councy of residence and t he distance from thei= home to t he fishing 

site. The distances indicated by respondents exhibited great variability eve~ 

among chose from the same origin county. Because chis variability suggested 

the possibi li t y of measurement rror in these repor~ed distances , the distances 

traveled from each origin county to each of the fishing sit:es "'ere calculated 

using ava~lable national, state , and county maps. This appendix describes the 

mecl:odology used. 

A lise of all origin counties was compiled . The sample o: 1012 

respondents came from 156 origin counties. An origin city was s elected as t he 

origin poin: for all residents of each county. Choosing a c i ty "'as generally 

scraig1u;forwarC.. For exarr.ple, it is usually possible to ident-ify one city as 

t:he major population center of the county. If a county had no clear population 

center bu:. 'Was irn."':'!ediate ly a djacent to a maj or population center just- across a 

county boundary, chac major city was used as the measurement poinc. I ~ a county 

~as rural (close to no major or minor cities ). a centrally located poinc, 

usually a coun:y seat, was selected as the point o f origin. 

Rou~es of travel to the Albemarle -Pamlico area were assigned to each 

origi n cit:y. Travel •as assumed to occur along major highways in a direct 

~anner . Discance ~as c~lcula~ed :~om each origin city to all fishing sites. :o 

reduce che prospects for error and facilitate the process, rrips were described 
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as movements bet.~een nodes, so chat distance between nodes wot.:.ld be measured 

once and total distance de~ined as the sum of the distances for the movements 

defined co comprise a crip. More specifically, each route was measured to each 

of three nodes : ~ill-amston, Greenville and New Bern. Distance co sites along 

the Albemarle Sound were rr:easured through Qil liamston; distance to sites along 

the Parnlico R:ver were meas~red through Greenville; distance to sites along the 

~euse Ri ,:er were measured through :-Je•..; Bern. The Williamston ro'J.te t...tas also usee 

to calculate distance to Outer Sanks sites . 

Distance to fishing sites originating in coastal counties (i.e., North 

Carolina anC Virginia) were measured individually using the most d:rect route. 
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Appendix 3 

Catch Rate Calculations 

To measure an aspect of the quality of the fishing experiences, the 

reported catch fro~ the~. C. Sea Grant Survey was used to calculate the 

esti~atad cacch rac~s for each of ~he entry points co the so~nCs. Site catch 

rates we~e construc~ed and assigned co their respective sites. 

Two catch rates were calculated for the boat and bank fishermen. The 

first catch rate estimated number of fish caught per person per hour spent 

fishing, ~hile the second catch rate estimated nurr,ber of fish per person . This 

distinction is impor~ant. for several reasons. We ~..:ould expect ~he -:-aces to be 

different for these tv.~o c:.~ferent: approaches to fishing beca:J.se of differences 

in the areas o: the sounds that can be used by the two types of fishir.g 

p>:actices. Horeover, specific features of the survey methodology further 

complicated matters. Boat fishermen were interviewed at t~e dock after chei= 

fishing da;· •..;as co::t?let.e . San:< ~ishermen, on the other hand, were incervie~·ed 

while they were fishing. Consequently the second catch rate variable, catch 

per person, does r.ot: ade<;uately control for either the total fish that may have 

been caught by the e:ld of the trip or the length of time spent fishing for ban;: 

fishermen . Care must be used in interpreting this catch rate and in comparin& 

ic with the counterpart va~iable for boat fishermen. 

The survey data included information on time spent fishing, striped bass 

kept and released, other fish kept and released, bait kept and released, and 

party size. Al l catch data r~~erred to total fish caught by the entire fishins 

party. The> first catch variable used the follo-..i.ng formula: 



(all fish kept or released) cetc~ 
per person 
per hour 
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(hours of fishing time) (party size) 

The second catch race variable used a slightly different formula: 

(a:l fish kept or released) 
catch per perso~ 

(party size) 

If catch races could not be calculated for any reaso~ (e . g. 1 if party siza o~ 

cime spent fishing ~ere zero for all observations at a particular site), catch 

rates from adjacenc sites ~ere used to substi~ute fo~ the missing catch rate . 
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Appendix 4 

Motor Vehicle Operaring Costs 

An estinate o: the cost o: mocor vehicle operation was used in the travel 

cost model. ~!any sources for chis information are available, but escimat:es 

exhibit wide variacion due to differing ass~~ptions about depreciation rates 

a::td other fa.cto~s. T·,;o c:ffere~: cost estimates v.·ere considered. Tbe firs:: o: 

these is based on informacion reported in Insurance Facts 1982 -83 (~ew York: 

Insurance Informacion Institute). This publication reports the costs per mile 

given in Table A~.l fo~ operat~ng a car per mile. 

We omitted the large au: omobile and van categories, did not include the 

parking and tolls estimate, co~s~ructed a simple average of the o~her 

categories of costs for the rewaining {mid- range vehicles), and adjusted it to 

1981 dollars using the transpo~tation component of the CPl . The result ~as 

19.88 cen:s per mile, whic~ ~e rounded up to 20 cents per nile . 

The seco~d estimate is :ro~ a different source and excludes Cep~eciation. 

Here we cons~dered the ef:ec~s of including vans . The cost per mile ranged 

from 11 . 87 to 12.74 cents in 1981 dollars. Tne specifics are given in Table 

A4.2. In this case, we considered 12 cents a middle estimate. 

The resu~ts re?orted in the text use the higher estimate. Because the 

prices include vehicle - related travel costs and the time costs of travel and 

fees, the difference bet~een these two estimates is not simply a multiple o: 

the implicit price. Results for the 12-cent estimate are available on request 

frorn the authors. 



TABLE A4.1 

High Cost Estimat es for Operating an Auto~obile (Cents per Mile) 

Type Dep:-eciacion 

Large 7.7 

Int:er media::e 6.2 

Compact 5.9 

Subco~pact 4.7 

Va:-. 10 . 7 

1981 

Cacegories of Expense 

Maint:.enance 
and 

Accessories 
Gas Parking 
& & 

Parts & Tires Oil Tolls 

6.0 7 . 3 0.8 

5.6 6 . 6 0.8 

5 .0 5 . 3 0.8 

4.8 4.5 0 . 8 

7 .2 8 . 9 0 .8 

Insu:-ance 

3 . 3 

3.3 

3 . 3 

3. 1 

4 . 4 

S t ate 
& 

Federal 
Taxes 

1.5 

1.3 

1.1 

1. 0 

1 . 9 
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TABLE A4. 2 

Low Cost Estimates for Operating 
an Autooobile (cents per mile) 

Cacegory 

Tocal Repa:.rs & 
Haint.enance 

Tire 
Gasoline 
Oil 

Gasoline (State) 
Gasoline (~ederal ) 
Tires (Feceral) 
Sales Tax (State) 

Large 

5.20 

. 72 
7.17 

.17 

. 53 

.24 

. 03 

.09 

Average excluding vans 11.87 
Average including vans 12.74 

1981 

Incermediate 

5.03 

. 48 
6 . 42 

.17 

. 47 

.21 

.03 
.08 

Source: Statiscical Abstracc of U. S., 1982 

Type of Vehicle 

Compacc 

4.37 

. 48 
5. 08 

.17 

.38 

.17 

.02 

.07 

Subcompact 

4. 20 

.43 
4.35 

.16 

. 32 

.14 

.02 

. 06 
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Van 

5.52 

.73 
8. 71 

. 20 

.64 

.19 
.05 
.09 



Appendix 5 

Lodging Costs 
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Estimates of lodging costs were also developed for the data set. These 

costs reflect the additiona: expense of a hotel/motel stay duri ng a multi -day 

visit. In choosing a particular site to visic, visitors will include relative 

lodging expense in their decision. 

The state of ~orth Carolina's Department of Commerce periodically 

publishes a director of acco~~odations for the state. Hotels and motels are 

listed by co~~unity , and a range of prices for each hotel is given. For each 

fishing s ite. a to·Hn (o= t04~S ) was assig~ed as the available acco~~uodacion. 

Using t:he 11 );ort!1 Carolina Directory of Accom.r:Jodations," a simple &v erage of the 

re levan: lis~ed cos ts was calculaced and assig~ed to the sites close to the 

sites . 
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Appendi x 6 

Residua l Dischar ge Estimates 

This ap?endix describes che sources for our estimates of residual 

discharges into the sounds. Discharge measures for biochemical oxygen demand 

and suspended solids were estimated using 1984 KOAA data for waste-water 

creatmenc faci~ities in coas~al Nor~h Carolina. Treatment facilities were 

identified and all recreatio~ sices ~ithin ce~ rniles do~~scream ~ere assigned 

pollution values based on effluent d i scharges from the idencified treatment 

plants . (The ten-mile zone as chosen arbitrarily.) If more than o~e plant was 

identified, che sum of the discharges was used. 

Effluent data reflected concentrations of pollution in nilligrams per 

liter. Discharge data was measured in million gallons per day. To calculace 

tocal discharges~ the flew ra~e per day was applied to the concentration rates 

for each type of effluent. 

\-."a see -wate~:. nitrogen and phosphorus loadings • ... ·ere handled in a differe:1: 

manner. County level daca "'ere obtained from 1\0AA (for 198!.), and loadi:1gs 

were divided inco point, nonpoinc and upstream sources. Point sources 

consisted o: mu~icipal water treatment plants, direct industrial dischargers 

and power plants. Kon-point sources included crop land run-of: anc forest land 

run-off. !\OA..-'. also has a cacegory called "upstream" wast:e :water. Discharges 

were measured in gallons per year and represent the aggregate of all sources 

within a coun:y. 

Recreation fishing sit:es within a parcicular councy were assigned chree 

values for t .. :asce - · ... ~acer loadin&s point source, nonpoin~ source. and ups~~eam . 
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In a similar manner, pollution values for n:trogen and phosphorus from each of 

three sources ~ere also assigned . The ~nit of measurement was tons per year. 

Understanding the reasons for variations in a model's esti~ates so they can be 

reflected in how those results are used is an essential elemenr in research 

designed to support policy analysis. Our planned activities with N. C. Sea 

Crane supporc we~e not inte~ded to complete this process. Rather, they focus 

on develo?ing ~~e remaining modeli~g alternacives . Comparative evaluation and 

reconcilia~io~ of findings remain a separate set of tasks chat are clear 

candidat~s for future research. 
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Appendix 7 

E~pi=ical Results with Alternative Travel Cost Definitio~s 
and Demand Specificat ions 

This appena:x provides examples of t he other specifications tested. Table 

A7.l provides brief variable definitions. Table A7.2 reports the OLS results 

for che cwo Outer Banks samples and Pamlico v.·hen a linear functional fo=n · ... :as 

used with the p~e:erred variables. Most previous studies have had better 

success with the semi-log specification that we used in t he text, and these 

linear results confirm that choice. The coefficients are generally less 

significant and sometimes have the .-rong signs. 

Tables A7.3 through A7 . 5 report the results for the t~o O~ter Banks 

sa~ples a~C the Paml ico when the price or travel cost variable was calculated 

in different ways. The value of travel time could be estimated :rom the 

reported i:1co::>e i:1 the rr.an:1er described in the text. This is done in the first 

two columns in each table, while the last two columns use the implicit wage 

escimateC using the respondent characteristics. The seco~d and :ouxth colu~ns 

allocate the cos~s of the trip according to the type of party ( family versus 

nonfamily). As ca:1 be seen in all three tables, the travel costs developed 

using the hedon:.c v.·age tech:1ique had more explana.tory powe:- tha:-: Y.The:; repor~ed 

income was used ~n estimating travel costs. Generally~ the full costs measure s 

rather than the allocated cost measures proved superior, alt:tough as discussed 

in the tex: , the results for the full sample in the Outer Banks were also quite 

good with the allocated cos ts . 



Va:-i.able 
Nan:e 

TRIPS 

Lr\TRIPS 

PRICE 

PRICE:.'CS 

PRICEFAC 

PRICEn;s 

PRICEFA\.7 

I:\CC 

FISHYR 

AGE 

CRBl 

PRICECTl 

PA:·IPRICl 

ALBPRICl 

OBPRICl 

TABLE A7 .1 

Variable Definitions 

Variable 
Defi nition a 

Trips 

Katu:-al log of TRIPS 

Travel Cost: 
(various definicions) 

Travel Cost: 
( time cost based on i ncome , costs not allocated 
by part:y cype) 

Travel Cost: 
(time cost based on income. costs allocated by 
pa::ty type) 

Travel Cost 
( t ime cost based on hedoni c ~age, costs not 
allocated by party type) 

Travel Cost: 
(time cost based on hedonic wage, costs 
allocat:ed by pany type) 

I ncome 

Years Fi shing 

Age 

Catch Rate 

Catch Rate 1, Appropriate Travel Cost 

Pa~lico Travel Cost 

Albemarle Travel Cost 

Out er Banks Travel Cost: 

a :-tore decai led Cefinic:ions of these variables are co~cained 
in Table 5. 2. 
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TABLE A7. 2 

Linear Spec i f i c a tion 
Dependenc Variable: TRIPS 

Ou~er Banks Outer Banks Pam1ico 
All Cbs. w/in 200 miles All Cbs. 

INTERCEPT 33.0442 31.6912 2.6244 
(3.479) (2.749) (0 . 095) 

PRIC!::J:·.:s -. 0736 .. 1607 - . 4932 
( -1 . 338) (-1.474) (-3.107) 

INCC 1.2SE-04 1.48E-04 1. 34E-C5 
(1.043) (1.035) (0.065) 

PR!CECTl .0215 . 0278 .0306 
(1.996) (0.808) (1 .134) 

FISHYR .7332 .5739 . 7729 
(3 . 856) (2 .442) (2 . 351) 

P.~1PRIC1 .1341 . 2621 
(2 .026) (3 . 390) 

CBPRICl - .06: 
(·0.2Q5) 

AL3PRI:l - . 1344 -.2356 .4695 
( -1.476) ( -1. 889) (1. 763) 

AGE - .5376 - .4288 - . 0535 
( -2.455) ( - 1.559) ( -0.142) 

~2 260 154 111 
R . 1094 .1785 . 2042 
F 4.421 4.531 3.777 
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TABLE A7. 3 

Alternative Prices 
Outer Banks, All Observations 

Dependent Variable: LNTRIPS 

PRIC~TCS PRICEFAC PRICETWS PRICEFAI~ 

II'TERCE?T 2.788 2 . 844 2 . 9 2.793 
(9 .8 72) (9 082) (10 . 352) (8 .9l.0) 

P!CCE - .00:3 .. 0045 . . 0038 .. 0068 
(-1.276) (-1.977) (-2.393) (-1.98!.) 

I NCC l. 07E-OS 4. 2E-6 9 . 50E-06 7.18E- 6 
(2.250) (0 .831) (2.65 1) (1.698) 

PRICECTl . 0003 -. 0021 . 0005 .0028 
(1 . 669) (-2 .391) (1 . 683) (2.155) 

FISHYR .0320 .0273 . 0311 . 0272 
(5 . 511) 4 076 (5 . 394) (4 . 021) 

PANPiUCl .0060 .0086 .0055 .0080 
(3 .112) (3 . 827) (2 . 811) (3 . 583) 

ALBPRICl (-.0060) - .0089 - . 0036 -. 0079 
( -2.649) ( -3 .756) ( -1.358) ( -3 .196) 

AGE - . 0228 - .0207 -. 0223 -. 0205 
(-3.434) ( -2 . 839) ( -3.384) ( -2 . 797) 

I' 255 188 255 188 
R2 .2035 .1933 . 2141 .1864 
F 9 . 015 6 .163 9 . 613 5 . 891 



INTERCEPT 

PRICE 

1:\CC 

PRlCECTl 

FISHYR 

P.-'1!-!FR:Cl 

ALBPRIC1 

AGE: 

TABLE A7 .4 

Alternative Prices 
Outer Banks, within 200 niles 

Dependent Variable: 

PRICETCS 

2 . 508 
(6.769) 

. . 0054 
(-1.939) 

1. 5E· 5 
(2 .098) 

9.5E-4 
(1.081) 

. 0248 
(3 . 221) 

.0096 
(3 .613) 

.. 0071 
( -1. 844) 

. . 0149 
(-1 . 672) 

152 
.2529 

6 . 965 

PRICEFAC 

2.745 
(6.377) 

. . 0069 
( -1.080) 

5.1E-6 
(0 . 618) 

. 0024 
(0. 945) 

.0220 
(2 .L.30) 

.0117 
(3.670) 

• . 0118 
( . 2 660) 

. . 0152 
(-1. 515) 

117 
. 2416 

4.962 

L."TRI PS 

PRICErws 

2. 6778 
(7 .246) 

. . 0085 
(·2 . 505) 

8.90E-06 
(1.977) 

. 0012 
(1.147) 

.02L. 
(3 .140) 

.0098 
(3 . 975) 

•. 0048 
( -1. 217) 

. . 0147 
(·1. 667) 

152 
.2694 

7 .585 

PRICEFAW 

2. 785 
(6.521) 

-. 0090 
( -0.979) 

4.9;::-6 
(0 .944) 

. 0024 
(0 692) 

.0219 
(2 .398 ) 

. 0113 
(3.920) 

.. 0098 
( -2 .182) 

- . 0154 
(·1.53!.) 

117 
.2423 

4 . 979 
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TABLE A7. 5 

Alternative Pr ices 
Paml ico , Al l Observations 

Dependent Variable: LNTRIPS 

i'RICETCS ?RICEFAC PRICE:TWS PRICEFAW 

INTE::I.CEP! 3.819 3 . 901 3. 1961 3.784 
(5.483) (4 . 753) (4.325) (4 . 311) 

PRICE - .0046 -. 0053 - .0124 -. 0113 
( -1. 774) ( -1. 615) ( -2 . 917) ( -1.671) 

INCC 7.3E-6 l. 4E- 5 -2.80E-6 4.1E-6 
(1. 101) (1 . 909) ( -0 . 506) (0.589) 

PRICECTl 3.5E-4 . 0002 .001 .0006 
(0.705) (0 . 297) (1.332) (0 .481) 

FISHYR .0156 .0132 .0135 .0116 
(1.691) (1. 226) (1 . 516) (1.081) 

03?R!Cl -.0187 - . 0229 -.0125 -. 0148 
( -2. 457) ( -2 . 753) ( -1.559) ( -1 . 519) 

ALSPRICl .02 12 . 0286 .0222 .0217 
(2 . 855) (3 . 073) (3.085) (2.290) 

AGE - .0090 -. 0151 - . oo .. 5 - . 0142 
( - . 888) (-1.331) ( -0 . 440) ( - 1.211) 

N2 109 79 109 79 
R .1680 .2220 .2096 .2135 
F 2. 914 2 . 894 3 . 826 2 . 753 
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